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SUMMARY 
Multi-platform swarm/cluster missions are an attractive prospect for improved science return as 
they provide a natural capability for temporal, spatial and signal separation with further engineering 
and economic advantages. As spacecraft numbers increase and/or the round-trip communications 
delay from Earth lengthens, the traditional "remotely-controlled" approach begins to break down. 
It is therefore essential to push the management of the spacecraft into the space segment. In other 
words, to make spacecraft more autonomous - if the desired goal of missions involving satellite 
swarms is to be realised. 
An autonomous group of spacecraft requires coordination, but standard terrestrial paradigms such 
as negotiation, require high levels of inter-spacecraft communication and on-board computation 
power, both of which are nontrivial in space (especially in the context of smaller nanosatellites 
platforms). This research therefore introduces the principles of stigmergy as a novel method for 
coordinating a cluster. Stigmergy is an agent-based, behavioural approach that allows for infrequent 
communication with decisions based on local information. Supervisors/ ground stations 
occasionally adjust parameters and disseminate a common feedforward and feedback environment 
that is used for local decisions and indirect coordination. Such an autonomous group of spacecraft 
can be considered as an emergent system, with the top-level group behaviour emerging from the 
local low-level behaviours of the individuals. Analysis is presented for a number of scenarios with 
performance evaluated in terms of intuitive behaviours: greedy, considerate, proactive and 
obstinate, which are mathematically defined. This reveals that effectiveness can be steadily 
improved by making the behaviours more "self-aware". 
The inherent suitability of the stigmergy solution for spacecraft swarm coordination is 
demonstrated by considering its three major benefits the first of which is scalability. Stigmergy is 
the mechanism used to coordinate hundreds of thousands of individuals in insect colonies. Hence it 
can cope in missions involving large numbers of spacecraft (demonstration of its application to up 
to 18 spacecraft in this work) unlike other distributed planning approaches that consider only a 
handful. Moreover the system is hierarchical which further helps to free the ground station from 
the micromanagement of individual spacecraft that is essential for remote cluster missions. All this 
is achievable without direct coordination, which would require the need for intersatellite links, that 
may well be costly on nanospacecraft platforms. 
The second major benefit is the ability to cope with dynamic problems. Large numbers of 
spacecraft will always introduce some degree of chaos and dynamism to the problem. lbis is 
exacerbated by the fact that tasks and/or spacecraft may fail at any time. The current planning 
approaches would require replanning to alleviate this, which can be highly costly and slow to 
respond. This work shows that the self organisation of the system brings inherent resilience. 
Spacecraft can then easily cope with uncertainty; can reconfigure based on spacecraft failure; can 
cope with changing mission goals and bursts of unexpected tasks into the system - all without 
additional overhead. 
The third major benefit is that only simple algorithms are needed which is essential for low-power 
nanospacecraft. In essence, the spacecraft needs only to maintain a local behaviour without 
interacting with others. In this thesis we describe in detail exactly what an on board "behaviour" is 
and how evaluation of its appropriateness for different goals is studied. This continuous search for 
a changing optimal behaviour is performed using a genetic algorithm, which is a challenging 
problem posing difficulties for existing operators. The search problem is explored analytically using 
Markov chains, leading to the development of a new family of distribution replacement operators. 
These operators have the unique ability to explicitly (rather than probabilistically) control the 
population diversity in fitness (rather than genome) space, which translates into improved 
performance. 
Finally this thesis concludes by considering three case studies. The first shows the implementation 
of the algorithms on realistic nanospacecraft flight hardware, demonstrating that the system could 
feasibly be deployed, even with currently available nanospacecraft platform technologies. The 
second demonstrates hierarchical load balancing of the cluster to maintain even power usage. 
Finally the third case study shows how the system can operate well on more realistic 
multidimensional resource spaces. 
Keywords: Stigmergy; Spacecraft autonomy; Satellite cluster/swarm; Distributed coordination; 
Task allocation; Genetic algorithm; Distribution replacement; Dynamic problem; 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Classically, there are three science drivers towards multiple satellite clusters: signal separation (e.g. 
large synthetic apertures), signal space coverage (e.g. multipoint sensing) and signal combination 
(e.g. data fusion). The global trends of the electronic technology age embodied in the ubiquitous 
"Smaller, f'aster, Smarter, Connel1ed" paradigm also show little sign of abating. Extrapolating to future 
space missions therefore seems to point towards missions involving large numbers of smaller 
platforms working collaboratively for enhanced science return. A cluster paradigm has many 
advantages over monoliths - the elimination of single point failures (resulting in graceful 
degradation), the ability to be continuously upgraded or enhanced at later dates (as in the 
factorisation paradigm) and potential cost savings from manufacturing in bulk (see section 2.1 for 
more detail). 
As the number of spacecraft increases there are increased demands on miSSion control to 
coordinate all the spacecraft and allocate tasks amongst them. There inherently becomes a point at 
which there are too many spacecraft for a single ground station to control (as is the current 
approach). Direct ground control also breaks down on longer range exploration missions such as 
missions to Mars and the asteroid belt. In such cases the intermittent contact with satellites and 
possible large round-trip communications delays means that implementation of the reactive control 
loops, that are needed for remotely-controIltelepresence, is incredibly challenging. It is also worth 
considering that a major, often overlooked, cost of space missions is the ongoing cost of ground 
control. This can account for around 5% of the unit cost per year [1], even for the relatively simple 
"remote control" architecture currently used. 
A potential solution to this problem presents itself by noting that as the on board computational 
power of satellites improves there is increased scope to shift more of the ground segment tasks up 
to intelligent autonomous spacecraft, hence reducing the costs and demands on the ground. This 
research addresses this problem by considering methods for co-ordinating multiple spacecraft. 
5 
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1.1 REQUIREMENTS OF SOLUTION 
The problem to be considered is that of a mission control on Earth with a large li:t of a:k [0 be 
performed (which is continually updated as additional ta ks are created during the rrU.ion hfe). 
What is the best way to allocate these tasks to the pacecraft in the ystem? . --enually thi' i' a 
choice between communication protocols. There are three fundamental arcrutecrure: that could b 
used for allocating the tasks to the spacecraft in the cluster: 
1. Client/Server: This is the standard current "remotely-control" approach where [he 
allocation calculation are run centrally at mission control and then pecific pacecraft are 
informed of their allocated tasks individually ( ee section 2.2.4.2 for mOfe detail). 
2. Negotiation: The ground station play no part in task allocation. \U ta L are broadca ,t t 
all spacecraft. It is then the responsibility of the pacecraft t coordinate \\;th each otbt:r 
via some distributed peer-to-peer negotiation trategy [0 subdivide the ta·k l.i t among.t 
themselves (see section 2.3.4.1 for more detail). 
3. Stigmergy: (indirect coordination by modification of a common environment). \gain all 
tasks are broadcast to the clu rer, but this time some additlOnal high-b'd aggregated 
feedback and/ or feed forward information is al 0 tran mitted. 1lu· e. lra information i' the 
digital analogy to in ect pheromone trails l and prOVides a common environment that is 
modified (through local actions) for indirect commurucation. Each ,'pacecraft then ellcrs 
tasks from the list independently according to its own local selection trat gy (heuri. tiC) 
based on the global information (see section 2.3.3 for more detail). 
Additionally there are always hybrid approache . However, these thr e fundamental approaches 
represent various engineering trade-offs that each ha\-e their O\m strength' and \vcakn (,s. The 
understanding of these trade-offs is important when making deci ion about which of the 'trat gi -
is most appropriate for this particular problem (see Table 1). 
I For example ants leave trails when fLtuming to the nest with food, a.ll()wln~ orh~ r Jnt: In f~ IfJCC II t~p to I. >c It' thl: 
food source. This is indirect coordination, as the ants never "talk" to each (Jthu. 
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Characteris tic Client/Server Negotiation Stigmergy 
Processing 
power of Minimal HIGH Low 
spacecraft 
Earth-Space 
Broadcast + a signment Minimal Broadcast + Environment 
control data (broadcast) Data 
Inter-satellite ALL SPACECRAfT (MESH 
links None OR ROUTING) None 
T ask conflicts / Pas ible (depends on PROBABLE (DEPENDS ON 
duplicates None 
sophi tication of SOPHISTICATION OF 
negotiation protocol) SELECTION STRATEGIES) 
Task 
reassignment / 
HIGH LATENCY 
Medium latency (re- Immediate 
Re-planning on negotiation) 
failure 
Earth based 
Redundancy (human intervention Peer-to-peer re-routing No interdependency 
possible) 
Depends on 
Scalability2 Low Low behaviours but 
generally high 
Table 1: Comparison of the three clifferent coordination paradigms. Formatting of the entries is used 
to highlight GOOD, M edium and ~ characteris tics. 
The Client/Server )' tern is either the best or worst system, or simply the most extreme. Its 
simplicity combined with the remote operations/keeping humans in the loop philo ophy is dearly 
optimal for low numbers of spacecraft, explaining it current wide u age. Howeyer the system 
offers poor scalability, as in order for the server to be able to make sensible decisions about task 
allocation it require low-level detailed telemetry to be returned periodically from the spacecraft in 
order to be able to optimise the allocation. s the number of spacecraft grow the telemetry 
information needed takes up more and more precious bandwidth (which is e pecially problematic 
in mis ions further away from Earth). Equally contingency must be made for the asynchronous 
nature of the telemetry returns, hence infonnation at the ground station is always going to be out of 
date for the majority of the pacecraft and so a suboptimal allocation is inherently likely eyen 
2 Scalability in "breadth" (,;inglc layer) .. \n)' of the"e "y"wm,; can improve their "calabilit)' by adopting a hierarchical 
approach that adds "depth" (or layer,;). \ hH:rarchy is the uOIver,;al solution to scalability anJ ,;0 ,;houlJ be consiJered in 
any proposed solution. 
7 
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though at first appearance that would seem to be one of its strengths. Introducing scalability in the 
form of a hierarchical control necessitates the need for individual spacecraft to take on the roles of 
"team leaders". Such roles represent computationally expensive algorithms and so places additional 
demands on these team leaders, which is not viable in a nanosatellite context. Morem'er. in order to 
avoid introducing single point failures, the hardware capabilities required of the team leaders must 
also be present on other spacecraft for redundancy. 
Client/Server also does particularly badly in terms of task replanning latency. This is because 
transmitting a list of tasks along with their assignments to spacecraft is a reasonably small overhead. 
However, a response to dynamic changes (e.g. an input of high priority tasks into the system) may 
well require tasks to be reassigned. Hence now a reassignment message needs to be broadcast. In a 
highly dynamic situations such as this one with continual arrival of new tasks (and failures of 
current tasks) either tasks will have to be continuously reassigned, which significantly increases 
communications overhead, or operators will have to restrict themselves to waiting until the current 
tasks have been completed, reducing latency - neither of which are desirable. 
The Negotiation system offers the lowest requirements on Earth-Space control data at the cost of 
shifting those requirements to spacecraft hardware in the form of powerful CPL' and inter-satellite 
links demands. Moreover, as the number of spacecraft grows, so does the number of individuals to 
negotiate with, adding to the complexity and limiting its scalability. Again negotiation can be 
decomposed hierarchically but this adds to the complexity of the hierarchical negotiation algorithms 
required. Negotiation (or peer-to-peer coordination) has received a lot of interest terrestrially, but 
even on Earth where by contrast cheap high-speed broadband connections and powerful dual core 
processors are readily available, networking and CPU overheads do not have a significant impact. 
In a highly dynamic situation negotiation also involves a lot of renegotiation which impacts the 
reactivity of the system. Negotiation also has further problems to do with task ownership in order 
to form a premise for negotiation which introduces extra overhead to do with the removal of single 
point failures. Please see section 2.3.4.1 for more detail, however in essence, if you devolve 
responsibility for allocating tasks entirely to the cluster extra overhead is required to ensure that 
tasks are not "forgotten about" under failure conditions. 
The Stigrnergy system requires a relatively small amount of extra information to be transmitted 
from Earth, but as this sent as a broadcast (rather to point-to-point) it is independent of the 
number of spacecraft. Simple on-board selection strategies mean that processing power is much 
lower than a negotiation protocol and no inter-satellite links are required just like the client/ sen'er 
model. It is inherently scalable and resistant to failure, although the major disadvantage is lack of 
guarantees about task conflicts and overlaps as spacecraft are not coordinating with each other 
directly. This lack of guarantees means that although the system can be deemed to operate within 
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certain long-term average probability bounds, at any particular instance in time no guarantees are 
made. In other words a service level agreement between operators and users would haye to take the 
form of performance within certain bounds on a,'erage over a number of rears rather than 
particular guarantees about individual tasks'. 
1.2 ADVANTAGES OF STIGMERGY 
Stigmergy is the compromise solution. It combines the benefits of the minimal inter-satellite links 
of the client/server approach, whilst simultaneously freeing the ground station from 
micromanaging the individual spacecraft as, negotiation does. These three fundamental modes 
really correspond to a spectrum of coordination possibilities with a client/sernr at one end and 
negotiation than the other. Stigmergy sits somewhere in the middle of the spectrum, as it is partly 
coordinated by the spacecraft themseh'es, but also requires interaction and control from the ground 
station. 
The lack of inter-satellite links (\vith its inherent networking hardware implications) is a huge 
benefit for the system, when considering the constraints of nano/pico class satellites (see section 
2.1.4). In principle this coordination strategy could be retrofitted to existing space assets by a simple 
flight software update. This is not the case for the peer-to-peer negotiation strategy. Stigmergy also 
uses far simpler algorithms than negotiation, which again is exactly what is needed on the low-
power nano/pico sized spacecraft. 
The large amount (and high latency) of Earth-Space control data4 rule out the client/server 
approach for anything other than Earth observation when large numbers of spacecraft are involved. 
Stigmergy is therefore clearly a promising direction for future cluster missions, assuming that task 
conflicts and duplication are not seriously detrimental (as would generally be the case for 
exploration/mapping missions). 
Stigmergy was originally inspired by the natural world. It is nature's solution to coordinating and 
self-organising large numbers of simple individuals. It is the mechanism by which schools of fish 
and flocks of birds coordinate their movements collectively. It is also how colonies of ants search 
for food and how tennites build their elaborate nests. As the ultimate goal is for a swarm of simple 
J of course these discussion an: about "pure" systems, "ybrid systems may well be de~irable. ~() for example it is ('a~y to 
envisage a system where task allocation wa~ normally achiewd via sti~'1T1crgy. howc\'('r if particular re'luin:ments arc 
rcyuin:d for occasional individual tasks, . \ c1ient/ s('(wr capability might bc included so that special individual tJ"ks would 
be deterministically allocatnl to particular spacecraft. Such hybrid "\'''tcm~ arc left for futurl' study. 
4 not to mention hight·r powcr access control protocols that arc nceded for spacecraft tlying in a cluster 
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spacecraft to act collectively, it is prudent to consider leveraging this successful strategy that nature 
has already developed. 
To help fully appreciate how the power of stigmergy might be used in the spacecraft model. it is 
instructive to consider a simple analogy from a less formal perspective to reinforce the broad 
principles: 
Imagine there is a boss of a company. He has a big list of tasks to be perfonned by his 
employees with new tasks arriving every day. He has several options for allocating the 
tasks to his employees. First of all he could specifically allocate each of the tasks to 
particular employees (client/sewer). However this puts a lot of administrati,-e overhead 
on him and he has better things to do with his time (i.e. unseal able ?f he htJs hllndreds oj" 
emplqyees). Second, he could e-mail out the list and let the employees fight amongst 
themselves (negotiation). The problem here is that half the day would be wasted with 
everyone discussing what they were going to do, and then re-discussing when things 
didn't go quite according to plan. The third option is to use the principles of 
stigmergy. In this approach he e-mails out the list, and the employees choose tasks to 
do independently without discussion with each other. At the end of the day they send 
their list of completed tasks to the boss along with what they intend to do tomorrow. 
Next day the boss sends out the list, updated with new tasks, along with a spreadsheet 
about what tasks were duplicated yesterday (feedback) and which tasks have been 
marked as "intended" (fee4forward). Employees are therefore be able to choose today's 
tasks with some degree of confidence about the likelihood of anyone else working on 
it. Employees would therefore self-organise to partition the tasks without direct 
communication based on their assigned behaviours such as "make sure you do the 
high priority tasks" (greetj;) or "make sure you do tasks that no one else is doing" 
(considerate). 
This analogy is an abstraction (as clearly businesses operate using hierarchies and more complicated 
and sophisticated management) however it is used as simplified toy problem in which to fonnulate 
the three methodologies, in a non-spacecraft domain. The intention of the analogy is to highlight 
and explain the simplicity and intuitive nature of the stigmergy solution i.e. simple algorithms 
suitable for running on the low-power spacecraft. It also highlights the limited communications 
required which is a further benefit in space. Furthennore, although there is likely to be some task 
duplication, the overall throughput may well be higher than the negotiation strategy as "just getting 
on with it" is more effective than wasting a lot of time and effort planning and replanning. 
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1.3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The problem statement for this research can be summarised as follows: 
"Gillen that a dUJter ,!/Jpacecraji baJ a qynamic, el'olz'ing Jel ,!/common taJ'k.f to be performed, !lOIV (un 
it aulonomoH.l!Y partilion tbeJe tmAr amongJ! i/Je!l baJed on tbe reJOIln'e requirementJ ~/ tbe ta.rk.r; 
matched to the ciuJter leNI comtrainlJ on robllJtneJJ 10 .lailure, mana,~emenl Ollerbeadf. oplimt:ralion 0/ 
reJol{rce di.rtn·bl{tion and ta.rk .f/{((;eH rateJ?" 
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This problem is to be addressed using the principles of stigmergy, which, has ne\'er been 
considered in the domain of spacecraft systems. The aims are therefore to assess the feasibility of 
stigmergy for coordination of nanospacecraft swarms. This research is focused on the problem of 
task allocation/distribution amongst the members of the swarm rather than the complimentary 
problem of collective autonomous navigation and/or formation flying. Solutions should also be 
identified to take care of the lower level real-time task scheduling once task partitioning has been 
accomplished. 
It is important to investigate any system 10 the context of the three malor requirements of 
nanospacecraft swarms. 
• The first is the limited capabilities of nanospacecraft which place restrlCUons on the 
maximum complexity of algorithms that can be implemented on-board as well as limiting 
the availability of intersatellite links and bandwidth. 
• The second issue is scalability. The envisaged deployment scenariOS are for potentially 
hundreds or even thousands of spacecraft (most likely beyond an Earth orbit) and so any 
system must be fundamentally designed with this in mind. 
• The third issue is the dynamic nature of the task at hand. Capabilities and membership of 
the swarm may well be variable; tasks and/or spacecraft may frequently fail and need 
rescheduling; and mission control may impose changing objectives to name but a few 
challenges. Any solution must therefore be able to function well 1n such a dynamic 
environment most likely with only partial information. 
It is important to investigate parameters of the system and characterise performance in terms of 
metrics that are really of interest to the spacecraft operators (such as task throughput and response 
time of high priority tasks). Moreover, it is important to simulate the problem in a way that models 
the important properties of the problem so as not to invalidate the results by considering unrealistic 
scenarios. Clearly it is difficult to jump straight to simulations with hundreds of spacecraft, hence 
results obtained on smaller numbers must be shown to be extendable to such numbers. Smaller 
numbers are useful as they provide the ability to concisely explain, present and indeed simulate in 
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reasonable time. It is crucial however to ensure that these smaller simulations do not represent 
particular limit or special cases. 
1.4 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROBLEM 
It is important when outlining the aims and objectives to understand the underlying properties of 
the problem more generally, so that the system and results may be transplanted into other problem 
domains. To that end the problem can be described as follows: 
1. The problem can be expressed as a game in which a single entity, E, interacts with a large 
number of other entities, C, working collaboratively. 
2. The members of C, C" are unaware of each other and cannot explicitly communicate or send 
messages to each other. 
3. A common set, S, consisting of a finite number of objects, is visible to both E and the Cs. 
Each of the objects in S have one or more properties that are also visible to E and the C's. 
4. All of the objects within S are independent of each other. 
5. Members of C, working independently select objects from the set S based on their own local 
rules and choices about the properties of the objects. Having selected an individual object 
from S the c, marks it with its own unique tag. After tagging an object, the c, waits for a 
particular time period before repeating its loop with another object selection/tagging phase. 
6. Multiple members of C may tag the same object with their own unique identifiers. 
7. The tagging marks are not visible to other members of C. 
8. All of the tag marks are visible to E. 
9. Periodically E will remove all of the objects from the set S that have been tagged. E then 
replaces these objects with a new set of objects such that the total number of objects removed 
is equal to the number of objects added. 
Clearly in this work E represents the ground station, C represents the spacecraft in orbit and S 
represents the set of tasks to be performed that is continually changing. The lack of communication 
between the Cs is due to the restrictions on intersatellite links and the tagging represents spacecraft 
performing tasks and returning the results to the ground station. 
It is possible to express the three fundamental coordination strategies in terms of this game. The 
client/ server model adds an additional tag to each of the objects that represents an allocation of 
task to a particular entity. The negotiation approach drops (2) and (7) so that spacecraft can 
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coordinate directly. Stigmergy allows E to add and adjust some additional meta-information to the 
set of objects, S, but this information is still independent of the actual task objects. 
Some system specific assumptions and properties of the problem are discussed later in section 3.8, 
page 59. 
1.5 CONTRIBUTION TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 
It maybe useful for the reader to outline the major issues addressed in the research in a bulleted 
form. This section may therefore not be immediately understandable until discussions in the 
remainder of the thesis are covered. However it is presented here for quick and concise reference. 
To that end this work includes the following aspects of research novelty: 
• The first proposal for a system using the principles of stigmergy to coordinate a swarm of 
spacecraft. Such an approach is inherently scalable (unlike existing approaches) to Yery 
large numbers of miniature spacecraft in line with the aspirations of future distributed 
space missions. 
• Definitions of intuitive spacecraft behaviours in mathematical terms based on Chebyshev 
polynomials for concise representation and universal coverage of options. 
• Behaviours characteristics that make use of fundamental modes of operation - feedback 
feed forward, isolation and greedy along with a mechanism for combing them in a 
continuously complimentary manner. 
• Analysis of crucial parameters to demonstrate feasibility of such a system for nanosatellite 
swarms using multiagent simulations. Issues addressed include the sophistication of 
behaviour definitions, performance trade-offs, scalability and the dynamic resilience of self 
organisation. 
• Investigation of scenarios where tasks have resource constraints in terms of priority, power 
and both together with realistic task arrival patterns. 
• Detailed case studies demonstrating various trade-offs of performance parameters and the 
extensibility of the system including hierarchical load balancing. 
• Enhanced the NEAT architecture to allow for the task scheduling algorithm to also 
consider multiple spacecraft operations. 
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• Developed the novel genetic algorithm operator family of "distribution replacement" for 
improved performance on this dynamic problem (with further more general applications 
possible). 
• Analysed and explained the performance of distribution replacement using an analytical 
Markov process model. 
• Benchmarking of genetic algorithm performance on suitable CubeSat flight hardware to 
demonstrate the viability of the system. 
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1.7 LAYOUT OF THESIS 
Having presented an introduction to the problem follO\ved by a summan' of this research and an 
. . 
outline of the aims and objectives, the remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 2 introduces some background to the problem to given context and other relennt work. It 
discusses the motivation for the multiple platform clusters and swarms showing how this is in line 
with the current trends of technological development. Discussions about autonomy and the various 
work that has previously been undertaken to address this problem in the space sector is outlined. 
This revealed that many of the approaches haY(' unrealistic assumptions about net\vorking or arc 
fundamentally unscalable which is problematic. Finally some principles of multiagent collaboration 
are discussed that outline the appropriateness of stigmergy for this problem along '.\;th some 
examples of other applications in related domains from which to draw inspiration. 
Chapter 3 outlines the proposed system architecture investigated in this research based on the 
discoveries during the background investigation. The system is hierarchical and flexible ~;th 
optional components to aid scalability. The separation of responsibility between the task allocation 
amongst members of the swarm and the low-level task scheduling for individual spacecraft is also 
explained here. 
Chapter 4 goes into detail about the on-board autonomy for a single spacecraft. Consideration is 
given to the representation, meaning and def1l1ition of a spacecraft behaviour in mathematical 
terms. The main function of the on-board autonomy of the spacecraft is to search continuously for 
an optimal behaviour which is achieved using a genetic algorithm. This chapter presents the novel 
distribution replacement family of operators and shows analytically using a Markov chain how and 
why these out perform other existing operators for this problem. 
Chapter 5 investigates the emergent properties of multiple spacecraft collaborating together using 
the principles of stigmergy. It begins by defining what good and bad beha\-iours are in the context 
of a particular objective, before combining them to analyse performance. Simplified problems are 
initially investigated (along with some defined performance metrics), \\;th the complexity slowly 
increased throughout the chapter. The research focuses on smaller numbers of spacecraft initially to 
aid understanding, but this chapter then goes on to show how the results are more generally \"alid. 
Studies on problems with external dynamic disturbances are detailed followed by simulations \~th 
variable communication rates and scalability up to much larger numbers (up to 18 spacecraft 
demonstrated). 
Chapter 6 presents three cases studies to test and extend the system further. The first shows the 
implementation benchmarked on realistic CubeSat flight hardware. This demonstrates that the 
algorithms are simple enough to run on board existing space assets. The second considers the 
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situation where the tasks are depended on the fmite power available on spacecraft and 
demonstrates hierarchical load balancing of the cluster to maintain even power usage. 'The third 
case study shows how the system can operate well on more realistic multidimensional resource 
spaces where tasks have both priority and power associated with them. It is shown how "arious 
behaviours can be selected to achieve different performance properties in the swarm and the trade-
offs involved. 
Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks that summarises the issues and results presented in pre"ious 
chapters along with some discussion of potential future research that might be undertaken. This is 
followed by an appendix detailing the evaluation of various distribution replacement shapes on 
some standard benchmarking problems and a bibliography of references. 
1.8 FORMATTING AND STYLE CONVENTIONS 
Unless otherwise stated, all graphs in this thesis contain error bars representing the 95°0 confidence 
interval. The 95% confidence interval is an intuitive measure of the reliability of the results 'With the 
interval indicating that the true value lies within that range with a probability of 0.95. As it is 
calculated as a function of the sample size and standard deviation, the reader does not need to be 
overly burdened with considerations about numbers of simulation runs when trying to gauge the 
reliability of results (i.e. Monte-Carlo method). Generally simulations were repeated sC\'eral hundred 
times before being averaged and combined. The formula for calculating confidence internl is: 
Upper 95% limit = ~+ 1.96*S£ 
Lower 95% limit = ~- 1.96* S£ 
(J W'here: s£ = - (the standard error) Fn 
~ = sample mean 
(J = sample standard deviation 
n = number of samples 
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Chapter 2 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter provides an overview of previous work relevant to this research effort. Although there 
is a lot of coupling between the various issues, it is separated into three main sections: 
• The ftrst looks at distributed space missions past, present and future and discusses the 
drivers behind the surge of interest in the fteld. 
• The second section looks at artiftcial intelligence and autonomy. It starts with a general 
history and context before continuing on to discussions of autonomous agents. Intelligent 
search strategies (including genetic algorithms) are also covered followed by discussions 
surrounding the speciftcally relevant domain of autonomy in space systems. 
• The final section looks at multiagent collaboration outlining the characteristics of a 
multiagent system and methods of coordination on the specifically relevant problem of 
distributed task allocation. The principles of stigmergy - that underlie this research - are 
detailed here along with terrestrial examples and alternative models for coordination. 
2.1 DISTRIBUTED SPACE MISSIONS 
2.1.1 Motivation and drivers for multiple spacecraft missions 
1-fissions involving multiple spacecraft autonomously working together have become of great 
interest in the last decade. With the advent of the internet and mobile telecommunications 
networks ubiquitous connectivity of simple devices has become familiar and highly appreciated 
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terrestrially. Researchers and engineers working in the space sector are naturally becoming ever 
more interested in adopting these models to reap the many benefits they offer. 
Clement of the JPL AI group [2] summarises the key scientific drivers for such cluster/s\varm 
missions and the unique advantages they bring over single monolithic spacecraft. Citing over "40 
multiple platform missions that have been proposed [in 2002]" he grouped them into three families: 
• Signal separation - many scientific questions can only be answered by using large 
instruments5 that are too big to launch on single spacecraft. However multiple spacecraft 
flying in formation can coordinate to simulate a larger instrument from multiple smaller 
ones, for example using synthetic aperture techniques [3]. 
• Signal space coverage - it is often interesting to be able to take coordinated 
measurements of different phenomenon. A single spacecraft is only capable of directing its 
attention towards a single target, hence multiple spacecraft are required for simultaneous 
measurements of multiple targets. 
• Signal combination - rather than multiple targets, it is also frequently useful to be able to 
measure multiple characteristics of a single target. A single spacecraft has a limited payload 
and power capacity. Multiple spacecraft with different payloads can easily bring a variety of 
sensors to bear on single target for later recombination. This process is normally referred 
to as data fusion. 
Aside from the scientific benefits of distributed space ffilSSlOns, there are a number of more 
practical engineering advantages. Most obviously, the space industry is fundamentally concerned 
with the reliability and hence the removal of single point failures from spacecraft. A distributed 
space mission naturally increases the amount of redundancy, possibly even providing the holy grail 
of graceful degradation. These ideas are captured in the fractionated space paradigm [4] that goes 
further by attempting to be responsive to all sources of uncertainty (technical, environmental, 
launch, requirements and funding) when a designing and implementing a space mission. This is to 
be achieved by distributing the components that currently make up a monolithic satellite across 
multiple smaller spacecraft in a cluster. Satellite subsystems generally communicate with each other 
through a data bus which has already been shown to be able to operate wirelessly [5]. Extending to 
multiple platforms and a wireless network is the next logical step. Fractionated space offers many 
advantages, and is similar in principle to ground-based technologies such as "plug and play". In the 
ideal case any subsystem can be replaced by adding a new platform to the cluster that can perform a 
5 ,\'; for c:xamplc, dectromagnetic radiation frc:yuencie,; place fundamental reyuireml'nt,; on the phy,;ical size of antenna,; 
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similar function. Not only does this remm'e single point failures from the system but allows the 
new paradigm of a continuously upgradeable, or iteratively improving, space asset. 
2.1.2 Current distributed missions 
This interest can be empirically seen in an analysis carried out by Barnhart [6], Figure 1, into the 
number of academic publications that discuss these concepts. 
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Figure 1: Number of publications per rear, by topic, published in .\L-\'\ in recent years. 
Reproduced from [6]. 
Distributed space missions go by many different names including clusters, constellations, swarms 
and virtual spacecraft. Shaw sets out a useful taxonomy by defming two formal categories of 
distributed missions [7]. The fIrst category is the traditional constellation approach where satellites 
are sparsely distributed and do not require precise inter-spacecraft positioning or coordination. The 
large separation distances allow orbital maintenance to be performed from the ground in "slow-
time". Examples of constellation missions include the IRIDIUM global mobile phone 
communications system comprising 66 satellites [8] and the fIrst commercial Earth imaging 
constellation the Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC) made up of 5 microsatellite «100kg) 
platforms [9]. 
The second category (that covers the area of interest of this research) is the cluster scenario where 
spacecraft are intentionally closely together. From a large distance (such as the ground) the 
spacecraft in a cluster appear to be co-located (to a first approximation), so that the allocation of 
task between them is almost independent of physical location. In such a cluster, sophisticated 
formation flying astrodynamics, combined with precise attitude determination and control systems 
must be used in order to avoid spacecraft collisions and maintain the configuration (see section 
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2.2.4.1). A good example of a cluster mi sion is the Clu rer and Double tar fI) launched 111 ~OO 
comprising six satellites for three-dimensional magnetosphere mapping [10). 
A subtlety to this taxonomy can be added to cover the definition of a atellite 'warm which l' 
broadly similar to a satellite cluster. However, a swarm implie a larger number of 'pacecrafr than a 
cluster and also smaller and cheaper platforms. In a warm therefore, inter- pacecraft colli ion . can 
be considered as basically unavoidable, howeyer the large number of relati\'ely cheappacccrafr 
present in the swarm mean that this is not problematic due to the inherent redundanC\". In 
mathematical terms, the availability of a swarm (larger number each \\.irh a lower probability of 
being operational) can be engineered to be similar to a clu ter ( maller number.- \\.~th a higher 
probability of being operationaI6). Currently there are no exi ring swarm mi: "ion.' although they are 
envisaged in the future. 
2.1.3 Concept missions of the future 
A large number of clusters and swarms have been proposed for potcnllal scientific explorati n 
missions including ASA's Origin pace Technology Three ( T3) - £ r a "uonomical opDcal 
interferometery [11]; ORIO -Emerald - demonstration of differenaal GP [12]: LI \ - La 'cr 
Interferometer Space Antenna; and Auroral Lite (a tetrahedral formation) ! 13]. thcr propo "at 
are outlined to obtain more detailed measurements on terre trial pace weather [l~). the r ... anh'. 
magnetic field [15] or other atmospheric properties [16]. More ambmou ly :mart dust [171 and 
other miniature spacecraft are envisaged for interplanetary and olar .y:t m exploration. \ 
particularly good example of such a system is the Autonomous . anotechnology Technol gy 
Swarm (ANTS) cornmon umbrella framework established bv to ·timulate em rging 
technologies in this direction [18]. The purpose of the ANT concept mi. sion i' to chall ng 
researchers to develop the underlying autonomous and autonomic y tern tcchnologie: that will be 
necessary for such missions. Such large-scale distributed rrus IOns will reguire the u c of !i\\,arm 
intelligence [19] of which stigmergy is a crucial component that ha yct to be . ignificantly 
researched for space applications (see section 2.3). The NTS framework includes 'cvcral potential 
scenariOS: 
• SARA (The aturn Autonomous Ring Array): 10 0 pico-cla pacccraft. organi d a. 1 
sub swarms, each with peciali ed in rrument , to perform in situ exploration of atum' 
rings. Requires self configuring structure from nuclear propulsion and control and 
autonomous operation for colli ion avoidance and manoeuvring. 
6 Due to their proactive collision aVOIdance systems. 
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• PAM (prospecting l\steroid Mission): 1000 pico-clas spacecraft exploring the asteroid 
belt. Organi ed as ub warms under the control of a ruler, which contains models of 
science that it wants to perform with propul ion u ing olar ails. 
• LARA ( T Application Lunar Base Activities): Developing new technologies in the 
field of miniaturised robotic and rover ba ed on the lunar em'ironment. 
Clearly for future missions large numbers of spacecraft are envisaged and hence the scalability 
of coordination is a critical enabling technology that ha yet to be soh'ed. olutions that can 
coordinate or control individual spacecraft are not necessarily transplantable in the context of 
mi sions such a the A T framework where thousands of spacecraft are envisaged. 
foreover, the target pacecraft are limited in their processing capabilitie and 0 uch 
coordination cannot be a ignificant burden to operations. 
2.1.4 Target hardware platforms 
The mas of a spacecraft is a critical parameter In the space industry because it is generally 
proportional to the ( ignificant) launch co. ts which can be tens of thou ands of US dollar per 
kilogram. s th mass of current and future space asset range across multiple order of magnitude 
(and associated capability) pacecraft are frequently r ferred to using a prefix to indicate an 
approximate rna s range. Figure 2 i good guide to tlle generally agreed classification with pecific 
examples from me urrer pace Centre. 
PCBSat 
100 g 
~ 
<100g 
$3.20k 
Femto 
"'-SpaceChip 
10 g 
PalmSat 
-1 kg 
O.1.1kg 
$20·200k 
Plco 
/ 
CubeSats 
-1 kg 
SNAP-1 
6.5 kg 
\ 
1·10kg 
$O.2-2M 
Nano 
PICOSat 
67 kg 
\ 
10.100kg 
$2·10M 
Micro , 
Sputnik 
84 kg 
UK-DMC 
166 kg 
/ 
100-500kg 
$10-50M 
Mini 
GIOVE-A 
660 kg 
\ 
500.1000kg 
S50·100M 
Medium 
t 
IRIDIUM 
689 kg 
Inmarsat-4 
5945 kg 
~ 
>1000kg 
$O.1-2B 
Large 
" 
GPS 
1075 kg 
Figure 2: Satellite mas classification (with approximate mission costs) along with example atellites 
developed at the uttey pace Centre (and el ewbere if italicised). Reproduced from [6]. 
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This research is primarily concerned with the nano (and to some extent pico) class i.e. spacecraft 
that are of the order of a few kilograms (mission examples of which were outlined abo\"e in section 
2.1.3)1. Any proposed swarm and cluster mission involving spacecraft larger than this would begin 
to be prohibitively expensive due to the masses involved; whereas smaller spacecraft would likely 
have processing capabilities that are too limited to employ the autonomous operation techniques 
proposed hereK• 
A good example of a nanosatellite is the pioneering SNAP-l that was launched in 2000 by the 
Surrey Space Centre weighting 6.5 kg [20]. SNAP-l was able to perform \\ide area earth imaging 
and formation flight with a larger microsatellite Tsinghua-l launched at the same time. SN:\P-l 
demonstrated that nanosatellite platforms were useful and achievable nearly 10 years ago. It 
incorporated a miniature momentum wheel and magnetorquers for 3-axis attitude control; a G PS 
receiver for autonomous orbit determination; a 220 MHz 'Strong.\R,\!' 1100 on-board computer 
for housekeeping and high level vision functions; and an S-band communications system. 
Importandy the entire mission was possible for a relatively cheap 52 million (at the time) as it was 
based around commercial off-the-shelf technology (COTS). Other more recent nanosatellites 
include MicroLink-l [21] (featuring redundant LEON processors and 20Gbits of EDAC SDR.\M) 
and the ESA Munin (powered by a Texas Instrument TMS320CSO) [22]. Without inclusion of all 
the technical details of the hardware, the issue highlighted here is that even on low power miniature 
nanosatellites it is possible to incorporate reasonably powerful on-board computers which in tum 
allows for the possibility of running sophisticated algorithmsY, which can only increase in power in 
future missions. What this indicates is that even at current levels of technological development, 
reasonable levels of computational power are available. Hence, although such platforms may not be 
capable of performing highly complex and memory intensive calculations, "reasonable" 
autonomous operations calculations are unlikely to be problematic, now and certainly in the future. 
What is challenging to incorporate on nanospacecraft platforms is additional hardware and 
payloads. Hence achieving inter-satellite links and spacecraft to spacecraft communication, which 
relies on additional antennas and RF subsystems can potentially be a nonstarter. This is further 
exaggerated if high-speed links are required which require high gain antennas (or even optical 
transmissions) which are inherendy directional. In other words additional hardware capabilities are 
7 f knce any use of the term satellite (or spacecraft) elsewhere in this thesis ~hould be con~idered to refer to a nanm;atdlitl' 
(or nanospacecraft) unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
H ,\Ithough smaller pico- and femw-spacecraft would certainly be interesting to study in futuce wock IK'fhaps involving 
hybrid coocdination architectures and! oc heterogeneous platforms. 
~ i.e. the increasing computational relJuirements as spacecraft become more autonomous 
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now also required are to be able to point to the antenna (pointing gimbals) and/or spacecraft (agile 
ADCS or propulsion) in the correct direction for communications. The total mass, yolume and 
power requirements of these additional "infrastructure" subsystems quickly start to add up making 
such capabilities infeasible for the highly mass constraints nanospacecraft. For this reason 
autonomous coordination strategies that do not require intersatellite links at all, or only on a subset 
of the platforms are highly attractiw. 
Finally in this section is worth considering the CubeSat platform that has become a standardised 
spacecraft configuration adopted by space researchers around the world [23]. CubeSats sit on the 
border between pico- and nanospacecraft classes as they are a standardised lOxl0xlOcm cube with 
the weight restricted to 1 kg. Howeyer, up to three cubes that can be connected together for a 
combined 3kg weight in a cuboid configuration III. Researchers around the world ha\'e focused on 
developing compatible COTS technology within the mass and power constraints, so that at this 
point, the actual platforms and payloads are highly customisable with multiple successful launches 
to date [24, 25]. Given that this represents a widely recognised platform, it is a natural lower bound 
on the range of nanosatellite platforms suitable for this research. Hence a CubeSat compatible on-
board computer is subsequently chosen for system benchmarking (see section 6.1, page 134 for 
more details). 
2.2 AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
2.2.1 Artificial intelligence overview 
Philosophers, Scientists and Intellectuals have struggled with the definition of intelligence 
throughout the ages. Although the term causes little confusion among lay men in common speech, 
academically when trying to compare across different individuals and species difficulty arises due to 
the lack of any universally applicable evaluation metrics. Artificial intelligence (AI) opens up whole 
new dimensions of debate. \X'hether a modern computer or an ant is more intelligent is a nontriyial 
question, but as the opinion of the author is that as intelligence is relative, contextual and 
subjective, such questions can be left for philosophical study. 
The artificial intelligence field is very broad. This research is focused on (real-time) control rather 
than with sectors such as learning, knowledge representation, inference, natural language processing 
or lmage processmg. 
III ,\Ithough the combined configuration com;traint can be extended to 10kg, for thrce "fu~cd" cubl'~ 
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Control AI developed in parallel and with strong linking to robotics. Pre-1980s the predominant 
view was that system should be designed using the principles of Sense-Plan-.\ct (SP.\) /261. In this 
approach sensors translate raw input into a world model, the planner generates a plan to achieve 
the goal that is then actioned. Although intuitive this unfortunately has senral shortcomings: 
accurate world modelling, no feedback and a linear "computer-like" sequence. Moreover, such 
systems were characterised by initial prolonged periods of "thinking" before springing into life and 
then invariably halting after a few steps when the real world turned out to be not as previously 
predicted. 
In the 1980s reactive planning took inspiration from biological principles such as reflex beha\·iours 
and the action-perception cycle [27]. Behaviours have the advantage that they are simple, modular 
and can be combined to enhance overall performance incrementally. The subsumption architecture 
[28] followed which introduced the concept of behavioural hierarchies. This allows higher b'el 
behaviours to override lower levels and provides a natural mechanism for abstraction of lower-level 
detail to higher-level planners. So for example, a higher-level goal such as a desire to move towards 
a particular target no longer required significant planning. On the robot's way towards the target, 
lower-level obstacle avoidance "reflexes" would activate dynamically when needed, onrriding the 
higher level. 
In the early 1990s, the reactive subsumption architecture started to be combined with the planners 
from SPA giving rise to the hybrid deliberative/reactive paradigms [29, 30]. In this approach 
complicated actions can be planned at higher-level without having to consider the lower-level detail. 
This detail of real-world uncertainty can be mitigated by low-level reflex actions and behaviours 
that are called upon as and when needed. It is now implicitly recognised that detailed "planning" 
inherently provides diminishing returns as the dynamic and chaotic nature of most systems of 
interest makes the complexity of computations intractable for real-world operations. 
In the last decade, with the establishment of reliable, pervasive networking and cheap and powerful 
capabilities of small devices, systems involving multiple entities have become prominent. Research 
into this new field of Distributed Artificial intelligence (DAI) is concerned with issues such as 
negotiation, cooperation and emergent social behaviour. These topics are covered in more detail in 
section 2.3. 
2.2.2 Autonomous agents 
Although AI is hard to defme, autonomy is easier to characterise as it is the technological analogy 
to biological life. Neither a DVD player nor a motor car are autonomous. Although modern 
incarnations maybe highly sophisticated, neither can act independently or in isolation, requiring 
instead a user to change the gears or select the correct menu item. By contrast both a refrigerator 
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and a TiVoli system are autonomous. Both can perform their functions silently in the background 
independent of the user - the refrigerator by continuously maintaining the correct temperature; and 
the TiVo by continuously searching the television schedules and recording programs of potential 
interest to the user. Autonomy is the property of running in a continuous operational loop, where 
as things that are not autonomous must be explicitly commanded. 1\n autonomous entity is usually 
called an agent, which is defmed as (paraphrasing [31]): 
'>In agent is a p~)'sical or llirtual entity capable r:lperceil'i'Zg and ading in an em'ironment 
(of which it mq)' only hazoe partial knowledge); communicating with other acgentJ; dn'/Ien 0' a 
set r:l tendendeJ; pOJJmes reJollms and/ or ski/I.r ~rt!s own; mqy be a/;/e to reproduce itself,' 
and whose behal'/ollr tentir toward JatlJjj'ing its 0/:jedli1es. " 
The refrigerator is a simple well-defined agent so its feedback control loop can be determined a 
priori and programmed exactly. The TN 0 agent, by contrast, operates on a large, dynamic problem 
space and is required to trade off a number of different considerations such as user preferences, 
things it has "learnt" from usage patterns and available hard disk space etc [32]. Hence the TiVo 
must continuously choose actions to take, or rather it must search its list of possible actions and 
options for the one that is currently the most suitable. This search for global optimum solutions is 
an intrinsic characteristic of autonomous agents, as they are continually required to make 
"intelligent choices" and hence need some mechanism to do so. 
2.2.3 Let the search begin 
The autonomous agents proposed in this research are similarly required to choose between options, 
in a continuous ongoing manner. It is therefore instructiYe at this point to consider a number of 
existing search techniques that are used in an attempt to identify (i.e. search for) the best, or global 
optimum choice for a particular problem. All search techniques make the basic assumption that 
there is some fitness function that is used to assign a particular rating to a parameter combination. 
Hence the fitness function is problem specific, although the search technique itself is a generally 
applicable algorithmic technique. The search is carried out within a search or problem space which 
is n-dimensional, where n is the number of independent "choice" parameters that can be adjusted 
by the autonomous agent. 
2.2.3.1 Heuristics 
Heuristics is really a general term for encoding "rules of thumb" and hence is problem specific and 
usually developed by experts in the field. As with rules of thumb, heuristics provide no guarantees 
II ()r similar systems such as Sky+ or personal vidco rccorders (I'\,R's) for dihrital TV 
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about fmding optimal solutions or even working in all situations, unless they are extremely carefully 
designed. In general the use of heuristics is suitable only for fmding good initial guesses or starting 
points before the main optimisation/ search. 
A good example of heuristic usage is A * search [33]. A * search is a branch and bound method that 
navigates a decision tree structure i.e. each of the particular problem variables is represented as a set 
of branches at a particular level. Rather than a simple breadth-first or depth-first search, .\" search 
uses a heuristic to choose a particular branch at each node (before backtracking). Hence all possible 
candidates are eventually searched, but now hopefully in a sensible order (and hence good solutions 
are found quickly). Such approaches are useful for well understood and/ or simple problems (where 
experts can formulate suitable heuristics), but as the problem becomes more complex a priori 
expertise diminishes l2 and defining useful heuristics becomes difficult. 
The objectives of this research can be characterised as a feasibility study to enable future 
capabilities, rather than the formulation of a specific solution to address a tightly defined problem. 
Hence as heuristics do not offer a general solution, but only a specific one, they arc a less 
appropriate choice of technique in this instance. 
2.2.3.2 Hill Climbing, Greedy and Tabu 
Hill climbers, gradient techniques and greedy algorithms are traditional optimisers [331. 'They work 
by investigating the local neighbourhood13 around a current candidate solution. If any of the 
neighbours tum out to be a better solution, the current candidate is updated and the cycle repeats. 
The algorithm is "greedy" as it always seeks to move towards larger values. There are some 
refinements to the process, but in principle they are good and fast at simple optimisation tasks. For 
the more complicated (non-linear, multimodal and/or dynamic) problems by contrast, they ha\'e 
fundamental difftculty in escaping from local optima, and so are highly sensitive to the initial 
starting configuration. 
Tabu search [34] extends these approaches to include the concept of history, so that search will 
attempt to progress away from regions that have previously been searched. Search will now jump to 
more remote locations of the search space when the local neighbourhood has been explored. Tabu 
generally offers an improvement over standard hill climbing, although it does tend to break down 
in situations with large search spaces when maintaining a large historical database is cumbersome. 
12 ,\s is generally the case in most real world problems as opposed to academic toy problem,;, 
13 i,e, solutions with only small changes in the parameters being optimised 
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Again it is also fundamentally unable to cope \vith dynamic problems (when revisiting previous 
solutions may be appropriate). 
2.2.3.3 Simulated Annealing 
Simulated annealing [35] is inspired by the annealing process of metal alloys. The metal is initially 
heated to a high temperature so that all the molecules are randomly arranged, and as the metal cools 
a crystalline structure emerges. Simulated annealing represents this by allowing a candidate solution 
to replace itself \vith another candidate of lower value with a particular probability·14. At the start of 
the process (when it is "hot") the distance a random replacement candidate can jump is large, and 
the probability of exchange high. As the search "cools", the probability, of a solution being replaced 
by a candidate with a lower fitness decreases, as does the size of the jump distance, finally 
converging to a standard hill climber. Simulated annealing therefore removes the problems of 
sensitivity to initial conditions present in hill climbers, but is still only suitable for static problems. 
Moreover, the simulated annealing process only reveals the solution at the end of the cycle, and so 
cannot provide a current best guess that is continually available - in other words the process is a 
batch operation rather than a continuous improvement/refinement. 
2.2.3.4 Particle Swarm Optimisation 
In particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [36] candidate solutions are represented as particles than have 
a position, velocity and inertia within the problem space. In an analogous manner to gravitational 
interaction particles within the swarm "communicate" with each other. Hence each individual 
particle is affected by the positions of the others, weighted more strongly to those with better 
fitness values. Hence the initially random collection of positions and velocity slowly converges to 
swarming around good (hopefully optimal) locations within the search space. 
One disadvantage of PSO is that it is effectively requires the implementation of a discrete event 
time simulator which can be computationally expensive and immediately poses concerns for 
implementation on limited nanosatellite platforms. PSO is one of the newest AI optimisation 
techniques and so has not yet been studied in as much detail (as evolutionary algorithms for 
example), although it does look promising when used in hybrid approaches. 
2.2.3.5 Colony Algorithms 
Colony algorithms are inspired by insect colonies and their indirect communication [37,38]. Virtual 
ants move around a simulation environment leaving digital pheromones for other ants to follow. 
14. \Iways with probability of one if it has a higher value 
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This self organisation allows the ants to find efficient routes and paths through the system. Colony 
algorithms are ideally suited to traversing graph structures, although they are better at maintaining 
dynamic configurations (such as network routing) rather than design .. \s the problem considered 
here is not one that can obviously be represented as a routing or graph structure. the colony 
optimisation approach is unlikely to be appropriate. 
2.2.3.6 Evolutionary Algorithms 
Evolutionary computation has been studied for many years and is inspired by l""olution In the 
natural world [39]. There are many branches to evolutionary computing such as evolutionary 
strategies, artificial life, and genetic algorithms (G.\s) [40] to name a few. In gent'ral terms a set of 
candidate solutions are maintained as an analogy to a species population. These solutions "breed" 
together and mutate to form new potential "children", and this new generation of indiyiduals is 
added to the population. The population is then pruned in a sun'ival of the fittest manner so that 
its average fitness increases. The cycle repeats so that the entire population "l""oh'es" towards the 
global optimum before some termination criteria is reached. 
A genetic algorithm seems the most appropriate choice for this work as it can be implemented in a 
highly compact manner (useful for memory constrained systems). !\Ioreover it is a continuous (and 
hence interruptible) process so that at any point, it can be terminated with the best solution so far 
identified being available. This is important because for real-time spacecraft operation answers are 
frequently required at specific times, although that time cannot necessarily be known in advance. 
An interruptible process allows for a situation where the search process can "expand" to run in the 
available time, terminating when required. There is a large body of work already available on genetic 
algorithms and so the choice of operators and parameters can be tailored to the particular problem. 
It turns out however, that none of these operators currently provide the appropriate properties 
necessary for this specific problem. Hence a significant part of this research is the contribution of a 
new operator to address this shortcoming. The specific details of this issue are outlined in 
significantly more details in Chapter 4. 
2.2.4 Autonomy in space 
Autonomous operation in the space sector lags behind terrestrial technology but is nevertheless 
growing in power and diversity. Primarily there are two aspects in which autonomy most obviously 
has a role to play - first being navigation and the second task planning and scheduling. The 
navigation aspects of autonomy are not specifically related to this particular research. but are worth 
considering here as it is the aspect that has currently received the most attention in this sector. 
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2.2.4.1 Navigation 
Navigation is generally considered for two disjoint applications with the first being the surface-
based locomotion of exploratory ro\'ers. Rm'ers are essentially wheeled, tracked or even legged 
robots that can traverse the surface terrain of celestial bodies other than the Earth, with Ni\S.\'s 
Mars ro\'ers Spirit and Opportunity being the most well known and capable examples [41]. These 
two highly successful rm"ers demonstrate autonomous navigation technologies using four pairs of 
stereo cameras, as well as feedback from inertial wheel movements. The rovers can generate 3D 
terrain maps and use this to adjust trajectories by "local path selection". The spectacular success of 
the missions allowed further software to be uploaded to demonstrate additional capabilities such as 
" ki "d' d . d d"lbl hI'" I target trac "ng to nve towar s an asslgne target an goa pat p anntng to p an routes over 
much larger distances. Beyond these two, there is a large body of work on vision processing and 
autonomous path planning in both terrestrial and celestial contexts (for example [42, 43, 44]), and 
although the results are not directly usable in this research, it does provide a well proven tangible 
benefit of autonomy, which useful politically when future autonomous operations proposals are 
evaluated. 
The second navigation problem for autonomous operations is orbital maintenance of satellites. For 
a single spacecraft this can effectively be a simple error minimisation control loop with appropriate 
hardware [45]. \Vith two spacecraft the possibility is increased to include autonomous rendezvous 
(docking) - for example this approach [46] which uses on-board fuzzy logic and a genetic algorithm. 
\X'hen multiple spacecraft are orbiting in a cluster (i.e. relatively close together) the problem 
becomes one of formation flying [47]. This navigation challenge is slightly more relevant as now 
several (or more) entities need to be considered. Essentially approaches to solving this formation 
flying problem take two different tacks, the first being to ensure minimal separation distances 
between spacecraft. These constraints are necessary to prevent collisions l \ but the distributed 
nature of the cluster and who determines the sequences, and trajectories of station keeping 
manoeuvres that are continually required, is not yet solved. A second, more constrained problem is 
to design sets of stable orbits that maintain specific structures (e.g. tetrahedral), or a least appear to 
do so from a particular vantage point such as the Earth's surface. Alternatively they may have cyclic 
or well defined characteristics (e.g. flower constellations [48] or natural formations [49]) that are 
needed for particular mission scenarios. However, all of these challenges are fundamentally based in 
the domain of astrodynamics, orbital maintenance and trajectory planning, perhaps also involving 
some limited discussions on inter-satellite communications or sensors to detect the locations of 
neighbouring spacecraft. Again such issues, although interesting and complementary, are not the 
I~ With decisions unable to be devolved to ground station controllers due to the high latencies involved. 
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focus of this research; but are mentioned here for completeness and to draw a distinction between 
this large body of work and the contribution of this research that focuses on the different problem 
of task allocation. 
2.2.4.2 Planning and Scheduling 
Higher level autonomous spacecraft operation lo is still in its infancy \\;th a lot of ('artier work 
concentrated on the ability to modify and maintain dynamic operation plans for indi"idual 
spacecraft. For example the EO-l Autonomous Science Agent [50] features a (continuous) onboard 
goal decomposer and planner on top of a hierarchical scripting and fault protection control 
framework. However, this capability is split between planning on the ground and then a repair 
function on board the actual spacecraft. It proved highly successful \\;th autonomous image 
acquisition, analysis and replanning, far exceeding even the aims of the denlopers. Other work 
such as the Remote Agent Experiment on board NAS:\'s deep space one mission functioned for a 
few days demonstrating batch on board planning capability [51] again mainly concerned \\;th 
schedule repairing rather than creation. Deep space one did also includes some more sophisticated 
goal decomposition capabilities, demonstrating some strong advances in on-board autonomy for a 
single spacecraft. 
Although there are limited examples of space qualified autonomy software, some additional 
theoretical simulation studies have been carried out, for example with the NEAT architecture for 
scheduling [52] and low thrust trajectory calculations [53] both of which use an ('\'olutionary 
algorithm on board. The NEAT architecture uses an evolutionary algorithm to continuously search 
for optimal operations plans. It includes both short-term decisions and long-term planning that 
dynamically modifies the current plan in the light of new information with guaranteed adherence to 
resource constraints. A detailed case study showed that NEAT could outperform human, Earth 
based mission planning for the UK-DMC Earth observation satellite. 
If autonomous operation of individual spacecraft is still in its infancy, then work around the 
collective partitioning of tasks amongst multiple members of a cluster is still embryonic. ;\$ of yet 
no collective autonomous operations have been demonstrated for satellite clusters l7 in space 
however, there are a number of theoretical research projects to consider. For example a hierarchical 
control system called D-SpaCpanS [54] that shows the principles of adaptable and mobile managers 
that can reconfigure and autonomously organise hierarchies of control. In principle the idea is of 
10 I.e. ordering and scheduling a set of tasks and objective to complete gin'n finite resource" and capabilltl~·s. 
17 Some attempts have bem made to dcmomtrate formation flying algorithms. but a" explained above thi, i, J difk-rmt 
problem. 
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hierarchical planning, with the plans being refined into more detail as they pass down the hierarchy 
to reach individual spacecraft. .-\ simpler system is the health beaconing approach of the Emerald 
mission where spacecraft work independently occasionally broadcasting state information to each 
other [55]. This system is only intended for two spacecraft and so the growth in complexity and 
scalability for large numbers is dubious. Another approach is the Shared Activity and Coordination 
model ShaC [56, 57], where agents (spacecraft) negotiate with each other directly to partition the 
work amongst themselves. Various networking typologies were considered each with different 
trade-offs between time and communications oyerhead. 111is approach captures the discrete time 
windows inherent in the space missions; however, the focus is more towards the goal 
decomposition & planning aspects rather than background dynamic scheduling and resource 
managemen t. 
Studies for the (defunct) NASA TechSat21 mission compared different architectures for multiple 
agents. Simulations showed that in a cluster an onboard master agent outperformed a ground 
station; in terms of power and reliability but not computation [58, 59]. A further comparison 
between a top-down coordination architecture (all satellites dumb except one) and a centralised 
coordination architecture (all satellites have the ability to interact with others at the spacecraft level) 
concluded that that a hierarchical "team based" control structure is the best trade-off between 
excessive communications and excessive computation. This makes sense as many of the systems 
proposed require a complete world view and hence are not scalable to more than a few spacecraft 
due to the communications requirements. For example [60] describes a system where "each satellite 
has complete knowledge rf all other satellite j. stalus" moreover, he goes on to explain how the frequency of 
updating this status information needs to be fairly frequent, resulting in a significant amount of 
overhead, implicitly acknowledging the non-scalability of the proposed system. 
One of the inherent assumptions of multiple spacecraft autonomy is the need for intersatellite links 
[61] either for the direct negotiation between the spacecraft or just to share system state. Although 
distribution via clever and efficient protocols can be envisaged, the difficulty of maintaining 
intersatellite links is likely to be prohibitive to small spacecraft [62]. Generally therefore most work 
that considers planning for multiple spacecraft operations lack scalability (due to unrealistic 
intercommunication requirements) or would be practical for only a handful of spacecraft. 
Scheduling of spacecraft tasks in order to manage resources and control the spacecraft is always 
going to be necessary and so these approaches are indeed yery useful. The major theme of this 
research however, is that although they are necessa'J' to autonomously control a spacecraft, they are 
not su.!lident when large numbers of spacecraft are considered. The proposal of this research 
therefore outlines a separation of responsibility between the higher level task distribution and 
allocation mechanism, and the lower-level localised planning and scheduling. Hence although these 
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techniques may not be suitable for the higher level task distribution and allocation mechanism (that 
is the focus of this research), the intention is still for them to be used at the lower lewl In the future 
composite system. So for example the proposed distributed coordination system is designed to 
integrate and make use of the lower level scheduling performed by the NEAT architecture. Equally 
if a potential mission dictated that some tasks, are so complicated that they require multiple 
spacecraft lX (in other words using each other's resources) then perhaps the ShaC system might be 
implemented in place of NEAT. 
2.3 MULTIAGENT COLLABORATION 
Multi-Agent Systems (~1AS), also called Distributed Artificial Intelligence (D,\I), is a relauvdy new 
field bringing together techniques and theories from multiple disciplines such as computer SCience, 
artificial intelligence, robotics, psychology, sociology, zoology, mathematics, thermal dynamics and 
many more. It first appeared in the early 1980's in the form of niche issues surrounding 
communication of shared data through blackboard systems [63]. Work proceeded in the form of 
message passing protocols, "actors", dynamic role assignment and the famous contract net protocol 
(see section 2.3.4.1). The 1990s saw an explosion of the field into multiple subdisciplines (such as 
collective robotics symbolised by Robocup [64]). 
With the advent of ubiquitous networking and powerful, small interconnected devices multiagent 
systems are now commonly used. With trus ever-continuing technological march ~l\S are rapidly 
gaining significant importance and already the principle of having multiple devices (or websites), 
that all automatically connect to each other to share information and coordinate on your behalf is 
familiar to most. 
2.3.1 Classification of multiagent coordination paradigms 
When multiple agents coordinate together for a common purpose there are number of different 
mechanisms that can be used. These approaches range across the spectrum from beha,-ioural (or 
situated or reactive) to non-behavioural (or logic-based or deliberative) approaches [65]. 
Behavioural co-ordination is a mechanism in which individual agents have relati,-ely simple rules of 
interaction, but the overall system behaviour that emerges shows complexities which can be utilised 
to fulftl all or part of the mission objectives [66]. The agents in this paradigm are reactiw, which 
implies that their behaviour is directly affected by their environment and their peer's beha,'iour at 
IX i.e. perhaps simultaneous measurements need to be taken by multipk spacecraft with strict umin)t n:ljulrtmcnts. or 
rdative separation between spacecraft at a particular point in time is important. 
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any point in time. Strictly, reactive agents store only the minimal state information required to 
define their current role. 
Non-behavioural approaches are characterised by explicitly planning the individual behaviours of all 
agents in advance. The planning can be more or less centralised or resilient but the agents are 
confined to operate in a deliberate way in order to meet mission objectives. Detailed planning 
requires knowledge of the capabilities of the group, its agents and their components all of which is 
then represented in plan libraries. Such libraries also contain logical inferences and state 
information for the planner to select from and reason about [67J. 
In essence therefore these two ends of the spectrum can be characterised as performing a task in a 
highly planned manner (non-behavioural), or without any planning and relying instead on 
instantaneous instinct (behavioural). Each of these two approaches has strengths and weaknesses. 
The behavioural approach is capable of optimising specific aspects of behaviour such as route 
planning and is highly suited to situations where the problem is uncertain (where planning is 
difficult), but is generally less efficient than explicit planning for more well understood problems 
[68]. Non-behavioural approaches however, require large quantities of processing power to resolve 
all the rules built into the plans and may also produce inflexible solutions which suffer reduced 
resilience in dynamic problems compared to behavioural approaches [69]. Given that this research 
is concerned with a dynamic problem involving spacecraft with limited computational power - the 
inflexibility and CPU intensive properties of the non-behavioural approach are immediately 
unattractive. 
Whatever the approach chosen, the multiagent solution is certain to operate with some degree of 
chaos [70]. This however is the fundamental nature of complex systems, even where rules of 
interaction are simple. To some extent it is the management of this chaos into some useful purpose 
that is the function of the behavioural approach [71]. In essence with all the complexities and 
interrelated timing requirements for communication, a deterministic or mathematically guaranteed 
understanding of the interaction is an unrealistic ambition. The space sector is highly resistant to 
this approach (due to the strong aversion to risk of failure), but if distributed swarms are truly 
desired it must be accepted and embraced. Of course it may take quite some time for the collective 
mind set to shift from the current rigid and inflexible guaranteed approach towards the more 
behavioural and probabilistic system that cannot be avoided. Hence, although such an approach 
might be easy to dismiss, strong parallels can be drawn between the current space industry and the 
burgeoning personal computer market of 30 years agol~. At that time, huge numbers of powerful, 
I~ \Xhen for example running calculati()n~ u~ing punch cards on expcn"ive mainframl''' was planned and "chl'dukd wl'l'b 
in advancl' - which is not too di""imilar to the currl'nt approach to u"agl' of "pacl' a"cr", 
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cheap, disposable and ubiquitous computer platforms were unthinkable::", just as cheap. disposable 
nanospacecraft swarms (perhaps created on production lines) may seem a future prospect now. 
This research is therefore concerned with inyestigating behavioural coordination for the spacecraft 
swarms of the future, which is its significant novelty. The majority of other work on autonomous 
systems for spacecraft focuses instead on non-behayioural techniques exemplified by methods for 
deliberatiye planning and replanning etc. (such as those previously presented in section 2.2.4) that 
are unlikely to be suitable in future swarm systems. 
2.3.2 Emergence and self-organisation 
Discussions of the behayioural approach naturally leads on to the concept of emergence. In a 
swarm consisting of a large number of entities, the result of combining simple beha,·iours (at the 
local level) is an emergent complex behaviour (at the higher system level) and the ability to achie,oe 
significant results as a "team" [72]. This follows from the original meaning of emergence as " ... the 
appearance of something previously hidden, submerged at a lower level" [73J. implying both a 
revelation and a change of level. 
A number of attempts have been made to classify emergence, for example Castelfranchi [7olJ 
outlines: Diachronic emergence (emerges over time e.g. civilisation); Synchronic emergence 
(emerges through abstraction e.g. molecule movement to pressure); Gestalt emergence (pattern or 
structure from the point of view of an observer e.g. stars as a constellation); and Cogniti,oe 
emergence (an individual becomes explicitly aware of its group behaviours). \Xnereas Dessalles [75J 
highlights the debate around the distinction between weak emergence (upwards causation and 
reductionism) and strong emergence (downwards causation, such as in hierarchical organisations. in 
a holistic manner). 
Whatever the classification however, the crucial point is that emergence can be quantified and 
modelled as an unexpected complexity dropped in the description of the system by a certain type of 
observer [75, 76]. Hence, if a complex dynamic system can be described simply at a higher lenl, it 
can be said to have emergent properties. This complexity drop is the power of emergence, the 
macro level system behaviours come for free based on the underlying micro level behaviours. "Ine 
problem however is that this complexity drop happens via the "invisible hand" of emergence. Or. 
rephrased, the mechanism that describes the link between micro and macro lenl beha,·iours is 
unknown. Problimatically this is a one-way process as there is no systematic way to formulate 
required micro-level behaviours given a desired top-level macro behaviour. Consequently predicting 
20 As exemplified by the famous "I think there is a world market for maybe fin: computers" yuotl· attnbutl'd (p~rhJPs 
apocryphally) to the then JH:\1 executive Thomas John Watson. 
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the emergent behaviour of such a "swarm system" based upon the behaviours of individual agents 
is not generally analytically tractable [77]. Simulation is currently the primary means by which 
researchers investigate the properties of such emergent multi-agent systems [78]. 
A special case of emergence is self organisation where entities end up organised in some manner 
from an initial random distribution. Agents may line up, avoid each other, create structures or 
complex patterns all achieved without global knowledge. A great example of this is cellular 
automata [79] where each cell in the grid is either on or off depending on the state of its immediate 
neighbours in the previous time step. From a random initial seed, the grid will self organise into an 
emergent pattern. Figure 3 shows snapshots21 of several examples of this when low-level automata 
behaviours are modified which results in different emergent patterns that are observable at the 
higher level. l\S has already been stated, setting out with a desired pattern and formulating the low-
level rules that will generate it is nontrivial even in this highly constrained environment. 
The self organisation of cellular automata is really achieved using stigmergy [80] as the cells are not 
directly communicating only modifying the local environment (neighbourhood) by whether they are 
on or off. 
21 There arc a large number of interactive online appll't~ / game~ / examplc~ that allow vi~iton; to adju~t the ruk~ and 
start conditions of the automata to ~ee what pattern~ emerge. There i~ a Ii~t of link~ to ~uch ~itl"~ here: 
http://www.aridolan.com/ad/C.\.html 
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Figure 3: Various examples of emergent patte rn by imple chan e in I al behavi ur rul for 
individual cells in the grid [reproduced from http://www.levita td.net/note / I). 
2.3.3 Stigmergy 
Stigmergy was first introduced by Gra e in 1960 [81 J 10 pired by naruralliving 'r much a' ant 
colonies and schools of fish. A stigmergetic y tern a he outlined it, i on 10 dllch oordination 
of activity is achieved by individual agent leaving ignal~ or tgns!2 in th environment. nd other 
agents sensing them and using them to drive their own beha\-iour. In hi. comprch n iv rep rt. 
\Vhite [77] goes on to outline how stigmergetic y tern are formed of implc ag nt that po e 
limited cognition and memory and who e behaviour 1 charactcn cd by a mall numb r of rule .. 
The emphasis here is on the simplicity of the behavlour • which i-the first m jor ben fit of 
stigmergy, as it allows for potential implementation on platform that ha\'e limit d capablliti ouch 
as nanosatellite . 
22 called '''tigma'' in Greek - hmce the term 
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Figure 4: A taxonomy for s tigmergy as provided by Parunak [82] and White [77]. A second agent 
(d ashed outline) ha been added to reinforce the point that agents do not communicate with each 
other directly but only indirectly via modifications of their common environment. 
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Figure 4 hows the common taxonomy for stigmergy. In the horizontal dimension internal 
processes are represented. TIle current state of the environment affects how that environment will 
change, based on it internal dynamic rule , which in turn generate a new future state. This is also 
the case for the agent ystem, with the intuitive understanding that internal proce e affect internal 
state. The crucial part to tigmergy is the vertical dimension, where agents modify the current state 
of the environment and are in turn affected by it. Agent do not have their states modified directly 
by other agents, only by the environment. Hence agents coordinate with each odler by leaving 
ignals (deliberately or othenvise) in the environment. 10reover, the decision each agent makes 
are ba ed only on local information [82]. This is a ynchronous indirect communication i.e. 
"interadiol1 t'ia persistellt. obsm'able state thal1gu; recipient is af!} computing entif)" that observes thue changes" as 
defined by Keil [83) . This i oppo ed to direct agent-to-agent interaction (defined as ' ~'lIteraction via 
mesJages; the idelltify q( the redpien! is Jpedjied ill the mmage 'J . This i the second major benefit o f 
stigmergy, it allows for coordination wimout direct communication i.e. without me need for 
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significant networking and routing infrastructure. Hence for nanosatellites, a coordination system 
without costly inter-satellite links becomes a possibility. 
Stigmergy is pervasive and widely observed in social insect such as ants, tennites and wasps . .\ large 
body of work has developed since the early 1990's that tries to model just such systems ([84) 
provides a good review). For example the BOlDs system created by Reynolds in 19!r' was the first 
demonstration of realistic artificial swarming and flocking behaviour that is common to t1ights of 
birds and schools of fish [31, 66]. These simulated agents obeyed only three Simple beha,·ioural 
rules, e.g. "Adapt your speed to the mean speed of your neighbours" which gave rise to surpnsingly 
fluid and natural movement2'. This work has been extended to numerous swarms to help explain 
the underlying behaviours and emergent properties of natural social animals, for example IXS. 86J. 
The ability to coordinate large numbers of the simple agents is the third major benefit of Higmergy. 
As modern technology rapidly moves away from monolithic mainframes and towards ever larger 
numbers of simpler inter-connected systems, the principles of stigmergy would seem to mdicate a 
solution to managing the complexity. Although such systems are beginning to appear. there is a 
significant gap between understanding specific insect systems and translating this knowledge into 
new artificial systems. Bridging the gap has most likely made slow progress because predicting the 
emergent behaviour of "swarm systems" based upon the behaviour of individual agents is not 
generally analytically tractable (as discussed above in section 2.3.2). There are howenr a gro\\ing 
number of real systems that have overcome these challenges and successfully used stigmergy for 
superior system performance. 
Two relevant examples are distributed search by unmanned autonomous "ehicles (l".\ Ys) m a 
military context. UAV platforms with their limited processing power have a lot in common \\;th 
potential nanosatellites with the most significant correlation being the fact that simple algorithms 
can run on extremely small, low-power platforms. Parallels can also be drawn between the harsh 
environment of space and a hostile battlefield, hence although the problem domain is slightly 
different, fundamentally it is still one of challenging coordination. lbe second example uses an 
antlike system to continuously optimise the flow of material for a production plant - lbe 
Intelligent Production Plant Stigmergy System (lPPSS). In principle, a remote sensing satellite 
system has a lot in common with a production line although its "product" is normally scientific data 
2J The common environment in thi~ ca~e i~ ~impl)' the phpicallocation of othn memlxr~ of the flock a~ Ob~l'f\TJ b\' the 
individual. :\fovcment of an individual therefore moJifie~ not only it~ own environment but al~o that of thl' other" arounJ 
it. 
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that is "manufactured" as it moves from the initial sensors towards the end users24 • This system 
allows the manufacturing plant to choose between ,'arious machines to avoid bottlenecks and 
overloads exactly as would be needed in a spacecraft swarm. Both of these problems are also 
dynamic and have a large and initially unknown problem space, and so cannot be easily solved by 
non- behavioural mechanisms. 
2.3.3.1 Military unmanned autonomous vehicles 
There are a large number of VA Vs that have been deYeloped in recent times ranging from very 
simple platforms up to the multi-million dollar high altitude surveillance craft such as the US 
military's North Grumman RQ-.. l-;\ Global Hawk ("Predator") [87]. By using mature technologies 
such as automatic piloting"~ and GPS way-points20 autonomous flight and navigation for these aerial 
vehicles has largely been solved. The main focus of military autonomous UA V research has 
therefore shifted from navigation towards autonomous task distribution, goal planning and the 
possible applications. This is driven by a desire to be able to launch a swarm of DAVs such that 
they self organise in order to achieve some high-level objectives, without the need to micromanage 
the individual GPS waypoints and tasks [88] - exactly the objectives of this research only this is in 
the space domain. 
Generally there are two scenarios where fully autonomous UAV swarms seem promising in the 
near term: searching oYer a wide area (reconnaissance) and continual surveillance of a particular 
target or region (situational awareness). Both of these scenarios require the UAVs to maximise 
coverage and not duplicate effort - in other words to coordinate the tasks and partition the terrain 
amongst themselves in a self organising manner. Inspiration is drawn from the obvious parallels in 
the natural world such as foraging for food in insect colonies. Significant research has been 
undertaken to achieve coordination using "digital pheromones" for maintaining a history of acti"ity 
[82] or a dynamic \'ector map on which to base decisions [47]. These stigmergetic systems are 
attractive from a military standpoint as they provide the desirable features of "simplicity, scalability, 
robustness and environmental integration" [89]. 
24 ':urther similarities with spacecraft operations include the concepts of time windows, yueuing, huffering and tasks that 
cannot he subdivided. ":xternal disturbances, failures and additional tasks. also affect the system reyuiring feal-time 
n:scheduling to maintain maximum throughput. again properties all found in space systems. 
25 Such systems are widely available for due to the historical development for manned aeroplane, in commercial 
aerospace (and cruise missiks in a military context). 
26 L:. \ \' s with an onhoard (; PS feceivcf head for a set of coordinates (a waypoint). and when it is feached the II \ \' alters 
course for the nex t. so that it can automatically follow a preplanned flight path. 
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Using this digital environment data also allows for the potential for dynamic role a -ignmem. and 
swarm level optimisations [90]. Hence, depending on the particular re ource a\"allable on the 
different platforms (such a battery charge or remaining fuel) individual c.\ Y will take on role 
that are matched to their capabilitie 27. 
2.3.3.2 The Intelligent Manufacturing Systems 
The Intelligent Production Plant Scheduling System (IPP ) [91 92J i. a good example of the 
ability of stigmergy to optimise the complex requirement of an industrial production line. III the 
IPPSS, agents (responsible for individual pieces of machinery) propagate their intentlon 
downstream while resource agents propagate load foreca t up tream. CruClally, the information i 
modified by intermediary nodes using only local and partial knowledge. The agents make the 
modifications using rules that take into account the fact that other downstream a cot will ba e 
their decisions on declared intentions. The agents continually eek to optirruse local r source u.age 
but also include additional features to avoid pathological sy tern behaviour or O\"crly cautlou. 
scheduling. 
1. Intended Timeslot 
RZ 
2. 
Intended timeslot 
for next task corrected 
by transport time of 83 
~1B3' ~~ ... Average Transport Times 
o ... Artificial Pheromone 
4. pdate of Load Profi Ie 
~ 
Figure 5: Schematic of the intelligent production plant schedu ling ystem (IPP 
reproduced from (92] 
In essence, environment information flows up and down the production line with agents m difymg 
it as it passes through. The agents require no knowledge about the topology or in fact th Xl tence 
27 E.g. UJ\ Vs with less fuel may operate closer to the refuelling airbase, O( tht most c.:xpcl1lJable L' \ \ s movc into .he 
more hm:tilc regIOns. 
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of other agents in the network. The signals left in the environment information are sufficient to 
inform their local actions. This two way feedback and feed forward protocol provides an emergent 
sy tem that continually e"oh-es so a to optimise scheduling and routing of the machines and work 
package in the production line. 
2.3.4 Other approaches 
This research focuses on behavioural approaches using the principles of stigmergy as discussed 
above. However it is also worth briefly considering some alternatives as outlined below. 
2.3.4.1 Negotiation 
egotiation is a process by which individual agents coordinate directly witl1 each otller by 
exchanging messages . • \. common formalisation of this strategy is [Q allow agents to coordinate 
activities by u ing a contracts framework [93]. Agents is ue contracts for tasks and then receive bids 
for the work from other agents, finally agreeing a contract with the highest bidder. Bidding agents 
perform a calculation ba ed on their current commitments, current tendered bids, resource 
availability and local knowledge in order to return a bid. Goal decomposition is also possible which 
extends the concept to the idea of subcontractors. ContractNet [94] and its various extensions [95] 
is a standardised implementation of this mechanism. It has a number of advantages such as being a 
simple and intuitive framework for negotiation and is resilient and dynamic (with regard to task 
scheduling). llowever, it comes with the drawbacks that the number of exchanged messages scales 
exponentially with ta k and number of potential bidders (which clearly limits appropriateness for 
large numbers of entities in the swarm). Additionally, the calculation of the value to bid can be quite 
a complex algorithm [31], especially when trying to bid simultaneou lyon multiple tasks which 
requires e timations of likely bid uccess. 
A contract protocol also fundamentally assumes tlnt each task has an owner that is responsible for 
negotiating and eliciting bid. This is appropriate in many ituations such as an agent operating on 
behalf of a user and communicating with other remote agents over the internet. However it does 
not fit easily with the desired capability to transmit a set of tasks to the swarm as a whole. This 
means that either the ground station itself will need to act as the coordinator (i.e. might as well just 
use the existing client/ erver approach), or this capability will need to be devolved to a particular 
manager spacecraft \\11th :10 inevitable increase in its hardware processing requirements2H• Having an 
owner per ta k al 0 poses problems for redwldancy. If a particular spacecraft fails, some 
mechani m needs to be in place for other spacecraft to takeover ownership of its tasks. This implies 
2M \x'nlch of c(}ur~e mu~t be mIrrored on at lea~t ~eveml membcr~ of the swarm to uvoiti ~inglc point failurc~. 
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that not only is there an overhead associated with the contracting protocol itself, but also some kind 
of data replication and synchronisation to eliminate single point failures. 
Clearly therefore a contract protocol immediately requires good networking capabilities and 
reasonably powerful processing agents; two assumptions that are not required for a system using 
stigmergy and are also inherently difficult to provide in a nanospacecraft swarm. 
2.3.4.2 Operations Research 
Operations Research (OR) was born in the Second World \X'ar in an attempt to optimise the 
distribution of scarce resources across the war machine scientifically [96]. In the decades since it 
ballooned to solve the diverse problems associated with large corporate businesses and 
organisations. It employs techniques such as Linear programming, Sensitivity analysis, Decision 
analysis, Game theory, Inventory theory, Markov chains, Simulation and so on. 
OR is essentially concerned with planning and coordinating in advance. The key to doing it 
successfully is in correctly capturing the problem for modelling. Parameters are then adjusted to 
arrive at an optimal set, solving the problem. This lends itself well to traditional artificial intelligence 
techniques such as neural networks and expert systems in particular [97]. 
OR therefore really represents the current telepresence approach where mission control chooses 
and plans the tasks for all the spacecraft centrally on the ground i.e. client/server. Due to the high 
processing power required centrally, this approach is would need to be decomposed hierarchically 
for implementation in clusters with large numbers. Such a decomposition requires individual 
spacecraft to take on team leader roles, with the computationally expensive algorithms that 
demands (reduced viability in a nanosatellite context). Moreover, in order to avoid introducing 
single point failures, the hardware capabilities required of the team leaders must also be present on 
other spacecraft for redundancy, significantly adding to the engineering requirements of the swarm 
as a whole. 
OR, was originally developed for static problems29, although many advances have since been made 
to cope with dynamic situations. A major difficulty is that order to be able to make sensible 
decisions about task allocation, low-level detailed telemetry needs to be returned periodically from 
the spacecraft. This telemetry return is also inherently asynchronous in nature and so information at 
the ground station is always going to be out of date (for the majority of the spacecraft), and so sub 
a optimal allocation is inherently likely. More significantly, an OR approach is not able to respond 
29 ,\ny change in the underlying properties of the system will n:sult in an entirely different optimal result causing the 
output to jump about in a chaotic "corner point to corner point" manner, which is problematic 
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rapidly to dynamic changes (e.g. an input of high priority tasks into the system). This is because 
changes will likely require tasks to be reassigned. The choice for the operators is therefore to 
continuously reassign tasks, which significantly increases communications overhead, or operators 
will ha\'e to restrict themselws to waiting until the current tasks have been completed, reducing 
latency - neither of which are desirable. 
2.3.4.3 Distributed CPU load balancing & task scheduling 
There is a large body of work in the Computer Science fields surrounding the task of sharing 
computational tasks across multiple processors or multiple networked workstations, for example in 
grid computing [98, 99]. There are undoubtedly some useful and reb'ant results and research that 
has been carried out in this field. Hence when the work outlined in this research is taken forward 
and integrated \vith other systems, it would be useful to revisit some of the literature in this field, to 
potentially help answer some of the more specific and tightly formulated lower-level problems that 
will arise. The objective of this research is to focus on the higher layer nondeterministic task 
allocation, whereas the main focus of the cpe load balancing field is towards the underlying real-
time scheduling (in an analogous manner to the planning as discussed above, section 2.2.4.2). 
So in terms of task distribution, the load balancing problem domain is not easily matched to the 
requirements of a satellite cluster. CPU tasks are generally independent mathematical calculations 
(e.g. matrix multiplication [100]) and with computation time as function of data size [101] which is 
very different to spacecraft which are generally waiting to take measurements rather than doing 
calculations. On a spacecraft a camera cannot take 80% of one picture and 20% of another picture 
simultaneously as is the case with mathematical operations. 
Task scheduling is a problem (known to be NP-hard [102]) considered mainly from the task rather 
than system viewpoint. This extends load balancing algorithms to include the concept of deadlines 
by which tasks must complete (hard real-time) or should complete (soft real-time). The goal is now 
one of identifying tasks that are likely to miss their deadlines and taking appropriate action to 
correct the situation. The risk with these approaches in this domain is that communications 
overhead is almost never considered, and is generally implicitly assumed to be over static superfast 
terrestrial networks (or even inter-processor buses). These architectures and algorithms therefore 
may well break down in situations with intermittent, low bandwidth and high latency ad-hoc links 
that are likely to be found between spacecraft in a swarm. 
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2.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter has investigated some of the background work to provide overall context for this 
research. Issues and drivers for multiple platforms space missions was covered indicating that there 
are a large number of scientific and engineering benefits of moving towards clusters and swarms. 
To make such approaches economic, such missions will have to rely on small low-power 
nanospacecraft. Such platforms are unlikely to be able to support highly computationally expensi"e 
autonomy and coordination algorithms and intersatellite networking is most likely to be minimal 
due to the additional hardware requirements required. 
The paradigm of autonomous agents is rapidly becoming pervasive terrestrially due to the 
ubiquitous nature of network computing, and the ever-increasing power of portable electronic 
devices. It is only natural therefore, that this will begin to feed up ever more strongly into mission 
design in the space sector, as the technology matures and becomes more familiar. ;\utonomy means 
searching for alternatives in large problem spaces, and in this context a genetic algorithm is chosen 
as a suitable technique given the characteristics of the problem and the constraints of the 
implementation platform. 
When considering autonomous operation (as opposed to the commonly considered autonomous 
navigation) of swarms and clusters, scalability is an essential requirement, which current research 
approaches in the space sector fail to properly address. Inspiration for controlling such complex 
systems in a scalable way can be taken from the natural world where the techniques of stigmergy 
are the norm. Moreover almost all of the current work revolves around planning, whereas modem 
terrestrial autonomous systems tend to include a significant behavioural, or reactive, component 
that is not evident in current space autonomy thinking. This miss match is likely to be problematic 
as systems of multiple entities inherently operate with some degree of chaos. Hence in order for the 
current approaches to be able to responding to such dynamic interactions a significant amount of 
system overhead and latency would be needed, if it was workable at all. 
A behavioural, stigmergy approach is of course difficult to deterministically design, hence the lack 
of research into this area in the risk adverse space sector. However the emergent self organisation 
property that it brings is a powerful benefit; and hence is a leading design candidate if the dream of 
coordinating hundreds or thousands of spacecraft collectively is ever to be realised. 
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Chapter 3 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
3.1 INSPIRATION 
The flI t thing that i clear when de igning a ystem based on stigmergy is the need for a common 
environment to modify. In space, there is nothing physical that can be used1o, hence a digital 
em'ironment i neces ary as in the U"\V approach (section 2.3.3.1). Just as ants leave pheromone 
trails indicating movement hi tory, this emrironment should be used for providing feedback. In this 
approach where the objective is distributed task allocation, a uitable historical indicator can be 
chosen as regions wher task duplication previously occurred - as spacecraft duplicating each 
other's work i fundamentally undesirable. 
Figure 6: Repre entation of the environment information available to the spacecraft showing the 
tasks along with the feedback and feedforward information across the same resource d imension. 
,0 Orienraoon could be con~ldcred as a phpical environment a~ direct analogy to bird~ flocking behaviour, however thi~ 
would seem to be a dIfficult to modify for coordination of anything other than formation flying and navigation problems. 
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The IPPSS sy tern also introduce the concept of load forecast (section 2.3.3.2). Hence, thi 
feedforward mechanism also seems a useful model to introduce so that spacecraft can ad\'eru e 
their future intentions to complement the feedback mechanism. 
Error! Reference source not found. shows an example of how thi "digital em'ironment" 
information system works. The set of raw tasks are shown in red (at the back) indicattng the 
number of different tasks with particular resource requirement. The stigmergy )' tern introduce 
some extra environment "overlay" information to also be made available to the spacecraft. The e 
overlays are in the form of both a feedback and feed forward component, cO\'ering the arne 
resource space as the tasks. The spacecraft now has some additional information about other 
spacecraft (indirectly) to guide its own local choices about which ta k to perform. 0 in the above 
example the feed forward is strongly weighted on the middle hump, and 0 a pacecraft may choo e 
to avoid this region as it appears likely to result in task overl.ap in the future. 
Another clear lesson from previous work is that for a sy tern to be truly ealable, It must be 
hierarchical in nature (section 2.2.4.2). A hierarchy implies that information flow from a single root 
node, branching out as it goes, before reaching destination leaves in a treelike tructure, before 
returning back down the same path. Such information flow passing through intermediary nodes 
also adds the potential for reuse of another concept from the IPP S - that the intermediary node 
can modify the information en route. 
Worker 1 • •• Workerw 
Ground 
Figure 7: Schematic of the information flow in the hierarchical stigmergy task allocation 
architecture. 
Figure 7 shows the overview of the proposed system. The tasks to be performed flow up from the 
ground station (root) along with the digital environment information and global performance 
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metrics (goals) for the clu ter . • \s the environmenr information and goals pass through the layers 
they are slightly modified by intermediate node (supervisors) based on their own local information. 
At leaf node worker spacecraft perform tasks basing their choices on the environment information 
(shown in E rror! Reference source not found.). They then return the tasks they have completed 
back down the hierarchy along with some updated individual feed forward information about 
predicted future performance. Again this down tream environment and task information is 
modified, aggregated and monitored by intermediary nodes. When this information reaches the 
ground station, it is ubject to more processing before being looped back up, completing the cycle. 
Information flows round in thi continuou loop dynamically changing based on the choices made 
by the individual spacecraft. 
The proposed y tem therefore actually contains two stigmergetic processes. The first process 
(Erro r! Reference source not found.) is a "horizontal" mechanism for spacecraft at the same 
level of the hierarchy to coordinate ... vith each other. The feedback and feed forward information 
prO\Tide an indirect communication channel between the agents exactly as was previously described 
in Figure -+ (page 39). The econd "\'ertical" mechanism (Figure 7) is the modification of the 
information as it pas e up and down through different levels of the hierarchy as a direct extension 
of the ideas from the IPP . This vertical mechanism allows different levels of the hierarchy to 
coordinate with each other in a manner that is scalable to larger numbers of spacecraft (e.g. 
hundreds), again in an indirect and stigmergetic manner. 
As there are a "a t number of possible avenues for investigation this research mainly limits its 
discussion to the "horizontal" tigmergy mechanism. Issues surrounding the modification of 
information a it passe up and down through the hierarchical chain is left for future study. Tlus is 
primarily because the hierarchy is designed for scalability to larger numbers (hundreds) of 
spacecraft. However. before such a large ystem can be studied, it is important to investigate the 
fundamental on a maller scale in order to provide a foundation for future analysis. As tlus is tlle 
first work investigating the principles of stigmergy for spacecraft operations, the fundamentals must 
take priorit)· however the complete vision of the future is outlined here for context. 
Thi chapter now drills down into more specific detw about tlle individual components and 
functionality witlUn the system. 
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3.2 WORKER SPACECRAFT 
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Figure 8: Information flow and main subcomponen ts of a worker pace craft 
The worker spacecraft (Figure 8) is really an abstraction of any pacecraft platform that j. able to 
carry out mission objectives. Its autonomous planning and coordmation 'ystem ha' two main 
functional blocks, a higher level Task OrderingjPrioritisation ",lgent (that thi, re earch i concerned 
with) and the lower level SdJedu/ing & Operations Agent. This second Scheduling e:: Opera/ions ./lgenl i 
detailed and analysed in complimentary work (referred to a the AT ardutecrure) (103]. 111e 
lower level NEAT architecture takes a (continuously evolving) set of ta k ' to b p rformed along 
with an associated priority for each task. Windows of opportunity are calculated e.g. uSing orbital 
parameters) and resource requirements are broken down for each ta k, 1\ genenc algorithm then 
searches for an optimal ordering of the tasks, such that all resource and chcdulmg con'traint arc 
observed at all times. The ordering is continuously updated as new task arc added and prioritie, 
changed, with the fmal output being a low level real-time activity plan for the 'pacccraft to 
implement at any given moment. The lower level EAT architecture is re ponslble for enforcing 
all the real-time resource and scheduling constraints that are required for planning 'pacecraft 
operations, and also ensures that that the spacecraft always ha "omcthing to do" wherever 
possible. 
The work on NEAT makes a fundamental assumption: that the spacecraft i required to perform all 
the tasks that it is has been assigned. Hence EAT is effectively bin packing to try and perform all 
tasks as quickly as possible (given the resourcing constraints and drnamic re cheduling due to 
failure etc). This research proposes extending the EAT approach for u 'e in multi- pacecraft 
collaboration, where there is a set of tasks that has to be performed collectively. The individual 
spacecraft is now no longer expected to perfonn every ta k of which it i aware - only a ub et of 
those tasks. The choice of the subset is determined by the higher leyel Task Ordetillgj Priori/istJtion 
Agent in line with the principles of stigmergy. In this re earch the Task Ordering! Priori/isll/ion Agen/ 
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generate an as ociated weighting level for each of the tasks that are then used by NEAT when 
scheduling. In the Ingle spacecraft case, Er\T assigned each of its tasks identical weightings -
simple bin packing with no consideration for permutations. ow with the weightings assigned by 
the higher level, permutations become important and EAT attempts to schedule the highest 
weighted tasks a early a po sible'l. This weighting effectively defines a de ired ordering on the 
tasks, and as there are too many tasks for the spacecraft to complete in a given time only the subset 
of more highly weighted ta ks will be performed. ach of the spacecraft in the cluster can as ign 
different local weighting to the tasks in the system so that each spacecraft attempts to perform a 
different ubset, thereby achie,-ing a partitioning of the tasks. This weighting function, or ordering, 
is referred to from here on as the Behol'ioN!' of the worker spacecraft. EA T attempts to schedule 
the ta k into this rder as best as possible, but given that there may be resource conflicts that need 
to be resoh-ed, temporal dependencies and ta k failures dus desired ordering is modified (see Figure 
9). 
1 
Tooks Irrive 
unsorted 
1 
TOP Agent CD 
sorts Into 
desired order 
(Behlvlour) 
.3 CD NEAT 
enforces 1 
constraints 
Figure 9: An overview of the tasks scheduling process on-board a worker spacecraft_ 
This flexible approach allows the spacecraft to focus on the tasks that are "assigned" to it but also 
gives it the ability to perform other tasks if constraints and failures mean that it would otherwise be 
idle. Thi probabilistic weighting approach also has further advantages over a rigid negotiation 
approach as it allow the spacecraft to evolve its plans continuously in a dynamic environment with 
a low overhead. With a rigid contract style negotiation, by contrast, any change reguires re-
negotiation between spacecraft, and hence in the wor t case may result in freguent chaotic changes 
of the assigned tasks subset making the real time on board operations planning more difficult 
JI ThIS docs not requIre sij.,>nificant modification to the I':. \'/' model, as havlIlg been designed collaborativc.:Iy with [his 
approach, the weighting IS already induded and hence is automatically handled by the genetic algorithm. 
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(previously di cussed in section 2.3.4.1)12. A suitable behaviour (a preference weighting 
distribution) , is selected by using a genetic algorithm to earch for the optimum partitioning given a 
set of input goals. The optimal behaviour i not fL'{ed, but depends upon the et of tasks to be 
performed combined with the information contained in the feedback and feed forward 
environments. 
J laving selected a behaviour (returning to Figure 7), this behaviour is then fed-forward, down the 
hierarchy. Tasks completed by EAT are also returned down the hierarchy to be collated by the 
ground station before it periodically rebroadca ts the updated task li t and environment 
information completing the loop. 
3.3 GROUND STATION FUNCTIONALITY 
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Figure 10: Information flow and main subcomponents of the ground station 
In the downstream direction the ground station (Figure 10) receives feed forward information from 
all of its workers. It sums the information together before looping it back upstream to provide the 
aggregated environment for the workers. Completed tasks are also received in the downstream 
direction. The ground station records any duplication, and then al 0 loops this information back up 
to the workers. The completed ta ks stream is analysed to determine and record the response time 
of tasks (total time from entry into the system to completion). 
12 Thc rcquirements on renegotiation can be lowe.:rcd if non-optimal ~oluti()ns arc allowable. Such a situation would then 
give rise to the possibilities for failed or duplicated tash and hence.: woulJ begin to approach the.: performance of the.: 
stigmergy solution. It woulJ be an interesting invc~til:,>ation for future work to compare this traJe.:-off. 
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ote that it is hypothe i ed that the preci e and minute detail of the environment information is 
unlikely to pro"ide any mea urable benefit. Hence rather than the cumbersome overhead of a high 
fidelity model, it can be ea ily repre en ted u ing a standard curve fitting approximation technique to 
relatively high accuracy. uch a method give a highly compact representation that requires only a 
few param ter to be transmitted and is closely related to the combination of ord10gonal 
Cheby hev polynomials that i u ed for the definition of a worker's behaviour (see ection -t.l for 
more detail). 
The ground tation i. the originator of the user's tasks and goals. The main function of the ground 
ration is to take its input goal and generate an associated set of sub-goals for the workers. T IllS is 
done by combining the input goals with the locally stored response time and duplication 
information determined from the down tream. 
3.4 SUPERVISOR FUNCTIONALITY 
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Figure 11: Information flow and m ain subcomponents of a supervisor 
The upen'isor (Figure 11) i de igned to be an optional component in the system. The interfaces 
are identical to the ground tation's and worker' by design so that supervisors can be inserted into 
the system to aid scalability by dividing the clu ter into teams and hierarchies. There are no 
restriction on numbers of upen·i or , or layers allowing for a highly flexible topology based on 
mi sion requirements. Furthermore, the upervisor need not be a dedicated spacecraft (as it is 
entirely software), but can run on board a worker spacecraft as an additional payload. Being just 
oftware, there is clearly poten tial for supervisor to move dynan1ically to differen t workers and/or 
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rearrange topologies as and when needed, but such issues are not considered further in this 
research. The interested reader is directed to other complimentary work at the Surrey Space Centre, 
that investigates the properties of "mobile agents" that can move between different nanosatellites 
spacecraft [104]. 
In principle, the supervisor functions in a similar manner to the ground station by breaking down 
goals into sub-goals. The main difference is that rather than looping the downstream information 
to the upstream, it is propagated on downstream. The supervisor effectively aggregates and fllters 
the downstream path before propagation. In the upstream direction, the local record of task 
duplication is added to the feedback environment information. In this way the supervisor adjusts 
the information flow in both directions (in a similar manner to the IPPSS) so as to "steer" 
subordinates into particular regions. This steering is exactly the same "horizontal" stigmergy 
mechanism used by the worker spacecraft, only now it is being performed at higher level. A scalable 
and hierarchical approach. 
3.5 PARSIMONIOUS COMMUNICATIONS 
The information flow is infrequent with worker spacecraft performing tasks continuously based on 
the most recent update. The rate at which new tasks and the feedback/ feed forward information is 
updated represent the communication rates for the system. The more frequent the updates, the 
higher the communication rates. Rather than considering absolute values for communication 
bandwidth, a relative measure can be defined that represents the number of tasks completed by the 
cluster in between each update. This ratio can be expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
tasks in the system. 100% means that every task is completed by the cluster before a new update is 
received. This is a totally uncoordinated system. Values approaching 0% imply that only individual 
tasks are performed in between updates. Such a system is effectively being micro-managed. 
Values around the 10-40% range seem to be a reasonable level to consider. Anything lower would 
mean that communications latency is not a significant issue for the cluster and would represent a 
very high bandwidth communication architecture that could be used for real time operation and 
control. In such a case the traditional remotely-controlled or telepresence approach would remain a 
viable option. Higher values would mean that the system is tending to operate in "batch mode". A 
system that radically alters every update, but then remains fixed for long periods which would be 
more suited to a negotiation strategy. This highlights middle ground position of stigmergy. These 
issues are considered later in section 5.7.1, page 125. 
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3.6 TASK MODELLING 
Every task in the system has an associated resource requirement. The number of tasks at each 
resource value forms a multidimensional distribution in resource space. This resource space is the 
environment which is used for "pheromone marking" e.g. to indicate regions to avoid. A 
fundamental part of this system is that choosing a behaviour (task ordering) is performed not by 
considering specific tasks, but by considering resource values. Hence behaviours can, for example, 
try to perform tasks in a region with low resource requirements. The probability of doing a task at a 
particular resource depends upon the number of tasks at that resource. By multiplying the number 
of tasks by the associated behaviour preference weighting, a new probability of performing the 
tasks is generated, steering spacecraft into particular regions of the resource space. It is important to 
note that even though the tasks themselves may not be independent, and may be affected by the 
environment (such as the \vindows of opportunities for orbital spacecraft), such considerations are 
enforced at the lower scheduling layer, (i.e. the NEAT architecture as described above). To model 
the effect of the rescheduling by the lower layers, tasks are performed probabilistically rather than 
deterministically. This ensures that the tasks performed by the spacecraft are never "perfect" but 
have an element of randomness as an approximation to the constraints of lower layer scheduling. 
For implementation, the resource space is discretised into bins (normally 100) and for simplicity of 
initial analysis only a single resource dimension is used. This resource could be considered as a user 
priority for particular tasks. Tasks are added to the system based on some stochastic arrival pattern. 
For example, as a rough approximation to real satellite operations the arrival pattern of tasks could 
be skewed towards lower priority tasks. Hence there are generally larger numbers of lower priority 
tasks and only a few high priority tasks. There might also be some fixed, or periodic tasks at a 
medium priority levels to represent operations such as continuous monitoring tasks that require 
repeated images of a particular area of land or atmospheric measurements so as to build up data 
about changes over time. A third class of tasks might be high priority burst tasks to represent 
infrequent tasks of opportunity which are of significant interest to the operator (for example in 
response to a natural disaster or volcanic activity etc). 
3.7 CHOOSING A BEHAVIOUR 
Each of the worker spacecraft in the cluster has a behaviour, or heuristic, for selecting which tasks 
from the available pool to perform. This can be considered as an ordering of the tasks for 
execution. However this ordering can be generalised to a weighted ordering and also from the 
discrete to continuous case. In this general case it is now a normalised distribution over the 
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resource space so that a higher value means that the spacecraft is more likely to attempt to 
complete tasks with that associated resource value. 
So as not to limit the flexibility of the preference weighting distribution (beh:n-iour) that the 
spacecraft is able to choose, it is important to choose a suitable representation .. \ny distribution can 
be modelled by the weighted sum of simpler, orthogonal, distributions. The well-knm.vn Chebyshev 
polynomial sequence is selected for this purpose. This has the added advantage that the on-board 
genetic algorithm that is used to search the possible problem space can work on a rclati\'ely small 
number of polynomial weighting parameters. This is outlined in detail in Chapter -l. 
Each spacecraft has four "characteristics" with various weighting parameters assigned to each of 
them so that the spacecraft behaviour is really a composite in the general case. By assigning a higher 
or lower degree of importance to each characteristic (possibly dynamically) the behaviour of the 
spacecraft changes; and by choosing different sets of behaviours for the members of the team, 
various levels of coordination and performance can be achieved. The four characteristics are 
outlined as follows: 
• Greedy: 
This approach represents the selfish mode. A greedy spacecraft will try to do what is 
best for itself locally, with no consideration for others. Meaning it will attempt to 
perform the most valuable tasks currently in the system. This characteristic takes a 
behaviour, B, and the current task map, T, as inputs: G(B,T) 
• Considerate: 
This is the feedback mode, where significant emphasis is placed on the result of 
previous historical performance. The considerate spacecraft will avoid regions of 
previous overlap (i.e. multiple spacecraft redundantly performing the same task). In 
other words, it considerately performs tasks in which no other spacecraft is interested 
(and hence most likely of low value). This characteristic takes a beha\·iour. the current 
task map, and the historical overlap information, H, (Figure 7) as inputs: C(B,T,H) 
• Proactive: 
This is the feedforward mode, where emphasis is gtven to predictions of future 
behaviour. The proactive spacecraft will attempt to avoid predicted regions of 
contention/ overlap. In a sense this is also considerate but it is proacti\'C rather than 
reactive. This characteristic takes a behaviour, the current task map, and the future 
predictions information, f~ as inputs: P(B, T,1-') 
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• Obstinate: 
This is the ignorance or inertia mode where the spacecraft makes no use of any 
em-ironment information and carries on regardless. An obstinate spacecraft will 
attempt to do exactly what it did in the past. This characteristic takes a behaviour, the 
current task map and the history of its previous behaviours, BJ J, as inputs: 0(B,7:B1 J) 
The ground station goal parameters therefore translate into weightings for the four characteristics 
(g, c, p and 0). \,\'ith suitable normalisations of the characteristic functions the overall fitness/metric 
of a particular behaviour can be evaluated: 
M(B,BH ,T,H, F,g,c, p,o) = g.G(B,T) + c.C(B,T,H) + p.P(B, T, F) + o.o(B,T, BH ) (eq1) 
By setting any of the weightings to 100°'0 a "pure" behaviour can be obtained. However generally, a 
behaviour is influenced by all the characteristics, usually with one dominating characteristic. How 
particular behaviour combinations work together, and how those collective behaviour sets can be 
varied over time for different collaborative performance is investigated in Chapter 5. 
3.8 SYSTEM AND PROBLEM ASSUMPTIONS 
It may be useful to the reader to collect together the working assumptions that are used in this 
research. To that end the major assumptions are: 
1. The arrinl pattern of tasks into the system is such that in on average there are a larger 
number of lower priority tasks than high priority tasks. 
2. From the perspective of the spacecraft, the system is oversubscribed. In other words, there 
are more tasks within the system at any time than can be performed (during a single 
update). This means that the spacecraft have visibility of the future and also have a large 
number of options to choose between. 
3. The tasks within the system are all independent of each other. If in reality there are 
temporal dependencies between the tasks this is enforced at a lower scheduling layer (see 
Figure 9). 
4. Task selection is performed stochastically by interpreting the effective behaviour (Figure 
12) as a probability distribution (suitably normalised). This stochastic selection is intended 
to represent the underlying scheduling and resource constraints that must be adhered to. 
5. Tasks are serviced at a fixed rate and are independent of their resource requirements. (In 
reality this is unlikely to be true, but this value represents the "average" task processing 
rate). 
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6. Behaviour selection (using the genetic algorithm) is perfonned once at the start of an 
update and then each of the tasks selected during the update uses that same behaviour. (In 
reality the behaviour selection would run as a continuous background process so that it 
would be evolving and changing during the course of an update). 
7. The communication rates (the frequency with which spacecraft receive task and 
environment updates) is discussed in section 3.5. 
8. All spacecraft receive the task and environment update infonnation simultaneously. (In 
reality spacecraft are likely to receive them asynchronously, and hence receive slightly 
different "latest" infonnation updates due to the continuously changing nature of the 
problem). 
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Chapter 4 
ON-BOARD DECISION-MAKING 
This chapter looks at the continuous on-board optimisation needed for an autonomous 
nanosatellite platform to perform collectively within a distributed cluster. The spacecraft needs to 
maintain and evolve its own local behaviour (defined using orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials) 
using a genetic algorithm. Section 4.1 looks at what an onboard "behaviour" actually is and how its 
appropriateness for different goals can be evaluated. The complexity of behaviour that is needed is 
investigated and verification of the implementation with analytical results is demonstrated along 
with a discussion about choices for practical implementation. 
Section 4.2 goes on to looks at the on going search for an optimal behaviour using a genetic 
algorithm. The continual arrival of tasks and the external actions of other spacecraft mean that the 
problem is highly dynamic in nature which poses difficulties for existing operators. Standard genetic 
algorithms are based around convergence which dramatically reduces the population diversity 
hampering performance on both multi-modal and dynamic problems such as this. Current 
operators and genetic algorithm principles are presented along with a new family of distribution 
replacement operators which have the unique ability to explicitly (rather than probabilistically) 
control the population diversity in fitness (rather than genome) space. 
Section 4.3 introduces a simplified representative problem that can be solved using a Markov chain 
as an analytical model for the genetic algorithm. This model helps to explain the improved 
performance of these distribution replacement operators. These results are mirrored in real 
simulations in section 4.4 and show how existing operators are outperformed by distribution 
replacement. 
Section 4.5 goes on to outline some future possibilities for distribution replacement as the problem 
become more complex. This discusses the potential for dynamically adjustable distribution shapes 
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in order to match the characteri tics of a problem, something that i. mherently not po ible with 
ther operators. Finally, the chapter discussions move on to conclude with a brief ummar), of the 
issues covered. 
4.1 BEHAVIOUR IMPLEMENTATION 
onsider the ground station, which has a set of contmuously evoh'ing ta:k: that need to be 
performed by the cluster of spacecraft. It can be assumed that these task , are tnd pendent (all 
dependencies are enforced later by EA 1). There are al 0 a relauvely large number of ta. k. tn the 
system at anyone time so as to keep the pacecraft as busy a pos Ible and avoid wa. ted "idle" 
time. Every task to be performed requires some spacecraft re ources tn the form of power, 
memory, propellant or simply on-board computation time etc. Hence It I po ' Iblc to take evcry 
behaviour and plot it on a multi-dimensional histogram WIth each axi representing the particular 
resource being considered. The value of each of the histogram column L the number of ta k with 
those specific resource requirements. In this way the task li t ha been tran formed tnto denSIty 
distribution over a resource space. Naturally this model can be extended from a ill crete histogram 
to a continuous distribution. 
This distribution over the resource space is a key tenet of the system. It allow ' for the allocation of 
tasks not based on the tasks themselves (as in a simple scheduling algonthm), but on the region of 
the resource space that they occupy. The power of this tran formation is that it free the allocation 
algorithms from making decisions about individual ta ks (whose complexity cales \vith the number 
of tasks). Instead, as the bounds of the resource space are static and known, making allocation 
decisions based on re ource space regions has a constant complexity mdependent of the number of 
tasks. Additionally, a fixed resource space provides a common environment to lea\-e the IgnS and 
signals that are needed for a stigmergy system. 
Given this distribution over the resource space, a behaviour can now be defined as a preference 
weighting over it. In other words, it provides a relative likelihood of performing a particular task in 
a given region of the space. Of course it would be possible to rearrange the region of the space 
based on tl1e preference weighting to give a logical ordering presented previou ly. 1111s ordering is 
the order (schedule) in which tasks will be completed given the behaviour. aturally, if there are no 
tasks in a particular region, nothing can be performed. Equally if there are a large number of ta oks 
in another region, the probability of performing one of tho e tasks increases. Hence, the effecth-e 
behaviour is in fact the task distribution multiplied by the behaviour distribution, suitably 
normalised as is shown in Figure 12. 
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It is prudent to start with a simple ystem model to aid understanding of the fundamental 
processes. I Ience the resource space i initially limited to a single dimension. This dimension could 
represent power or memory etc, but a good analogy is that of user priority. ot all tasks are of 
equal value to the operator and thi is indicated to the system in the form of a numerical value. 
Without los of generality this priority value can be normalised and restricted to the range (0,1]. 
In order not to limit the flexibility of the behaviour preference weighting that can be described by 
the system, orthogonal polynomials are considered. Orthogonal polynomial sequences have the 
property that each polynomial in the equence "does not interfere" with tile other polynomials. In 
other words, each polynomial adds unique properties to the system, eradicating any representational 
redundancy. By starting with the lowest order polynomial in tile sequence, adding additional 
polynomial improves the fidelity of the composite polynomial that can be generated, as can be 
seen in Figure 13 (right). The composite polynomial is simply a weighted sum of the basic 
polynomials in the sequence. As these basic polynomials have fi.:{ed definitions, a small vector of 
weighting parameters JS sufficient to describe the entire system - a highly compact representation. 
In this case the well-known Chebyshev polynomial sequence (Figure 13, left) is chosen which is 
commonly used for polynomial approximation. [105]. There are many different sets of orthogonal 
polynomial (other than ju t Chebr hev polynomials) tilat have been derived by mathematicians 
(for example Lagrange polynomials). fany of these polynomial sets may as well as Chebyshev 
polynomials (or perhap better) on this problem, but it is left for further study to evaluate the 
benefits and possible Performance improvements of different orthogonal polynomial sets. 
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4.1.1 Formal definition of behaviour 
A standard polynomial in (x) in the Chebyshev seguence (of degree n) has the following definition 
[106]: 
in (x) = cos(n.arccos(x» 
Hence : - I ~ x ~ I 
and -1 ~ In (x) ~ I 
(eg2) 
Polynomials in this seguence are orthogonaP3 to each other with respect to a pecific weighting 
function: 
1 
0= J w(x)ln (x)lm (x)dx if m :;:. 11 (eg3) 
- I 
where: I w(x)=--=== Fx2J 
Now a sum of these seguential polynomials can be deflned, each multiplied by a weight an' Thi 
vector of weights is the crucial part of the Chebyshev sequence. It allow different polynomials to 
33 Orthogonality is important as it means that each polynomial brings unique properfles. This "non.o\,erlapplllg" means 
that the representation is highly compact, but also em;ures guaranteed coverage proputies for maXImum g(;neral1ty ()f the 
uerived polynomial. 
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exert their influence more or less strongly, and by summing together different weights of these 
polynomials, arbitrary di tributions can be generated. ote the introduction of the square root of 
the weighting function which \vill become useful when these values are multiplied together later. 
\i 
F(!!.. '() =~w(x) Ia.fJr) (eq4) 
nan 
The beha,'iour of the spacecraft needs to be defined over a fmite resource range and so without 
loss of generality this is chosen to be 0::; r ::; J . Equally, the behaviour needs to be consistent in 
term of relative preference so it is normalised so that the sum of the distribution within the range 
mu t alway equal 1. I fence we can defme the beha,·iour B(~, r) that is derived from F(~, x) with 
these two con traints . • \s the Chebyshev sequence is defmed on a different range (as above), a 
change of variable is immediately required with x = 2r -J . A further restriction on our behaviour is 
that all values must be trictly positive at all points within the range, in order to be able to be 
interpreted as a preference weighting. This can be achieved by squaring tl1e F(~.x) function: 
I 
I = fB(~,r)dr 
o 
I 
= fA(F(~.2r-I))2dr 
o 
I 
= A. 2:>na", f w(x)fn (x)!", (x)d?S 
n.'" _I 
(eqS) 
The normalising con tant ), ha been introduced in order to satisfy the total sum equals one 
constraint, the value of which now needs to be determined. By using the ortllogonality property of 
the Cheby hev polynomials with respect to their weight function (eq2) this eguation can be 
expanded out and then sub tancially reduced in complexity (making sure to take special care with 
the first term): 
(eq6) 
This gives the fmal form of ilie behaviour definicion: 
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(eq ) 
The introduction of the normali ing constant A mean that the polynomial weightings are no long r 
absolute, but relative to each other. This creates an infinite set of weighting "ector that ati fy the 
olution to any particular problem. In order to return to unique olutions once again, orne fmal 
constraints are placed on the po sible values of the weightings, determined by the in pecting the 
form of the normalising constant, A: 
N 
2 '" 2 ao 2:!O and 1 =200 + ~ an (eq8) 
n=1 
By drawing on some additional mathematics (outlined in the next ection) the fitne function that 
can be achieved by all possible behaviours is presented for the two polynomial ca e (Figur 14). 
The infinite sets of solutions can clearly be seen extending radially outward from (0,0). It is also 
possible to see the symmetry of the function for positive and negative values. The arc hown on the 
graph is the result of the application of the eq8 constraints, and indicate how thi restricted set still 
covers all possible behaviours solutions. 
Figure 14: The fitness landscape for a two polynomial function (100% efficiency and uniform ta k 
map), with the re tricted set of possible weightings shown as a continuous arc. Lighter ar as 
indicate a higher fitness. 
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4.1.2 Verification of implementation 
\,\'ith the introduction of task and emrironment information general analytical olutions are no 
longer po ible (a explained later in section -1-.2). However, in certain special cases an analytical 
olution can be de\'i ed and these are u ed to verify the implementation of the simulation code14. 
Figure 15 how a compari 'on of the analytical result with the numerical approximation used for 
implementation by the genetic algorithm. Due to constraints placed on the fitness function, 
choosing value for a1 and a2 means that the final polynomial weighting ail is entirely determined, 
and 0 need not be plotted. In the. e graphs, lighter areas indicate higher fitnesses and show how 
the numerical implementation and analytical olution are almost identical. 
.. 
II 
Figure 15 Fitne function land cape with 3 polynomials, 100% greedy weighting and uniform task 
map, generated by the on-board algorithm (left) and analytical solution (right). 
Thi intuitive compari on can be backed up by an empirical percentage error plot shown in Figure 
16. In thi graph, three different polynomial orders are compared with their analytical solutions. 
The first thing to ob erve i that a more polynomials are used in the fitness function the accuracy 
degrades. Thi is to be expected as the 10 s of precision inherently increases with the complexity of 
calculation. econdly a the number of evaluation points increases, the precision asymptotically 
decrea e. gain this the expected behaviour as improving the granularity of the calculation 
begins to approach the continuou analytical solution improving performance. 0, for a reasonable 
run of 100 evaluation points with n=6 this gives an average percentage error of around 3%. Given 
that this error is both r tematic and consistent, this value is deemed to be at an acceptable level 
that will not ignificantl' affect the search for or usage of behaviour. Hence this can be considered 
a succe sful validation of tile imulation implementation. 
J.I The example ch()~en here J~ one ~pacecraft \\ ith a 100°/0 greedy behaviour on a unifonTI ta~k map - see Chapter 5. 
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Figure 16: The average percentage errors from 10,000 and samples of the on-board and analytical 
solution for b ehaviours with 3, 7 and 10 polynomial . 
4.1.3 Choosing behaviour fidelity 
So far a system has been presented that requires spacecraft to coordinate using imp Ie behaviours. 
The pecifics of the problem showed that the definition of a behaviour can be ab. tracted to 
become a normalised distribution. In order not to limit the flexibility of this distribution it was 
defined using orthogonal polynomials that provide the ability to control the fidelity of po ible 
behaviours by choosing the number of representative polynomials. Crucially this fidelity is delivered 
in a highly compact representation ideal for processing on small, hardware constrained pacecraft. 
lthough mathematically, higher numbers of polynomials results in a more accurate behaviour, in 
reality not only does it degrade the accuracy as above, but it also increases the search pace for the 
genetic algorithm (see section 4.2). Hence, there comes a point, at roughly 6 polynomials (after 200 
generations) that, the detrimental effects of the increased search space override the minor 
improvements in improved flexibility of higher-order polynomial serie (Figure 17, left) . • \dding 
polynomials also increases the complexity of the fitness calculations that need to be performed 
which increases the CPU time per generation, further worsening performance. By using the result 
of hardware benchmarking (see section 6.1), this can be extrapolated to a performance v . time 
graph (Figure 17, right) that highlights the diminishing returns of higher-order polynomials. 
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4.2 SEARCHING FOR A BEHAVIOUR 
The next step i to determine a metric or fitness function that can be used to evaluate various 
behaviours; and from thi metric devise a mechanism to intelligently identify the optimal behaviour. 
The earch trategy for the optimal behaviour is di cussed in detail in tlle remainder of this chapter. 
However, the crucial choice of metrics requires a much higher level overall system view and is 
po tponed until Chapter S. In essence, it derive from the fact that where this chapter is 
considering the autonomy required within a single pacecraft, the choice of behaviours is related to 
the interactions of multiple collaborating spacecrafts working together as a team. The various 
behaviour selection strategies within the team have an impact at the collaborative system level, 
however this i independent of the actual lower-level search strategy for individual behaviours. 
This fitnes function (eql, page 59) depends on the task map, feed forward and feedback 
environment information as well as the pre\rious behaviour history. As such, it is clear that a 
particular behaviour can never be considered as good, only good in relation to a particular system 
state. Hence a behaviour is not a f1.xed shape but changes dynamically in response to the system so 
as to maintain its particular characteristics. Unfortunately the introduction of this extra information 
into the behaviour fitnes calculation means tllat the equations no longer conform to Parseal' 
theorem Ceq3) about orthogonal polynomials and a general analytical solution is not feasible. 
WitllOut an analytical solution, the only remaining avenue is some kind of intelligent search for the 
optimal behaviour. 
The xternal feedback, feed forward and ta k information are not under tlle control of pacecraft (to 
a fir t approximation). quaIl}', me weightings applied to each of the characteristic of the 
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behaviour are assigned by the supervisor/ground station and the history of previous behaviours is a 
matter of record rather than a variable. Hence the only remaining free parameter for the spacecraft 
to vary is the behaviour polynomial, which is controlled by the Chebyshev polynomial weightings. 
Choosing a behaviour effectively means searching this parameter space for the optimal solutionJ5, 
As the parameter space can be large and the evaluation of the fitness function requires significant 
processing, exhaustive search is immediately ruled out, leaving some kind of heuristic/intelligent 
search technique. 
4.2.1 Possible search techniques 
Section 2.2.3 outlined some of the search techniques used in artificial intelligence literature. The 
results of that background survey and the appropriateness of the techniques is therefore only briefly 
summarised here. 
As the problem is multimodal, the simplest hill climbing search is not suitable, due to its inability to 
escape from local optimum. The main difficulty however is the dynamic nature of the problem. 
New task arrivals, changing environment information, updated goals and recovering from failure all 
affect how the problem changes over time. Hence techniques such as neural networking that 
attempt to "learn" solutions to specific static problems are not readily applicable. Equally methods 
like tabu-search that attempt to restrict revisiting of the search space are fundamentally based on 
assumptions of a static problem. If the optimal solution shifts to a previously visited area, it will 
never be found using tabu search. Simulated annealing, although not limited to assumptions of 
static problems require a fixed "cooling" time with the final solution only available at the end which 
introduces a problematic delay into the real-time operations. Particle swarm optimisation is not 
considered in detail due to the complexity of the algorithm required and again require the search to 
run to completion. 
The approach taken here is based on the principles of evolutionary computation that has been 
studied for many years inspired by evolution in the natural world as originally proposed by Darwin. 
There are many branches to evolutionary computing such as evolutionary strategies, artificial life 
and indeed the principles of the stigmergy and emergent self organisation that form the basis of this 
entire spacecraft cluster collaborative architecture. For the purposes of this behaviour search 
however, genetic algorithms (GA) seem to provide techniques that can be most readily applied. 
J~ 1\ behaviour that has the highest metric score i.e. is the best realisation of the desired goal characteri"tic weightings. 
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4.2.2 On board genetic algorithms 
The first major advantage of a G"\ is that it is a continuous (and interruptible) process. For the real-
tune constraints that spacecraft systems frequently have, this ensures that the current "best 
solution" is always available on demand without having to wait for long blocking calls to complex 
calculations. Having extracted a solution the GA can resume its search for an improved solution 
from the point it was interrupted rather than restarting from the beginning which is a further 
advantage. Such a system benefits from the fact it can operate continuously as a low priority 
background process \,.ithout significant impact to real-time operations. The second major 
advantage is its natural ability to handle dynamic problems, due to the fact that each fitness 
function evaluation is independent. Moreover, the system is memoryless (unlike tabu search) so that 
fitness evaluation has no dependency on the past. 
GAs maintain a population of candidate solutions. Each solution is assigned a fitness value 
according to some objective function (eql) and a new generation of the population is then created 
using selection, crossonr and mutation operators to splice, mutate and/or copy individuals from 
the old population; this process is repeated until some termination condition is triggered. 
As Wiegand [107] points out, there are essentially two different kinds of selection in GAs, parent 
selection for breeding new candidate solutions and survival selection to choose a subset of the 
population to be carried forward to the next generation. The importance of this distinction is 
almost never recognised and it is standard practice to perfonn both functions using a single 
Selection operator. Attempting to do two jobs with one operator results in the evitable trade-off 
that that neither job is performed optimally, and usually understood in terms of selection pressure 
(convergence to the best solution) being inversely proportional to population diversity (divergence 
to the best parents) [l08, 109]. Furthermore, as will be seen in subsequent sections, for problems 
that are dynamic in nature, the diversity of the population is a crucial parameter. This can be 
understood by considering a population converging to a solution, which leaves it occupying only a 
small subset of the problem space. If the problem now transforms to a different fitness landscape, 
the new optimal solution may lie outside the region occupied by the population. Hence population 
diversity is crucial for countering the effects of a dynamic problem. For dynamic problems such as 
the one considered here, is it therefore sensible to explicitly "break apart" the classical genetic 
algorithms selection operator so that its "selection" and "diversity" perfonnances can be chosen 
independently. From here on, parent selection (choosing individuals from the population to read 
and mutate) is referred to as selection. Survival selection (choosing individuals to form the 
subsequent generation) will be referred to as replacement. In essence, the separation of 
responsibilities is such that replacement seeks to maintain the optimal set of parents; selection seeks 
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to match parents into breeding pairs optimally; and mutation/ ero O\Ter eek to recombme tho e 
breeding pairs into new children optimally . 
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Figure 18: The replacement-selection loop . Selection add new children to the population, 
replacement down select a ubset to carry forward 
The replacement operator is already a nece ary part of a teady tate .\ 10 each gencration 
chilclren are added to the existing population, before it i then pruned), ee Figur 1 . In fact it i 
the explicit use of a replacement operator ( uch a replace wor t, replace parent, Dejong crowding 
etc - outlined later) that defines the difference between steady tate and cla lCal G.-\.,. The rea on 
that the steady state GA is not the "standard" G is likely down to a lack of analY'1 on the 
replacement operator. Without the insight of the eparation of re pon ibility betwe n election and 
replacement, the implementation of a replacement operator can seem an unnece ar)' overhead. 
4.2.3 Standard replacement strategies 
Consider Figure 18 where a steady state G has a population of 1ZC . In a single generanon the 
selection, mutation and crossover operators splice and mutate individual from the population to 
generate a set of chilclren of size C. These chilclren are added back resulting m an expanded 
population of size N+C. It is now the replacement operator's ta k to choose C indlvidual from 
expanded population to delete, and once again return the population to 'ize tandard 
approaches to this are as follows [110]: 
• R andom - Remove C individuals randomly. 
• Truncation - Remove the C individuals with the lowe t fitness core. This i the tandard 
survival of the fittest approach. 
• P aren t - Remove C parents chosen by the previous election operator. 
• Oldest - Remove the C individuals with the longe t time since evaluation. 
one of these operators explicitly control population diversity, or take any account of the child 
solution generated by the selection operator. 
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4.2.4 Diversity driven replacement 
Some operator- ha"e been de"eloped to try to maintain population diversity by considering the 
similarity of the ind.l\'idual in the population rather than fitness, Tills similarity/diversity is 
normally detenruned by the Hamming di -tance between the two individuals (i.e. the number of bit 
flips required to tran form on indiyidual into the other in the binary representation): 
• 
• 
D ejong Crowding - For each child, randomly select a ubset of the old population 
(subset size defined a the crowding factor). Remove the individual from the subset that is 
the mo. t mular to the child [111]. 
Contribution to Diver ity / Remove Worst (CDRW) - For each child, consider the 
ub et of the old population \vith lower fitnesses. Remove the member of this subset with 
the lo\ve t contribution to diversity (defined as minimum average Hamming distance from 
all other member of the population). Or, in the case that the child has the lowest 
contribution to di,-ersity, simply remove the individual with the lowest fitness [108]. 
A di advantage of the e two approaches is the additional computation involved in calculating the 
imilarity between two individuals. This is a relatively minor overhead for Dejong Crowding (scales 
linearly ,vith crowding factor), but the effect i much larger for CDRW which scales with the square 
of population ize. In CDR\,\' e,'ery child mu t compare itself with every individual in the 
population, and further, every individual in the population must have its contribution to diversity 
updated every time any individual is added or removed, which is a considerable overhead. Formal 
benchmarking work on reali tic target hardware (ee ection 6.1 later on) has shown that CDRW 
require nearly 2 orders of magnitude more computation time than the other operators, effectively 
ruling it out of further consid ration. 
4.2.5 Distribution replacement 
Distribution replacement is a mechani m to explicitly control the fitness distribution of the 
population. Legg previou I)' propo ed his Fitness niform Deletion Strategy (F DS) [112, 113] 
which can be considered to a particular instance of a member of the distribution replacement 
family. Legg' motivation wa " ... based on the insight that we are not primarily interested in a 
population converging to maximal fitnes , but only in a single individual of maximal fitness". This 
insight is powerful indeed. The population remains di,rerse at all times, whilst simultaneously 
searching for the single individual of maximal fitness. 
Fundamentally distribution replacement controls diversity with respect to the fitnesses of 
population member" whereas the previous diversity driven replacements control it with re pect to 
genome diversity (i.e. ill hamnling space). Di tribution replacement is therefore able to guarantee 
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relative fitness characteristics of the population, omething thar i not po_sIble with other 
operators. As search is primarily interested in fitness intuitively, till mechani m allow. the 
maintenance of "useful" diversity rather than simply diver ity per e. 
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Figure 19: Population distributions used with distribution replacement in thi chapter. a=10 ow a 
distribution heavily skewed towards individuals of higher fitne s which is a good approximation to 
the survival of the fittest, truncation approach. 
As the global maximum and minimum are unknown, the distribution of fitnes e i relatiye to 
maximum and minimum values currently discovered. During the com e of the G run the range of 
fitnesses sampled increases and the distribution "stretche" to accommodate thi· increa ed 
diversity. The important point to note is that the fitness profile of the population i explicitly 
maintained and guaranteed, something that is not true of any other replacem nt op rator. It i 
possible to select any distribution to conform the population to, an example being a uniform 
distribution where the probability of a discovered individual being in the population j independent 
of its fitness . Equally, a highly skewed distribution (that approximates truncation) i po sible where 
the probability of remaining in the population is strongly correlated to its fitne . For this re earch, 
these two distributions and a range of intermediary distributions are con idered igure 19) cho en 
by using the highly flexible beta distribution36. 
There are a number of benefits of explicitly controlling the population profile for a dynanlic 
problem. Firstly it is possible to avoid convergence (which effectively reduce the size of the 
population) and so easily escape from local minima. Secondly the population always remains "well 
36 The beta uistribution is controlled by two parameters IX and ~ and hence i, written as ~ (a.b) where a anu b rLpre:<cnr the 
values of alpha and beta respectively. The special case of 1X=~=1 1~ ( 1 , l )J i, the unIform ulstnbution. 
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formed" for the ub equent selection operation, which helps to avoid some pathological cases 17. 
Thirdly the shape of the population proflie can be adjusted dynamically to match the characteristics 
of the problem (if appropriate feedback metrics are introduced). 
The replacement operator's objecti,'e is to evolve the population towards the optimal set of 
parents. For any et of election, mutation and crossover operators, on a particular problem, there 
will be a particular distribution of parents for which their perfonnance is most effective. 
Distribution replacement seek to maintain that particular distribution of parents in order for the 
other operators to work optimally. ny type of statistical di tribution can be maintained such as 
Exponential, Binomial, Gaussian, Beta, or a numerical distribution that cannot be easily 
mathematically repre ented. 
4.2.6 Implementing distribution replacement 
Any tatistical distribution (continuous or discrete) can be defIned by its Cumulative Distribution 
Function, CDF (or its probability den ity function, pd~. This CDF is normalized (and truncated if 
it is defined over an infinite range) to give CDF.\ that it i valid only in the range [0,1), so that it can 
be mapped onto the population. The algorithm for removing an individual from the population is 
then (with the effect shown in Figure 20): 
1. Add the child individual and re-sort the population according to fitness (ascending). 
2. Identify the individual in the population w1th maximum fitness (fmal individual), ht. 
3. The CDF\ is normalised by Ill's fitness, and the population size, to give the theoretical CDF 
that is reqwred for this generation, CDF/. CDF? can be used to translate the index, 11, of a 
particular indi\'idual (with fitness j,) into the theoretical fitness,ji-II. that it should have: 
fjit = CDFr M = CDF\ (n / popsi::;,e) / 1.11 
4. The ordered Ii t of indi"iduals can now be considered as a set of discrete points that should fall 
upon the CDFr curve. The individual causing the maximum misaIignment3H to the correlation 
between the discrete point and the CDFr curve needs to be removed. 
5. Rather ilian introduce the overhead of calculating the misalignment for every individual, it is a 
ufficient approximation to u e a tandard binary decomposition process for efficiency: 
5.1. Con ider the fitness of a pivot, p, located at the median of a range (initially the whole 
popula tion). 
17 Such as lo~~ of UJfCCOOIl Oil plarcnus of uruform fitness. 
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5.2. If Jj. ~ .r,p, there are too many individuals below the pi\?ot with an actual fitne higher than 
their theoretical CDF, values. 
5.3. The pivot becomes the new upper bound of the range (-imilarly, the 100ver bound if the 
fitness of the pivot i too low) and repeat from 5.1 unril the range contain onI) a single 
individual. 
6. Remove the single inclividual in the range. 
From this algorithm, several facts about distribution replacement can be discerned: 
• The inclividual with maximum fitness, hi is never remO\'ed (compared \v1th D Jong 
rowding or Roulette Wheel and mo t other selection/replacement cherne. that make no 
such guarantee) . 
• The shape of the distribution is normalised by 11/, so as its fitne illcreases through the 
generations so the (non-normalised) mean and deviation of the actual populauon will also 
increase. 
• A new CDFr is only calculated when a new individual uper ede 1. I which occur much 
less often than once per generation. 
• As this is a binary decomposition process, doubling the ize of the population adds only 
one extra pivot comparison operation. Therefore the number of time an indiVidual in the 
population is compared with CDFI scales with logarithm of the population ize, OOog ». 
I.e. Significantly less than CDRW, O(N2), although more than Random and Truncation 
O(constant). 
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Figure 20: The CD F of a population (at various generation) which converge to a Normal 
distribution and stretches as better individuals are discovered. 
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Figure 20 hows the fitne proftle of a population over a eries of generation for an xample 
distribution replacement run when earching for the solution to a known mathematical problem. In 
tili ca e the distribution . elected is a tandard Gaussian "normal" distribution. J\t generati nO, the 
majority of the population have low fitne se , with the best individual having the fitness of about 
25° '0 of theoretical maximum du to the random initial draws. In the early stages of the run (i.e. 
generations 10, 20, 30, 40 & SO) better individuals are found quite rapidly through crossover and 
mutation. Crucially, rather than com·erging around these good individual the distribution of 
fitnes e in the population i spread so that orne individual with low fitness always remain in the 
population. By the 100th generation the characteri tic" " shape of the Gaussian distribution CDFw 
can be identified as the action of distribution replacement shapes the population to the desired 
proftle.:\ the progre s of the genetic algorithm continues through the generations, superior 
individual are identified and the di tribution stretches to accommodate them, whilst at all times 
seeking to maintaining the characteristic" , shape of the population profile. The diversity profile 
of the population i maintained at the same time as searching for superior individuals. 
4.3 ANALYTIC MARKOV MODELLING 
To explain the range of problems to which distribution replacement is suited, it is useful to be able 
to di cu it within the context of a implified problem. Furthermore, the argument can be made 
more powerful by developing an analytic model rather than relying purely on simulation. 
A suitable model to u e here is that of a Markov chain. Markov chains have the property that they 
are "memol)'le s" - that the behaviour of the system is entirely determined by the current state. In 
the classic birth/death farkov chain the ystem state is an integer, n, representing the current 
number of individual. Gi,'en [hi value, there is a probability of an individual dying which is a state 
transition to n-1. Equally there is a probability of a birth where the state transitions to the new state 
n+1. The equations for these state transitions determine the complete system. With appropriate 
mathematics, tati tical measure of the system can be determined, such as the expected number of 
individuals and whether or not the sy tern is stable. 
The genetic algorithm can be modelled as a farkov chain [114] where the state in this case is the 
characteri tic of the population. Given a particular population the probability of reaching an 
arbitrary child individual can be determined by considering the operators used in the GA. The 
WIn other words rhe popularion c()ntajn~ mainly :l\'crnge individuals, with n smaller number of very bad and vcry good 
individuals 
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system is memoryless in that given the population, the probability of jumping to the new child 
individual is the same irrespective of how the population was arrived at in the first place. 
The fIrst thing to consider is that individuals are comprised of two dimensions. The first is the 
genome dimension, g, that is the binary representation of the location of this indi\'idual in the 
problem space. The genome dimension is identical for all problems, and is nonnally itself 
comprised of multiple dimensions40. For this analysis the genome parameters \\111 be represented as 
a single scalar value. The second dimension is the fItness dimension, f 1be specific problem. 
defIned by the objective function F(g), translates the genome into a fitness \"alue that is to be 
maximised along with its inverse: 
f = F(g) 
g = rl(j) (eq9) 
The mutation and crossover operators work on individuals in the population modifying them in the 
genome dimension to generate new children individuals. It is therefore possible to define the 
probability of jumping from anyone individual to any other individual. 1bis is called the 
transmission probability and is the probability of jumping to g' (or further) giwn an initial position 
(individual) g [115] : 
t(g',g) = Pr(g'> X I g) (eqlO) 
The transmission probability works in the genome dimension, but it is really the fitness dimension 
that is of interest. Transforming the dimension is not straightforward, because the fitness function 
is a many-to-one function (a fundamental characteristic of multimodal problems or e\"en functions 
with points of inflexion). In order to transfonn this into a transmission function from a particular 
fitness, the set of all genomes with that particular fitness, G, is defined. From this set it is possible 
to determine the average transmission probability to an arbitrary new individual. These average 
transmission probabilities can then be integrated to determine the expected transmission probability 
from a fitness/, to a new fitness,!, (or higher). 
'tf(gj,f);F(gJ = f ~ gj E G 
I geG 
tal.(g',!) = . (G) !t(g',g;) 
size II, 
T(j',J ) = ftav(g,f ) ~ dg 
(eqll) 
Given an individual with a particular fitness, this function gives the probability of jumping to a new 
fitness. The genetic algorithm however, maintains a population of individuals. Distribution 
40 i.e. one dimension for each of the function parameters that arc to be optimised 
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replacement has the explicit property that the fitness distribution of the population always remains 
constant, relative to the current maximum individual. Hence the characteristics of population, p, 
are entirely described by a single nIue, m, that is the maximum fitness of any individual in the 
population. In this \vork, the general beta distribution is used, giving the probability of an individual 
with fitness,!. being in the population as: 
P(j,m) = flr(a,p) (eqI2) 
m 
By integrating the transmission function over the members of the population it is possible to define 
the probability of the maximum value in the population jumping to a particular fitness (or better). 
Integrating over the population needs to be performed with respect to a weighting function that 
represents the probability of a particular individual being selected by the selection operator. Three 
common selection operators, that give the probability of a particular individual in the population 
being selected, can be defined based on this definition: 
Random S(j.m) = P(j.m) 
.I 
fp(j·m)df 
Rank S(j.m) = ~ 
fp(j·m)df 
I) (eq13) 
f 
If. d(P(j,m)) df 
Roulette df 
Wheel 
S(j.m) = ~ 
ff. d(P(j.m» df 
I) df 
It is now posstble to construct a function that defines the probability distribution of a potential 
child solution based on the population. This is called C(j',m), and is the probability of a child of 
fitness I' (or higher) being generated given the current best individual, m, the selection operator, the 
replacement operator and the transmission function probability (mutation & crossover operators): 
C(j'.m) = fS(j.I1I){ d(T~'.f» }f (eq14) 
This definition uses the current maximum individual (at generation 11) 111 the population to 
determine the probabilities of generating a new child member of arbitrary fitness. It is now possible 
to use this to calculate the probability of obtaining a new maximum value after one generation (one 
child per generation) .. \5 the population never loses the current best individual (elitism), children 
with a fitness lower than the current maximum, means the next maximum remains unchanged: 
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mil 00 
I IIl"N(J.m,,)df + I f N(J.I1l")df 
o "'11 I/I"~I = -"---------"'------ (eq15) 
I N(J.IIl,,)df 
III, 
Where: 
N(J ) = d(C(J.I11,,)) 
.111" df 
This formula can form the basis of a continuous Markov chain as it depends olely on the 
"memoryless" value of maximum, 711, (using fixed election, replacement and mutation/ cros over 
operators). 
4.3.1 Simplified 10 random walk problem 
The Markov chain can now be put to work on a purely mathematical fitness function that has 
characteristics similar to the real behaviour choice problem that is of interest. This implified 
problem is defmed as follows: 
rVa f(g.a)=~ I _g 
l l -a 
if g ~ a 
if g > a 
(eq I 6) 
This represent a simple linear unimodal peak with the maxunum value location defined by 
parameter a (see Figure 21). In order to make this problem dynamic, the value of a i altered so that 
the peak location jumps continuously to different values. The location of the peak can be 
considered as a bounded (reflected) random walk in the range [0,1]. The distance and direction of 
peak movement is defined to be a normally distributed random variable centred at !-l=0 and with 
the standard deviation, G, defining how chaotically the peak jumps. 
4.3.2 Effect of replacement on performance 
Putting all the mathematics together it is now possible to generate empirical performance measures. 
suitable mutation rate (eql0) is defined by modelling the output of the real genetic algorithm 
mutation operator. The random selection operator (eq13.1) is used for the following results 
(although results are similar for the others). The Markov chain is al 0 "discretei ed" for runtime 
implementation purpose. The results of Figure 22 show the performance of several different 
di tribution replacement operator (previously defined in Figure 19) against a varying random walk 
standard deviation and number of generations between each jump (i.e. how rapidly it changes). s 
this is a simple problem, explicit values of performance, number of generations etc are not of 
significant interest. Rather it is the relative difference in performance that indicates the strength or 
weakness of the operators for various parameter combination. 
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The explanation for the tandard un;val of the fitte t Truncation approach (actually its 
approximation of the ~ (1O, 1 ) distribution) r placement's performance is reasonably intuitive _ 
Figure 22 (top left). ,\ more time (generation ) pa ses, Truncation's performance impr ves, as is 
the ca e for all properly designed genetic algorithms. Equally, performance improves a the 
standard de,>iation of the random walk drop. Hence for a tatic problem (stdev = 0) Truncation 
does well, exactly the .ituation that it ha been designed for. As the standard deviation increases 
however, and the peak jump around more significantly, Truncation falls into the loss of diversity 
trap. 
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Figure 21: A chematic of how the dynamic nature of the problem alters the fitness distribution of 
the population at each jump. 
The 10 of diverslt), trap can be explained by con idering Figure 21. Imagine a single interval 
during willch the problem remain tatic, represented by tl1e (solid) red peak. Truncation 
replacement quickly "hill climb" to the top of this peak pruning away ilie lowest individuals from 
ilie population. Given enough time tl1e entire population is likely to converge to this single point 
[116]. ow, '\ hen the problem random walk Gumps) to tl1e second, (da hed) blue peak, the entire 
population find itself far away from ilie new global optimum. Hence, as tl1e standard deviation of 
the peak jump distance increases, so does ilie probability that the converged population will find 
itself further away from tl1e new peak after each jump. A it takes time (generations) to move up 
towards ilie ne, peak, it can be een iliat the average probability of being at tl1e global maxin1um 
rapidly fall off as the jump distance between subsequent peaks increase. Although Truncation is 
good at finding instantaneou peaks, it does so at the cost of los of diversity. This loss of diversity 
means iliat on ilie sub equent jwnp, it finds it elf in ilie wrong place, and so on average over all the 
jumps, its probability of b ing at the global maximum is reduced. 
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Figure 22: Performance of several distribution operators on the simplified ill random walk problem. 
The vertical axis is the probability of being at the global maximum, after a certain number of 
generations (x-axis) for a specific random walk jump distance standard deviation (y-axi ) . The top left 
graph is for ~(10,1) distribution replacement (a model for Truncation). The di tribution th n become 
closer to uniform in a clockwise direction. Hence top right is ~(2,1), bottom right ~ (1 .3 ,1) and bottom 
left ~(1,1) - the uniform distribution it elf. 
Uniform distribution replacement Figure 22 (bottom left) ha the oppo ite property to Truncation. 
Uniform distribution maintains maximal (fitness) diversity at all times 0 its population is pread 
righ t from the peak to the base. After each jump the probability of one of the member of the 
population being close to the new peak is much higher. The downside is that if th problem 
remain static, main taining this distribution reduces the selection pressure of the genetic algorithm. 
In oth r words it reduces the rate at which the population climbs the hill. Thi explains the 
significant drop i.n performance, at the front of the graph, 011 the static problem ( tdev = 0). This i 
exactly the opposite argument to Truncation . Uniform distribution ha sacrificed it ability to find 
the instan taneous best solu tion, but its maximal diversity means that on average it alway finds itself 
close to the global maximum after each peak jump. 
\'Vhat i e pecially interesting, i that this improved performance of distribution replacement 
requires only a small average jump distance to really payoff. Only when the problem becomes 
highly static does Truncation become a more succes ful replacement strategy. TIus indicates that 
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only a small amount of dynamism i needed in an optimisation problem before it is beneficial to use 
distribution replacement O\' er Truncation. 
The graph on the right-hand ide of Figure 22 serve to highlight how this is not a binary choice 
but a continuous spectrum. Distribution replacement can be tuned to include more or less diversity, 
and inversely Ie s or more election pres ure (as can be seen by reading round clochvise as the 
di tribution transforms from Truncation to Uniform through the intermediate steps). It is even 
po ible to ee how thi diver ity proflle can be optinused for different situations. For example 
replacement ~(1.3,1) (bottom right) has maximal performance at roughly a standard deviation of 
0.2. Thi is when the average jump distance becomes clo e to the mean distance from the global 
maximum of the distribution. I.e. the population is concentrated exactly where tlle peak is likely to 
jump to next. T1us fact sen'e to emphasise how distribution replacement is a tuneable operator and 
can be adjusted subtly ba ed on the characteristics of the problem, something no other replacement 
operator can provide. 
4.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 
For more realistic simulation spacecraft perform tasks within the system, using the behaviour to 
guide their selection. very task entering the system has an as ociated resource requirement. The 
number of task at each resource value forms a distribution in resource space, referred to as the 
task map. For implementation, me resource space is discreteised into (100) bins and for simplicity 
of initial analysis only a single resource dimension is used. This resource can be considered as a user 
priority for particular task. However, this could equally be considered as the task power 
requirements or perhaps the storage capacity in megabytes needed for various Earth observation 
images. For simulation purposes, a stochastic arrival pattern is defmed for new tasks entering the 
system. The e simulation consider resource as priority, so as a rough approximation to real satellite 
operations there is a skewed distribution of priorities so that there are larger numbers of low 
priority (i.e. background) task that arrive continuously (in fact a ~(2,1) distribution). This is 
maintained to en ure that pacecraft are never idle, which is a significant waste of time and money. 
All tasks also need to be done in reasonable time. To ensure this and avoid task starvation, whilst 
tasks remain in the y tern, their priority is slowly increased, so that the task map appears to drift 
towards higher priority (see section 5.3.3 for more information). There are a finite number of tasks 
that the cluster can maintain. 1\ tasks are completed and removed there is a periodic broadcast by 
the ground station to "top up" the system \vith a new et of tasks to be added, based on the arrival 
pattern (wluch is called a task update). s such, over time, me task map falls into steady-state (in 
probabilistic terms, although in practice it is highly noisy). Thi "steady-state" is furtl1er disturbed 
by changes in spacecraft behaviour or bursts of tasks etc. 
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The simulation runs for 100 task updates (up to 150 0 of the ta k completed in between update ). 
Each pacecraft is allowed 50 generations to choose its beha"iour each update (250 fitnes function 
evaluations). This limited amount of search time clearly mean that the e"oh-ed behaviour i highly 
unlikely to be the instantaneous optimum. The effect of u ing thee ub-optimal "tran'ient" 
behaviours is to introduce additional dynamic noise into the problem . • \lthough it i important to 
attempt to reduce this noise (by improving the performance of genetic algonthm operators), it i 
only a small contribution to the overall dynamism of the problem. This I becau'c fundamentally 
the behaviour only provides a probabilistic ordcring rather than a deterrrunisuc one. There mar be 
underlying scheduling and operational constraint in addition to imple ta k fallure that affect 
which tasks are actually performed (see ection 3.3). The behaviour is al.o intend d t be e,'olved 
continuously in the background so that a particular in tantaneou beha,'iour will only b u ed to 
select a small number of tasks. By the time that tasks of Ie ser ignificancc to the. pacecraft come to 
be performed, the underlying environment will have changed and the behaviour will have further 
opportunities to evolve. Hence, it is not fruitful to spend large amounts of time tweaking the part 
of the behaviour covering tasks of lower significance, as this additional refmement optimisation will 
add little, if any, benefit in practical terms. \X'hat is important is to choo e operators that can rapidly 
volve the behaviour towards a near optimal solution even if the performance in later stages 
subsequently plateaus. 
4.4.1 Distribution replacement 
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Figure 23: Percentage performance improvement over Truncation on a realistic sc nan o with five 
spacecraft. The number below each ~ function, is the mean of the dis tribution. 
The simplified problem helps to explain the difference in performance of the different replacement 
operators. This result is also evident in the actual behaviour choice problem with the performance 
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of different di tribution replacement operators. The di tributions outlined in Figure 19 are shown 
with the percentage difference between the performance of the specific operator and the 
Truncation operator (averaged over all 100 updates, with 95% confidence error bars). The 
following re ult are for a ingle spacecraft attempting to be as greedy as pos ible (see section 3.7 
and 5.2) in a clu ter \\;th four other pacecraft all of which have a range of different behaviour 
characteri tic . The real scenario results (Figure 23) match those of the analytical model (Figure 22), 
which how (for this highly dynamic problem) optimal performance for a uniform distribution, 
~ (1,1 ) . Performance al 0 drop off moothly as the di tribution become a better and better 
approximation to Truncation, [3(10,1), exactly a wa een in tl1e Markov analysis . 
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Figure 24: Varying the number of tasks per update (a proxy for communication bandwidth). 
Uniform distribution, ~(1,1), and the more converged ~(10,1), replacement operators are shown with 
performance as the % improvement over standard Truncation. 
Figure 23 is a pecific (although repre entative) instance of a simulation configuration. Details of 
different pacecraft cluster configurations are covered in Chapter 5, but this relative performance is 
consistent acro different numbers of generations, different goals and different task maps. For 
example, this can be een in Figure 2.f where the number of tasks completed by each spacecraft per 
update is varied (which is a proxy for varying the communications bandwidth). T his effectively 
changes the amount of dynami m in the problem as tl1e task map becomes Ie s dynamic, which 
correspond to the tandard deviation asi in Figure 22. However, as can be seen from the graph 
Uniform distribution replacement till outperforms Truncation across the board. This is due to the 
fact that having five pacecraft in the ystem still represents a large amount of noise a they attempt 
to avoid each other. Thi graph would seem to imply that tandard Truncation would begin to be 
effective only in situations 'v;th only two, perhaps three, spacecraft completing a small number of 
tasks per update .i.e. high communication bandwidth. Such a ituation would effectively be ideally 
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suited to the current approach of direct remote control, and hence represent the current state of 
spacecraft systems rather than future systems as this research addres e . It might appear from the 
graph that improvement drops when large numbers (30%) of ta ks are completed per update. Care 
must be taken when interpreting the graph as the performance is relative to the Truncation 
operator. lIenee, for the different types of problem the absolute value of attainable fitness changes 
and the reduction of this absolute value at the higher end, feeds through into a reduced relative 
performance improvement. It i therefore the changing characteristics of the fitnes function rather 
than variation in operator performance that begins to have an effect at the higher end. 
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Figure 25: Varying the number of generations per update (a proxy for CP power) using the same 
performance metric as Figure 24 above. 
Figure 25 also shows that dus effect is not limited to a carefully chosen number of generation . In 
this case the number of tasks completed per update is once again set to 15%. The pacecraft is now 
given a variable number of generations in between updates in order to select the be t behaviour 
(which corresponds to the generation axis in Figure 22). This can be considered as simple model 
for improving the power of the on-board processing hardware. Again, it can be een that uniform 
Distribution replacement outperforms standard Truncation across the fea ible range of generations 
per update. s the number of generations increase, dle selection pres ute effect begins to outweigh 
the diversity and relative performance starts to drop off as Truncation catche up. Of course, 
Truncation still gets trapped in the local maxima which reduces the impact of this effect. 
fundamentally though this is an engineering problem with tight constraints on available 
computation time. 500 generations therefore represents a top bound on feasible capability (with 50-
100 generations a more realistic scenario), and so Truncation can never ever g t the 1000 of 
generations it needs to become the operator of choice. \Vhat can also be seen from this graph is the 
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plateauing of the operator' performance (as discussed above in section 4.4). Increasing the number 
of generation help to enhance the performance in the early tages, but as more and more 
generations are allowed, the later stage of the search turn into minor refinement. TIlis refinement 
is in many ways rendered meaningle by the dynamic nature of the problem and so performance 
plateaus. 
4.4.2 Other operators 
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Figure 26: Percentage performance improvement over Truncation on a realistic scenario with five 
spacecraft 
Up to thi point only di tribution replacement and Truncation operators have been considered. 
Figure 26 now compare orne other standard replacement operators for the same problem as well 
as a pure implementation of a clas ic genetic algorithm (that has no explicit replacement operator). 
Uniform di tribution j clearly the best performer. Of the rest, replace the oldest performance well, 
as would be expected of an operator that has limited "memory". Its low inertia allows it to respond 
rapidly to the dynamic problem. CDR \"X also performs well a it is effectively an extension to 
Truncation that add diversity if improved fitness's cannot be found. Of course DRW is an 
extraordinarily time-consuming operator that would not be suitable for implementation on a small 
spacecraft. 
The performances of the Dejong Crowding (irrespective of the crowding factor chosen) and the 
Random replacement operator i urpri ingly low. The explanation can be found by looking at the 
fact that although both are good at maintaining diver ity, this is not guaranteed or necessarily 
useful. Generally the di"er it)' is high, but it has highly variability as it is not being explicitly 
controlled (unlike di tribution replacement). This effect j illustrated in Figure 27 with niform 
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clistribution along with Dejong Crowding and Random replacement analysed in a single update (an 
instantaneous static problem). Each GA i run for 1000 generations after the global optimum has 
been found41 • In each case, the fitness distribution of the population is averaged aero the 1000 
generations and plotted along with its standard deviation as error bars. Uniform di tribution comes 
out as a diagonal line conforming exactly to its CDF. foreover, the standard deviation of this 
distribution is almost invisible on the graph. The population explicitly maintains a uniform and 
maximal distribution of fitnes 's without wavering as it has been designed to do. Random and the 
Dejong Crowcling by contrast have an average fitness profile that roughly correspond to a 
Gaussian distribution CDF. This is the central limit theorem at work, ometimes the population is 
skewed one way, sometimes the other way but on average it mainly maintains mediocre mid-range 
individuals. This randomly varying skew is an effective strategy for escaping from local minima in a 
static multimodal problem. However in a dynamic problem, the added dynami m of the population 
clistribution means that the probability of fortuitous alignment is further reduced. Uniform 
distribution replacement, by contrast, has a uniform probability irrespective of where the dynamic 
problem jumps to. This is the crucial difference between cliversity and useful diver ity. Distribution 
replacement controls cliversity based on the fitness (rather than hamming distance like the others) 
and so it inherently includes more information about the problem space and is more "useful". 
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Figure 27: D istribution of fitness in a "converged" population averaged over 1000 generations for 
three different replacement operators. Error bars on this graph represent standard deviation and not 
95% confidence interval. 
41 .\ s no further progress can be made the G ,\ can now be considered to be in a :;rcady-stare condition 
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A further point to note is that whereas Uniform di tribution maintain individuals with even the 
minimal value, the other two operators have a very low probability of including these individuals in 
their population. This i the effect of the selection operator working against their diversity 
maintenance capabilities and reducing the diversity of the population, which in turn reduces their 
performance on the dynamic problem further. 
There i al ' 0 a third factor contributing to their lower performance. At each update, the dynamic 
problem becomes a stacie opcimi ation problem. r\t this point-high selection pressure is desirable, 
such as can be found 'vith the Truncation and CDRW operators. However, Dejong Crowding and 
Random, \vith their Gaussian bell shaped population distribution, are effectively applying selection 
pressure to maintain mediocre individuals. Uniform distribution replacement by contrast not only 
has a better diversity, but also a larger number of higher fitness individuals in the population, which 
allows the selection operator to work more effectively i.e. a GA with a higher selection pressure. 
In effect, the Truncation operator loses out on the dynamic problem (due to its lack of diversity), 
but nevertheless its improved selection pressure during the static period recovers some of the 
ground. The stocha tic diversity drinn replacement operators by contrast, miss out during this 
static period as they have the minimum election pressure of all the operators. 
Returning to Figure 26 the right-hand ide shows three classical genetic algorithms US1J1g the 
Roulette \,{'heel (proportional), Rank and Random selection operators. These have been matched 
for number of fitness function evaluations along with crossover/mutation rates for a fair 
compari on with the other steady state genetic algorithms. The classic genetic algorithms are far 
worse at maintaining diver ity - especially Roulette Wheel which is an extreme case of Truncation 
with the inherent massive loss of diversity. A classic Roulette wheel genetic algorithm has sacrificed 
performance in subseguent updates which outweighs any benefit of improvement in a single 
update. Rank selection has a lower selection pressure (and hence more diversity) and so performs 
much better. This in turn is followed by random selection (basic random search) which has the 
lowest selection pressure of all. Comparing the random classical GA with the random replacement 
operator demonstrate the impact of the selection and replacement operators working together. 
The classical Random Gl\ is effectively random search. However, the steady state genetic algorithm 
with the Random replacement operator (and Rank selection operator working in tandem) has 
significantly worse performance and slightly lower diversity. This is due to the fact that they are 
effectively working against each otller with the selection operator reducing the diversity of the 
population. 
Although not shown in this chapter's results, a random restart strategy was also considered. In such 
a scheme the population (or a subset) is reinitialised after each problem jump. 'Illis reinitialisation 
can either be to random location in the problem space or to defined points. In principle, uniform 
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random restart, with a replacement operator such as Truncation performs similarly to that of 
Random replacement. The problem is that although the restart can be controlled to be uniformly 
distributed in the diversity of its population. It cannot be controlled to be uniformly distributed in 
its fitness distribution (as that requires knowledge of the problem). Hence, restart is never able to 
control diversity based on the fitness, and faces similar problems to the other diversity driven 
replacement operators. Restart also falls down in situations where the problem only jumps a small 
distance, so that by chance it is similar to the previous update. In this case, distribution replacement 
can capitalise on the work it has done in the previous update, and spend its time "refining" rather 
than searching. Restart on the other hand always loses out in this case, and so overall its 
performance is reduced. 
4.5 DYNAMIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE FUTURE 
It is clear from the discussion so far that the shape of the distribution plays an important role in the 
performance of the genetic algorithm. On this particular problem it was found that the uniform 
distribution is optimal, however on more deliberately deceptive problems negatively skewed 
distributions42 were found to be superior. [Appendix A details a comparison of multiple distribution 
shapes (normal, positive and negatively skewed and U-shaped) through a range of different 
crossover and mutation rates on some standard static benchmarking problems]. 
It would seem therefore that there is a great deal of potential in using distribution replacement on 
problems that dynamically change their characteristics over time. Not to be confused with the 
dynamics of the problem, as in the above scenario. In the above case, although the problem is 
dynamic, its characteristics remained broadly constant as the GA is always choosing between 
different Chebyshev polynomial weightings. However, it is not too much of a stretch to imagine 
that as the problem becomes more multidimensional, defining a pure set of multidimensional 
orthogonal polynomials may be impossible. In such situation alternative representations of 
behaviour may become necessary, but more fundamentally the number of local optima are likely to 
increase (as it is no longer truly orthogonal) making the problem more challenging and deceptive. 
As various behaviour goals change, it is not difficult to imagine that particular parameters that 
control the behaviours will have varying degrees of influence on the search space changing its 
characteristics. What shape of distribution (or indeed other operator) should be used in this case? 
This is where the true power of distribution replacement is likely to reveal itself. Unlike the other 
operators, the family of distribution replacement allows a continuous range of different 
42 i.~. distributiom that k~cr a lot of "bad" individuals and only a small numb~r of "good" on~s 
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performance characteristics. In other \vords, the distribution can be altered, for example, from a 
uniform to a highly skewed truncation shape in a continuous manner. This is unlike other operators 
that have fixed properties that cannot be adjusted dynamically, or at best in a very limited 
discreteised manner. Hence distribution replacement allows for the possibility of the distribution 
shape to be dynamically adjusted to match the changing characteristics of the problem. As the 
search continues on-board each new individual reveals a small amount of information about 
characteristics of the fitness landscape. If this information is correlated it allows for the possibility 
of the introduction of some kind of feedback mechanism that would alter the distribution shape. 
The genetic algorithm is now not only searching for a solution to the behaviour problem, but it 
would now also be adapting itself dynamically to the characteristics of the problem so as to 
optimise the search process. 
Such a feedback and self optimising search process is only made possible with the introduction of 
distribution replacement and its continuous, "tuneable" nature. It is not clear how the truncation 
operator for example could be made to adjust the amount of diversity in a fine grained manner and 
similarly for the other operators such as Dejong crowding. Equally, unlike distribution replacement 
they do not have the explicit ability to control diversity, only creating it (to a higher or lesser degree) 
as a by-product, as it were, in a probabilistic sense. 
4.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter has looked at issues surrounding the autonomous decision-making process that an 
individual worker spacecraft is required to perform. It began by assuming some input task list, that 
conforms to a particular distribution in resource space. This set of tasks needed to be assigned 
some weighting or ordering, which can be characterised as the behaviour of the spacecraft, to 
provide a way to prioritise a subset of tasks to be performed locally. This behaviour was defined 
mathematically using orthogonal set of Chebyshev polynomials so as to maximise generality within 
a compact representation. Such a manageable search space is essential to allow intelligent search 
techniques the best possible chance of success, within the highly constraint and limited processing 
capabilities of miniature spacecraft. 
Given a behaviour, it was then necessary to be able to establish some fitness associated with it in 
order for autonomous spacecraft to be able to choose between options. A genetic algorithm was 
selected as a suitable search technique. As the system requires continuous optimisation of dynamic 
variables, the choices of operators and parameters must be adapted from the standard static 
optimisation approach. Investigation of these issues was informed by the development of an 
analytic Markov model. This model was applied to a simplified representative problem, 
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demonstrating that with such dynamic problems, maintaining population diversity IS of 
fundamental importance. 
Distribution replacement was introduced and found to be more effective than other replacement 
operators for this problem. This was shown across a range of different problem variables that 
affected various characteristics of noise and available processing power. Distribution replacement is 
successful because it explicitly controls the population so that it has guaranteed diversity. This is in 
contrast to other operators whose behaviour is only guaranteed in the probabilistic sense. The 
second major factor in its improved performance is that it controls diversity in fitness space rather 
than genome space unlike the other diversity operators. This effectively means its diversity contains 
more information about the problem and hence is more useful for the search process. The third 
major benefit of distribution replacement is that for this problem with highly constrained 
processing limits an operator is needed that can find a good solution quickly each update. Hence by 
way of analogy what is needed is a "hare" operator rather than a tortoise. Although the tortoise may 
win over the whole race, at the half-way point the hare is in the lead - and for this case 
performance at half-way (i.e. the limited CPU time) is what really matters. 
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Chapter 5 
WORKING TOGETHER 
This chapter looks at issues surrounding multiple spacecraft coordination and investigation of the 
principles of stigmergy. It begins outlining the mathematical definitions of the behaviour 
characteristics and environment information that are used as the fitness function for the genetic 
algorithm described in the previous chapter. 
Initial investigations consider simplified task maps with only two spacecraft so as to understand the 
fundamental characteristics of performance. Performance in this case being measured by the 
amount of task duplication (i.e. throughput) and also later the response time (i.e. how much 
significance is placed on higher priority tasks). 
Simulations increase in complexity and number of spacecraft to more accurately model the task 
allocation problem under consideration. One of the important lessons carlyon is that small tweaks 
in the definition of behaviours (i.e. making them slightly more sophisticated) can significantly 
improve performance. 
Feasibility of the proposed approach is then demonstrated by showing a number of different 
properties of the system. Most importantly how it is fundamentally suited to the multiple causes of 
dynamism in the task allocation problem - task selection, spacecraft failure, variable task arrival 
pattern and changing requirements of mission control operators. 
The scalability of the system is also demonstrated by considering larger numbers of spacecraft (up 
to 18 considered). This is important as the smaller numbers used in the earlier parts of the chapter 
were chosen to aid scientific investigation by minimising the number of variables, but the results 
can be shown to scale to larger numbers. Equally communications overhead is an important aspect 
of scalability and this is illustrated along with some discussions about hierarchical configurations 
that might be considered in the future. 
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5.1 ENVIRONMENT 
In order for the system to operate in a stigmergetic manner it is necessary to have a common digital 
environment that is available to all the spacecraft. In the simplest case this is achieved by the 
ground station broadcasting environment information at regular intervals. The spacecraft need to 
modify the environment, but rather than any kind of rebroadcasting architecture to propagate these 
changes (which would require intersatellite links) spacecraft simply respond directly to the ground 
station (as they do already) as and when they complete tasks and have the opportunity. The ground 
station collects together all the data and then the information is periodically rebroadcasrB. Issues 
surrounding the frequency with which the broadcasts occur (i.e. the communications bandwidth) 
are explored in section 5.7.1. 
In order to define the common environment in more detail, this research begins by assuming that 
the system contains a number of tasks each of which has an associated resource requirement (e.g. 
time, power, fuel, memory etc). Tasks are considered to be independent of each other as scheduling 
constraints are enforced at the lower level (see section 3.2). The number of tasks at each resource 
point forms a (multidimensional) histogram in resource space. For the purposes of this initial 
analysis, only a one-dimensional case is considered where each task has a single resource value, r, 
(which is helpful to consider as "user task priority"). Without loss of generality, we restrict the 
resource (priority) to be a real value between 0 and 1 and hence we can define the task map at 
update t as follows: 
T(I, r) = # tasks with resource requirement r 
I 
fT(t, r)dr = Total # tasks in the system 
o 
(eq17) 
The set of tasks is periodically broadcast« to all the spacecraft so that the distribution of current 
tasks is always known. Spacecraft perform tasks independently, returning the results to the ground 
station, and so in between task broadcasts the task map will become out of date. Which tasks are 
performed by a spacecraft (and planned to be performed in the future) is governed by the 
spacecraft behaviour which is a preference weighting distribution over r. This current behaviour can 
be reported to the ground station along with completed tasks with a very low overhead (it can be 
entirely described by a handful of numbers i.e. the weighting functions for the set of orthogonal 
Chebyshev polynomials that sum to give the distribution). The ground station can sum these 
43 Clearly the ~ystem can be extended and improved with intersatellite links that allow lower latency in maintaining and 
synchronising the common environment, but such hybrid systems arc left for future work. 
44 ( )r more likely just the changes from the previous update for bandwidth efficiency. 
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behaviours over all the spacecraft to give a snapshot view of which tasks the cluster as a whole is 
trying to perform. This summation function, F(I,r) represents feed forward information that is 
collected together by the ground station and updated (i.e. broadcast along with the task map) every 
time step, again with very low overhead. In order to reduce susceptibility to noise and chaotic 
behaviour, information from previous updates is also carried forward. This information is slowly 
decayed4~ over time so that historical information is gradually forgotten. The decay parameter is 
arbitrarily chosen4n to be a reasonable value of 0.8, which gives a recurrence relation on F(I,r): 
Bj(t,r) = Behaviour pdf of spacecraft i at time t 
F(O,r)=O 
F(t,r)=0.8* F(t-l,r)+ LBj(t-I,r) 
(eg18) 
Due to the fact that each spacecraft works independently, multiple spacecraft may happen to 
perform the same task duplicating effort unnecessarily. The ground station keeps a count of these 
duplications in a particular time step, d(r), and in a manner analogous to the feed forward 
information, feedback (duplication) information, D(r), is maintained over the time steps: 
D(O,r) = 0 
D(t,r) = 0.8* D(t -I,r) +d(t -I,r) (eg19) 
Again this feedback duplication information can be rebroadcast to the cluster each update. As with 
the feedforward information and spacecraft behaviour reporting it can be described in a concise 
mathematical format. This format represents an extremely low message overhead to piggyback on 
top of the task updates that are already present (i.e. a set of tens of floating point numbers). The 
environmental information flows described now ensure that each of the spacecraft has access to 
four crucial pieces of information: 
• Its own local behaviour (and history of behaviour), B(t,r) 
• The global distribution of tasks currently in the system T(t,r) 
• The global predicted feed forward information F(I,r) 
• The global duplication feedback information D(/,r) 
45 Or evaporates if this feed forward information is COMidered using the pheromone analof.,'Y 
46 Although not randomly chosen. It is likely there is a strong correlation between the communication rate of the system 
and the chosen decay parameter. I.e. how '1uickly the environment is changing should be matched to how long to retain 
historical performance indicators. 0.8 is cho"en to represent a situation where and hi"torical information starts to bccome 
insignificant after a small but not in"il-,>TIificant number of update" (i.e. of the order of a few day" in a I J ·:C ) orbit). 
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5.2 BEHAVIOURS 
The next step is to define what an actual behaviour represents. In essence, it guides the task 
selection for a spacecraft into particular regions of the resource space (in probabilistic sense). A 
behaviour might, for example, try to perform tasks with lower resource requirements, or try to 
avoid duplicating effort. For this research four different "characteristics" are chosen that can be 
used to make up behaviour. These four characteristics are each chosen to explicitly make use of one 
of the four pieces of information just described above. By assigning a higher or lower degree of 
importance to each characteristic (possibly dynamically) the behaviour of the spacecraft changes; 
and by choosing different sets of behaviours for the members of the team various levels of 
coordination and performance can be achieved. The four characteristics are outlined below along 
with their mathematical defmitions. These functions are designed to return a normalised value in 
the range 0.0-1.0 such that 1.0 represents the optimal behaviour for the particular characteristic47• 
• Greedy: This approach represents the selfish mode. It makes use of the task map 
information described in eq17. A greedy spacecraft will try to do what is best for itself 
locally, with no consideration for others. Meaning it will attempt to perform the most 
valuable tasks currently in the system. 
I 
I rT(f, r)Bi (f, r)dr 
o 
I 
j'T(f,r)Bj(f,r)dr 
o 
(eq20) 
• Considerate: This is the feedback mode where significant emphasis is placed on the result 
of previous historical performance. This characteristic makes use of the feedback 
information (eq19). The considerate spacecraft will avoid regions of previous overlap (i.e. 
multiple spacecraft redundantly performing the same task). In other words, it considerately 
performs tasks in which no other spacecraft is interested (and hence most likely of low 
value). 
I 
ID(r, r)T(t, r)Bi (f, r)dr 
C/O = 1- 0 I 
[max{D(f, r))- min{D(t, r))] j'T(t, r)Bi (t, r)dr 
o 
(eq21) 
47 it ~hould be noted that in thi, context the resource r follow, the computer science ~tandard with 0 being the "best", or 
in thi, case highest priority. 
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• 
• 
Proactive: This is the feedforward mode, where emphasis is given to predictions of future 
behaviour. The proactin spacecraft will attempt to avoid predicted regions of 
contention/moerlap using the feed forward information (eq18). Tn a sense this is also 
considerate but it is proactive rather than reactive. 
J f F(t, r)T(t, r)Bi (t, r)dr 
P/t) = 1----~o-----"""J -----
[max(F(t, r»)- min(F(t, r»)] IT(t, r)B; (t. r)dr 
o 
(eq22) 
Obstinate: This is the ignorance or inertia mode where the spacecraft makes no use of any 
environment information and carries on regardless. An obstinate spacecraft will attempt to 
do exactly what it did in the past regardless. 
J I B;H (t, r)T(t, r)B; (t, r)dr 
Oft) = 0 
, J 
\X'here: 
[max(B;H (t, r»)- min (B'H (t, r»)] I T(t, r)B; (t, r)dr 
o 
B;H(O,r)=O 
B;H(t, r) = 0.8 * B;H (t -I, r) +B;(t -I, r) 
(eq23) 
The suitability of a behaviour to achieve a given goal can now be defined as the weighted sum of 
the four characteristics (weightings g, c, p and 0 respectively) which is as a restatement of eql on 
page 57). If the solution to this equation returns the maximum value of 1, this represents the 
optimal behaviour shape, and lower returned values represent suboptimal behaviour shapes. This 
equation defines the specific fitness function that is used to evaluative behaviours in the continuous 
search for an optimal behaviour using the onboard genetic algorithm. 
M /t) = g.G; (t) + C.ei (t) + p.P;(t) + 0.0; (t) 
Where: g,c, p,o ~ 0 
and g + C + p + 0 = I 
(repeat of eq 1) 
By setting any of the weightings to 1 a "pure" behaviour can be obtained. However generally. a 
behaviour is influenced bv all the characteristics to some degree, usually with one dominating. This 
function Ceq1) depends on the task map, feed forward and feedback environment information as 
well as the previous behaYiour history. As such, it is clear that a particular behaviour can never be 
considered as optimal, only optimal in relation to a particular system state. Hence a behaviour is not 
a fixed shape but changes dynamically in response to the system so as to maintain its particular 
characteristics. This function provides a natural objective function that can be used to identify the 
optimal behaviour autonomously on board the spacecraft using a genetic algorithm search strategy 
(detailed in section 4.2). 
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The subject of discussion in this chapter is how teams of spacecraft with different behaviours (i.e. 
behaviours with different characteristics) affect the performance of this collective system as a 
whole. In essence, there are two things to be varied: (a) the weightings of the characteristics of the 
different behaviours and (b) the arrival pattern of tasks into the system. The feedback, feed forward 
and behaviour history distributions are all determined parameters of the system that result from the 
dynamic interactions of spacecraft behaviour, and so cannot be varied explicitly. Of course, they 
then subsequently affect the behaviour distributions in the dynamical system, and hence, predicting 
the emergent behaviour of such a "swarm system" based upon the behaviour of individual agents is 
not generally analytically tractable. The results presented in this chapter are therefore based on 
multiagent simulation as is normally the case (see section 2.3.2). 
5.3 SIMPLIFIED SCENARIOS 
Before considering the details of simulation results, some general properties of the configuration of 
the simulator should be outlined: 
1. Rather than using the full NEAT architecture a simplified model is used in this research 
that performs tasks in the desired order with some stochastic noise to represent reordering 
due to conflict. The simplified NEAT model is used, with all tasks requiring the same 
amount of time to perform (i.e. a constant service rate). Integration with the full NEAT 
system is left for future work (see section 7.5). 
2. Each of the tasks has a single resource giving a one-dimensional, unit resource space with 
the dimension frequently referred to as priority. Upstream task, feedback and feedforward 
information updates are all received simultaneously by all spacecraft (to simulate broadcast 
from a ground station). 
3. Downstream task completion and feedforward information IS also performed 
simultaneously (for ease of simulation), but in practice, this is more likely to "trickle down" 
asynchronously. In this flat structure such a simplification is not deemed to have any 
noticeable effect, as it is the broadcast of the new update that is important. Again future 
work (see section 7.5) discusses alternative communications architectures. 
Equally before the discussions of performance can begin, the concept of a specific performance 
metric also needs to be introduced. In the first case this is considered to be task duplication, - what 
percentage of the tasks performed by the cluster were entirely unnecessary. 
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o 0 li' I # of unique tasks performed 
o up caUon= - L #of tasks performed (eq24) 
all spacecraft 
In these simulations all tasks are required to be performed in the same amount of time. As there is a 
periodic update of new tasks into the system, each of the spacecraft performs an identical number 
of tasks every update, and the total number of tasks performed during the simulation is constant. 
% duplication is therefore a direct proxy for task throughput - the higher the % duplication, the 
lower the number of unique tasks performed and the lower the rate at which the cluster can 
processes tasks through the system. Clearly low % duplication is desirable4K• 
In order to understand how a group of spacecraft can work collectively to perform tasks in this 
resource space, it is prudent to start with highly simplified examples. Collective operations naturally 
require a minimum of two spacecraft, which is the starting point here. In order to minimise the 
number of simulation \·ariables, one of the spacecraft is set to a fixed constant behaviour, in this 
case chosen to be purely greedy (eq20). At all times the spacecraft strives to perform the tasks that 
have the lowest resource requirement. The second spacecraft adopts a spectrum of behaviours that 
are a combination of two characteristics, greedy, and one of the others: 
• 100% greedy to 100% considerate 
• 100% greedy to 100% proactive 
• 100% greedy to 100% obstinate 
5.3.1 Static task map 
The initial task map configuration is referred to as the static task map. In this case the tasks are 
uniformly distributed, T(r) =1, and no new tasks are added into the system by the ground station at 
the update points. Hence all the dynamics are entirely determined by the stochastic nature of the 
behaviours. As there is no input into the system, it is impossible to reach a steady-state condition 
and so the performance values are taken at t=140, which is when roughly 70% of the tasks have 
been completed. Although no new tasks are added, system updates are still required to transmit the 
feedback and feed forward environments information and also to indicate which tasks have been 
completed. This is the indirect communication between the two spacecraft. In this case the rate is 
chosen to occur periodically with each spacecraft performing 25 tasks in between updates. (So, for 
an Earth observation spacecraft in LEO orbit, taking two or three images per orbit, this would 
correspond to a roughly daily update) [117]. 
4N if ta~k duplication i~ really de~ired, thi~ can be modelled by addin~ multiple identical ta~k~ into the ~ptem. 
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The ftrst results (Figure 28) that can be seen is that as the second spacecraft becomes greedier the 
amount of t~s k duplic~tion increases. This is a fundamental and intuitive re ult for this type of 
system - the more similar pacecraft behaviours are, the more they tend to perform in similar 
reg10ns f the task space and hence replicate each other's task selection. In other words the 
problem is more challenging, and performance degrades, when spacecraft are homogeneous rather 
than heterogeneous. Figure 28 also give some indication of the effects of different behaviour 
char~cteristics. The obstinate behaviour is the worst performing behaviour, as it makes very little 
use of the information around it. The considerate behaviour does a lot better by guiding the econd 
spacecraft away from the contentious regions, where the greedy pacecraft is operating. However, 
the proactive behaviour is best of all. This can be explained by the fact that the task map is static 
(no new tasks arrive in the system during the simulation) and hence the lack of external changes 
m ~ns that the feed forward predictions are highly accurate. As a result, in this case with no external 
disturbances a more proactive or future planning approach is successful. 
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Figure 28: Amount of task duplication generated by different behaviour characteristics for a static 
task map. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals 
5.3.2 Reset task map 
The next set of simulations keeps everything the same as before, except that the task map is alter d. 
This new ''Reset task map" has the property that at each update the ground station replaces any 
complet d task with a new identical task. t the beginning of every update the task map therefore 
always conforms to the uniform distribution. There are now fewer tasks in the system at any 
particular updat , although the total number of ta ks entering the sy tern during the complete 
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simulation are matched to the total number of tasks in the system at the beginning of the static task 
map sUnulation4Y• 
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Figure 29: Amount of task duplication generated by different behaviour characteristics for a reset 
task map. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals 
Once again (Figure 29), the obstinate behaviour performs badly due to its lack of consideration. In 
this case the considerate behaviour is far more effective than the proactive behaviour. The dynamic 
change in the ta k map after each update means that the predicted feed forward intentions are 
highly inaccurate. The feed forward information used by the proactive behaviour is based upon the 
fact that all of the high priority tasks will appear to have been completed each update. \\lhen 
replacement high priority tasks are added subsequently by the ground station it appears that "no 
one is intending to do them" and hence there is no reason for tlle proactive behaviour to avoid 
them. The considerate behaviour however relies on the feedback information which is a near-
perfect indicator, as the regions that were previously in contention are going to be in cont nrion 
again given the fact that the task remains unchanging (or exactly replenished). It is worth 
reinforcing this point by showing the actual behaviours (preference weighringdistributions) for the 
second spacecraft (Figure 30). In this ca e the greediest behaviour (9% considerate) can be seen to 
be concentrating strongly on the high priority tasks. As the amount of consideration in the 
behaviour is increa ed, the behaviour slowly "back away" from the contentious high priority 
reglOns. 
49 Thi~ cannot be explicitly controlled. a:; the number of ta~k~ entering the :;ystem during the 200 update~ in the reset task 
map is dependent on the amount of duplication (or throughput) of the spacecraft. 
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Figure 30: A set of behaviours for the second spacecraft 
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5.3.3 Shifting task map 
106 
The previous results showed that the most difficult situation to a oid duplication wa when both 
spacecraft had similar behaviours. In order to inve ligate this i sue, the Unulations are now altered 
so that both spacecraft have identical behaviour characteristic (rather than keeping one fixed at 
greedy). These simulations also add more complexity to the ta k map by allowing it to "drift" over 
time. The initial distribution is uniform once again, but now completed task are replac d with new 
tasks whose resource is a random variable (also uniformly distributed). This property is introduced 
to model the fact tasks generally have a time dependence or a deadline. Con idering the re ource 
value as priority, tasks enter into the system with a particular value. s tasks remain in the y tem 
uncompleted, their priority is slowly increased, so that the entire ta k map appear to continuously 
shift towards higher priority. This queue like mechanism ensures that if two tasks have the same 
initial priority, the one that has been in the system longest will have a greater chance of being 
performed. Tlus is a simple model for the fact that there are a finite number of task that the cluster 
can maintain, while the ground station has a much larger buffer of task. s the cluster performs 
tasks, the ground station adds new tasks from its buffer up to the ftnite cluster capacity. 
I 
T(r, r) = T(t -I, r.s) - te (t -I, r.s) + ta (r). ft c (t -1, r).dr (eq2S) 
o 
Where tc(t,r) = Tasks completed in update t 
t a (r) = Task arrival pattern 
s = Amount of task shift each update 
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The drift rate i uch that after 100 updates a task with the lowe t possible priority (1.0) wiU r ~ch 
the highest po sible priority (0.0). 
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Figure 31: Task map for various behaviour combinations (in steady-state). Shading is used to 
distinguish curves from solid and dotted lines. Shaded curves are those with 
a greedy weighting 2: 50%. 
Figure 31 shows the task map in the steady-state conclition with both spacecraft with identic~l 
behaviours varying the considerate/greedy configurations. Several things can be seen from tlus 
graph. When the spacecraft have a highly greedy behaviour (10% Considerate - the dotted line) it 
can be seen that the number of tasks at high priority is minimal. In fact the curve is almost cliff-like 
with a steep ascent at roughly 0.275, inclicating how few high priority tasks remain in tile system. As 
the spacecraft becomes more and more considerate the task map slowly transforms into a nearly 
flat clistribution tailing off towards the very lowest priority. This is the considerate behaviour 
selecting tasks well away from the area of contention (high priority) and hence there is a more even 
selection aero s the whole range resulting in a more uniform task map. There is also a tipping point 
as the dominating characteristic of the behaviour changes from greedy to considerate (>50% 
considerate - the haded curves). t this point, the shifting of the task map, combined with the lack 
of emphasis on high priority tasks means that there is a significant build up of tasks at th highest 
priority er =0). The rate at which tasks are being removed from the highest priority has fallen below 
the arrival rate of the combined task arrival and tasks slufting up towards highest priority. This 
bulge of high priority task grows to dominate the task map until steady-state is once again reached. 
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with different behaviours (non-shifting task map). 
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Another factor when considering the choice of behaviours is how reactive they are. Figure 32 
shows the amount of volatility in the task map (the moving average of the percentage difference 
between the task map proftles) in consecutive updates. Initially there is a large percentage difference 
that rapidly drops off as the task map falls into steady-state (in the probabilistic sen e). It never 
reaches zero, as the system always remains dynamic. Clearly the obstinate behaviour takes the 
longest to converge into teady-state, this is almost 3 times longer than the con iderate behaviour 
(taking the 4% level), with the proactive behaviour in between. As expected, the considerate 
behaviour is the most reactive, but the slow convergence rate of the ob tinate behaviour is 
problematic and hence, not likely to be useful in isolation. In effect, the obstinate behaviour adds a 
lot of inertia to the simulations (deliberately so). It is therefore a strong analogy to equate this to the 
effect of damping in spring systems50 or other feedback controllers. The following sections 
therefore foclls only on analysing the greedy, considerate, and proactive characteristics, with 
obstinate left for finc tuning the damping effects. 
The results shown in Figure 33 (solid line) are obtained by varying the characteristics of the 
spacecraft behaviours (both identical) from 100% greedy to 100% considerate to 100% proactive 
and back to 100% greedy - so that they cover the full spectrum of behaviour po sibilities (made up 
of two characteristics) - forming a "triangle". The graphs indicates that highest duplication occurs 
when both spacecraft are as greedy as possible. These results helped to break out the fact that it is 
contention for similar tasks that is problematic rather than having identical behaviours per se. The 
50 \Vhich rcJuce~ o~cillation ~ of the sy~tem at the co~t of taking longer to reach the resting ~ tatc 
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greedy characteristic forces task election into a particular (high priority) regiOn whereas the 
proacti,-e/ considerate behaviour manages to obtain a consistent duplication rate below 5°0 because 
they inherently attempt to moye beha,-iour away from contentious regions. The phase change of 
the ta k map discus ed aboye can also be seen as a sharp falloff at around 50%, as the overall greed 
of the pacecraft drop . 
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Figure 33: % Duplication performance of two spacecraft with the same behaviour for a range of 
different behaviour characteri tics. The olid lines represent basic behaviours with the dashed lines 
representing the new "self aware" behaviours that implicitly make use of the feed forward 
information. 
As the shifting task map falls into a steady-state, a new performance metric of task response time 
can be introduced. The respon e time is weighted so that higher priority tasks have a bigger 
significance. \'\ithout this weighting the re ponse time is simply proportional to the tl1roughput of 
the system which is already captured with the duplication mea ure. Response time must ther fore 
be independent of actual task tllroughput, so it is normalised by the total number of tasks 
performed rather than the total number of unique tasks. The unit of weighted response time (\'V'R.T) 
is in number of ta ks, with higher numbers inclicating a longer time to wait. In effect, \V'RT can be 
considered as the average length of the queue for the higher priority tasks. The pure queue length, 
is a measure of throughput which is already represented by the % duplication, but the weighting of 
WRT ensure that the re ponse time of high priority tasks are more significant. Weighted response 
time is ba ed on tlle insight that it is desirable for the higher priority tasks to be completed in 
preference to lower priority tasks. 
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) 
Weighted Re ponse Time = T. J(I- r)2. w(r) dr 
o n(r) 
\Vhere: T = Total # of tasks performed per update 
l1(r) = # tasks completed with (entry) resource r 
w(r) = L # tasks waited before being performed 
110 
(eq27) 
It is natural to ask how the units of tasks used for \WT compare to waiting time, perhaps in 
number orbits . The translation is not a traightforward one a it depends on the number of 
spacecraft in the cluster and also and the number of tasks the clu ter as a whole has the opportunity 
to perform between updates(i.e. the communication rate). So as an example, if a L 0 orbit with an 
arth imaging mission is assumed, orbits will be roughly 100 minutes with spacecraft having the 
opportunity to take of the order of three or four images per orbit. The controlling ground station is 
likely to come into range somewhere between three and five times per day giving each spacecraft 
the opportunity to perform of the order of 25 tasks per update (which is the value used in the 
previous simulations). If there are five spacecraft in the cluster. A \VRT value of 125 tasks 
represents one update, which would equate to about 5 or 6 hours. Units of time clearly require 
assumptions about the underlying system and such orbital considerations would be inappropriate 
for deep space or other non LEO missions, limiting its generality. 
Figure 34 shows the response time for the three self-aware behaviour ranges previously shown in 
Figure 33. From this graph it is possible to see how increasingly greedy behaviours minimise the 
response time, as the effort is being concentrated on the "most important" tasks. Both the 
proactive/ considerate behaviours perform tasks uniformly across the task space (on average) and 
hence when they operate together without any greedy weighting the re ponse time is unchanging 
(and high). The slight increase in response time with behaviours that are dominated by the greedy 
characteristic (>50%) is due to the phase change of the task map as discussed above and shown in 
Figure 31. 
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5.4 SELF-AWARENESS 
111 
At this point it is interesting to start to lncrease the "intelligence" of the spacecraft to see if 
performance can be impco\'ed. By intelligence in this context what is really meant is the self-
awarene s of the spacecraft, how an understanding of its own actions can guide its behaviour 
choice. Thi is done first of all by adapting the proactive characteristic. Each spacecraft already has 
a knowledge about it own behaviour history and its future intentions, and so it can therefore 
subtract its own intentions from the global intentions it receive in the feed forward information to 
identify what e\Tery other spacecraft is intending to do (collectively). In other words it is taking its 
own behaviour into account - increased elf-awareness. It is important to note at this point that this 
simple introduction is a departure from standard swarming techniques. For example ants have no 
concept of their own pheromone and do not di tinguish their own markings from that of others. 
This self-awarene does not frequently arise in the natural world such as in ant colonies due to the 
large numbers. Hence with the ant there is a lot of redundancy as it is "cheap", but in smaller 
(more expensive) warms, duplication is a significant problem - two ants going to collect some fo d 
is not a problem, two rover driving to the same location is. 
What is important is to u e the concepts and apply those, rather than blindly copying other sy. terns 
(that have different objectives and constraints) . Hence the new proactive characteri tic that replace 
(eq22) i now defined as: 
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P;(t) = I 
I 
f F; (t. r)T(t. r)E; (t. r)dr 
() 
I 
[max{F; (t. r»)- min{F; (I. r»)] fT(t. r)Ei (t. r)dr 
() 
\X/here: Fi (t. r) = F(t. r) - I; (t. r) 
Ii (t. r) = local intentions of spacecraft i 
112 
(eq28) 
The effect of this self-aware characteristic can be seen in the dotted line of Figure 33. Clearly when 
both behaviours are 100% proactive there is a significant improvement in the level of duplication. 
In fact, it drops to almost 0% as would be expected given that with only two spacecraft in a 
simulation, subtracting your own intentions means that you have perfect information about the 
other spacecraft. A small change in the behaviour characteristics has had a significant improvement. 
Of course, this information will no longer be perfect as the number spacecraft is increased beyond 
two but it still represents a good improvement. The other thing to note is that as the behaviours 
shift from proactive to greedy the self-aware behaviour is a smoother transition unlike the steeper 
change of the non-self-aware. This is the effect of the task map shifting between two modes -
swamping of high priority and keeping it in check. With the self-aware behaviour more fme grained 
control is available that gradually allows the task map to change rather than a discrete jump. Of 
course this self-aware behaviour has no effect on behaviours that are purely greedy/considerate (as 
only the proactive characteristic was modified). 
These simulations now move from a uniform distribution of tasks to one skewed towards higher 
numbers of low priority tasks and fewer high priority tasks which is a more realistic distribution 
modelling the situation where there are far more low priority tasks than high ones. Specifically in 
this case the proftle conforms to the well known beta distribution with parameters 1X=2 & ~=1. As 
before the task map continues to shift each update and this time a third spacecraft is introduced, 
again with the same characteristics as the other two so that they all remain homogeneous. This is 
because much of the work on collective behaviours focuses only pairs of agents [78] as in the above 
simple examples. As the intention is for large numbers of spacecraft, such simplification may not be 
a true reflection of large scale behaviour. Hence it is important to move away from the simple cases 
and this simulation is now extended to include three spacecraft. 
Making the proactive behaviour more self-aware improved performance in the preViOUS 
simulations. However, this approach could not be directly applied to either the considerate or 
greedy characteristics. In order to add further self-awareness to these characteristics the approach 
taken here is to incorporate the proactive characteristic into the other characteristics indirectly. In 
other words a true greedy behaviour is one that maximises throughput as well as selecting high 
priority tasks, so by reasoning about predicted future behaviours of other spacecraft, the greedy 
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behaviour now tries to choose the highest priority tasks "out of the ones that arc left". This implicit 
behaviour extends the self-awareness of the spacecraft so that they now not only consider 
themselves, but also make assumptions about how other spacecraft are likely to perform. 
In order to calculate the effect of the actions of external spacecraft, it is necessary to be able to 
translate the probabilities (of behaviour and the feed forward intentions) into expected numbers of 
tasks to be performed. For implementation the continuous distributions are already discreteised 
into 100 bins each containing a certain number of tasks. Hence, given a certain number of tasks in a 
particular bin, the probability of selecting from that bin (determined by the behaviour preference 
weighting) and the total number of tasks to be performed in the update - what is the expected 
number of tasks that will be performed from that particular bin? The problem is complicated by the 
fact that tasks are selected sequentially (i.e. without replacement) affecting subsequent selections. 
Moreover, the behaviour means that the probability of selection from a particular bin is weighted. 
Altogether therefore these constraints point to the use of the Wallenius univariate non-central 
hypergeometric distribution [118] to calculate the expected number of tasks selected from the bin~'. 
/1 ( n - /1 JI~';" 1=-+ 1---
th t, 
Where: !1 = Expected # tasks performed 
th = # tasks in bin b 
t, = # of other tasks 
n = # of tasks performed per update 
Ph = Behaviour probability 
(eq29) 
Unfortunately there is no closed form analytical solution to calculate the expected mean for this 
-' -
distribution, but it can be numerically approximated by the solution to equation 29. Numerical 
approximation using Taylor expansion is clearly a computationally expensive process especially 
when this function is embedded within the fitness function of the on-board genetic algorithm 
search. However, in principle this issue can be sidestepped by calculating the results off-line and 
using a lookup table on-board the spacecraft. This lookup function can be used to calculate the 
expected number of tasks that will be performed by the local behaviour, and also by using the 
51 The ~tandard anal0J.,'Y for thi~ di~tributi{)n is of a bag containing a finite number of both red and black balk There is a 
propensity to select red ball~ with ~()me probability. If a certain number of draws are made from the bag. without 
replacement, what is the expectcd number of red balls that will be drawn? 
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[eedforward intentions information, the expected number of tasks performed by the external 
spacecraft~2 . 
The next step is to calculate the expected overlap (or task duplication). The number of tasks in the 
bin is known, as are the expected number of selections from the bin by the local and external 
spacecraft, calculated using eq29. The expected inter ection can therefore be derived by u ing the 
(centralised) hypergeometric distribution~3 [118). The straightforward formula for calculation of 
expected intersection can be wrapped to give a function that expresses the percentage of unique 
tasks that are expected to be performed. 
b _ bll"ep 
p ( 
1(I,bl/,ep ) =----'--hp 
Where: I = # tasks in bin 
hp = Expected # tasks performed locally by eq29 
e 1/ = Expected # tasks performed externally by eq29 
(eq30) 
This function can now be incorporated as a "modifier" into the above fitness function equations 
(eqs 20, 21, 22, 23 & 28) inside the integrals. This modifier effectively reduces the probability so as 
to only consider unique tasks performed by this particular behaviour, in the probabilistic sense. 
This can be done with relatively low overhead by using lookup tables as mentioned above and al 0 
noting that the performed tasks by the external spacecraft is invariant in between updates and so 
for practical implementation can be optimised as a single calculation despite its repeated use. 
~2 This of course is not strictly accurate as the external spacecraft may well overlap with each other, however, it is 
considered to be a reasonable approximation given that other approximatiQm an: also present. 
~3 This is a simpler hypergeomctric distribution, so in the balls anal0!O', the probability of selecting red and black balls is 
identical. For example this is used in standard lottery mathematics, to calculate the probability of intersection of a player's 
numbers and the machine drawn numbers. 
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Figure 35: % duplication and a weighted response time for three homogeneous spacecraft for 
considerate and proactive ranging to greedy as before. Also shown is a behaviour which has equal 
amounts of con iderate and proactive (remainder greedy) called 50·50, and the new implicit 
behaviour that ranges from greedy to considerate. 
Figure 35 show a comparison of the new implicit behaviour (ranging from 100% greedy to 100% 
considerate) with the other explicit behaviours that have been used up to this point. There is a huge 
improvement in the level of task duplication (throughput) that can be achieved - even when all 
three pacecraft are 100% greedy. It must be noted that the duplication levels are slightly higher 
than the previou re ults due to the fact there are now three spacecraft rather than two making the 
problem more challenging. The graphs al 0 include a comparison of a behaviour tllat includes aU 
three (greedy, considerate and proactive behaviours) explicitly, which again has its throughput 
performance uperseded. The e results are similar for other weightings of the characteristics 
showing that the unplicit behaviour is vastly superior. \'Vhat is important is that the implicit 
behaviour performs better than any linear combination of the characteristics witll explicit 
proactiveness. 
Implicit behaviour doe ha,'e a slightly higher weighted response time overall. However this 
difference become negligible to non-exi tent in ca es where tlle spacecraft are highly greedy i.e. 
when weighted re ponse time is of most interest. The implicit behaviour loses out only in situations 
where response time is not so critical but where maximising throughput is. The implicit behaviour 
can therefore be considered to be more flexible over a larger range of perfonnance values. 
From this point on, all imulations are ba ed on behaviours using the inlplicit defInition. 
100% 
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5.5 PERFORMANCE TRADE-OFFS 
s has been alluded to previously, the stigmergy ystem has some fundamental performance trade-
o [[s. Namely that it is possible to minimise duplication, or to minimise the response time of high 
priority tasks, but not to achieve both imultaneously. This is a true trade-off, because which end of 
this performance spectrum is more desirable to the spacecraft operators is not ob\;ou . In orne 
situation, achieving a good background throughput would be de irable, but in other, responding 
rapidly to tasks of interest may well be more important. It is likely however that in the normal case, 
operators will want a little bit of both. In order to understand the rea on that thi· trade-off actually 
exists, it is necessary to look in detail at the underlying system state. 
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Figure 36: Task maps and environment information in the steady-sta te condition for the implicit 
100% considerate behaviour (left) and the implicit 100% greedy behaviour (right). 
Figure 36 shows the results of five (an increase from the previous imulations) homogeneous 
spacecraft operating on tlle shifting task map. Again the two extremes of all 100°10 greedy and all 
100% considerate spacecraft are considered. The graph show the re ulting steady-state ta k maps, 
together with tlle global environment information. The left-hand graph hows all five pacecraft 
with 100% considerate behaviours (including implicit proactiveness). The task map conforms to llie 
roughly skewed distribution of the task arrival pattern, willi a slight bulge due to the hifting 
property of the tasks. The feedfonvard (intentions) information show how the behaviour are 
concentrated almost exactly in line with the ta k arrival pattern and the feedback (duplication 
history) is distributed across the spectrum. Similarly response time for tasks of different resource 
levels varies only slightly. By stark contrast the 100% greedy behaviours (right hand side) 
concentrate entirely on the high priority region to the extent that there are almo r no ta ks left. 
Feedforward intentions and feedback duplication history both show how all the task are being 
performed in that region with a corresponding build up of low priority task. The response time 
curve also indicates how response time is low for high priority tasks and then rapidly escalates for 
the lower priority tasks exactly as is desired by the behaviour characteristics. 
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Till i mirrored in the actual behaviour choice probabilities as shown in rigure 37. oncentrating 
on higher priority ta k (right hand side), forces all the spacecraft to operate in a smaller, 
overlapping region with the behaviour effectively surfing the crest of the task standing wave. The 
nature of the behaviours, being greed), and not considerate, means that the tasks sel clions of the 
spacecraft are naturally contending with each, other making the problem of avoicling behavioural 
overlap far more challenging. A mitigating factor however, is the fact that although total duplication 
is increa ing it i the higher priority task that are being duplicated. Tlus is likely to be less 
detrimental to performance (and could e\'en be con sid red to add redundancy) c mpared to 
duplication of low priority tasks , which could be considered more "wasteful". The left-hand graph 
shows how the 1000 0 con iderate behaviours by contrast are managing to separate well to avoid 
overlap. J Iowe\'er the trade off i that they are less focused on the high priority region and hence 
the re ponse time uffer. 
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Figure 37: The behaviours of five homogeneous spacecraft (and global task map) in steady-state 
with 100% con iderate (left) and 100% greedy behaviours (right) 
Assigning all pacecraft the same behaviour characteristics so they are homogeneous allows for 
some good in ight into the problem. However, in practice it is likely that spacecraft behaviours will 
vary acros the cluster 0 that they are heterogeneous. TIle goal is ultimately to have spacecraft not 
only with clifferent behaviours but also clifferent payloads and performance characteristics. Figure 
38 shows the re ults of repeating these simulations on the shifting task map with 5 spacecraft, but 
rather than giving all spacecraft the same behaviour, the greedy/considerate ratio is adjusted to give 
more heterogeneous beha\'iours~. Hence although the average greedy (or considerate) weighting 
~ I.e. The beha~i()urs arc linearly "prl':ld in terms of behaviour characteristics. So for example, rather than being all 
homogenous WIth 80°'0 greed) (20°'0 considerare), the), will be spread from 1000/ 0 greedy (0% considerate) to 60% greedy 
(40% considerate). 
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for the five spacecraft remains con tant, the tandard de\;ation of the greedy (or con iderate) 
weighting across the cluster is varied~~. 
Figure 38 reinforces the point that as spacecraft become more heterogeneou (increa ing standard 
deviation) duplication drop. imilarly, this spreading out of the behaviour: tend to focu attention 
away [rom the higher priority task and so weighted re pon e time increa e . Thi i exactly the same 
effect as was een in the homogeneous case. A spacecraft behayiours become more 
heterog neou , tl1ey are inherently competing for different region of the ta k map and 0 me 
amount f task contention drop. In other words, task duplicauon again decrea e , although the 
response time suffers. 
The econd important thing to note is that the dominating factor IS the Q\'erall mean of the 
behaviour characteristic with the difference between tl1e pacecraft a a I wer order effect. Hence, 
it i a reasonable simplification to only consider the overall mean behaviour characteri tics of the 
cluster if the standard deviations are kept to moderate value. 
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Figure 38: The effect of keeping the sum of the behaviour characteristics in a cluster con (ant and 
varying the standard deviation of these characteristics between the spacecraft. Each line repre ents a 
different sum total. 
5.6 ACCOMMODATING DYNAMIC DISTURBANCES 
Up to this point, all the behaviours of the spacecraft have remained tatic and the ta k map have 
settled down into steady-state. Of course steady-state is only a probabilistic ituation and the task 
S5 i.e. I rom()gcncou~ ~pacecraft have a ~tandanl deviation of zero a~ they are all the same. 
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map is in fact changing all the time, along with the behaviour choices, giving rise to a dynamic 
problem. The tigmergy ystem i inherently suited to accommodating such dynamism, but more 
significantly provides a lot of re ilience and adaptability in situations where other co rdinauon 
strategie might struggle. 
To this end, the teady tate ystem i now disrupted in three representative ways to demonstrate 
the capabilitie of the ystem to respond to the change naturally and efficiently. The first 
disruption is a failure of a . pacecraft (or more generally changing performance characteristics of a 
spacecraft); the econd is rapid change in the characteristics of the task map (i.e. a sudden burst of 
unexpected tasks to capture a natural disaster); and the tllird disruption i the dynamic adjustments 
of behaviour 'where the spacecraft operators may alter the priorities of the mission. 
5.6.1 Spacecraft failure 
One of the fundamental characteristics of the stigmergy solution is the self organising nature f the 
coordination and how it i inherently re i tant to single point failures. This is most easily 
demon trated in a cenmo where a single spacecraft cea es operations halfway through the 
simulation run. In this simulation five pacecraft have behaviours linearly ranging from 100°'0 
greedy (0°'0 considerate) down to 20° '0 greedy (80°10 considerate) . T Ill simulation is carried out on 
ilie reset task map a described in section 5.3.2. Hence in the steady-state condition, the behaviours 
spread apart from each oilier in uch a way that their distance from the most attractive Qowest 
resource) tasks is proportional to their considerate weighting as can be seen in Figure 39 Qeft). 
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Figure 39: The behaviours of the five spacecraft in the cluster in the steady-state condition that have 
self organjsed to avoid each other (left). Mter the failure of spacecraft three, the remainjng four 
automatically shift to "take up the slack" (right). 
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After the failure of spacecraft three halfway through the simulation, the remaining four pacecraft 
settle down into a new steady-state condition via self organisation as can be seen on the right-hand 
side of Figure 39. In this ca e, as spacecraft three is no longer performing its ta k, pacecraft four 
and five can shift over towards the more attractive, lower resource ta k· a they no longer need to 
be considerate to spacecraft three. It is important to stress that this is entirely achieyed \ria the elf 
rganising nature of stigmergy. The remaining pacecraft ha\re no direct awarene of the pre ence 
or otherwis of other pacecraft. Due to pacecraft three' failure it simply stops adding it 
feed forward intention information to the environment (and similarly it i not respon ible for any 
feedback duplication) and as a result, it no longer impact the other pacecraft. The remaining 
operational spacecraft need to take no corrective action or do anything different to adju t to the 
failure of spacecraft three, as this self-organising property of the ystem "come for free". Till 
gradual respon e to failure represents a desirable property for pacecraft operators - that of graceful 
degradation. These two graphs are snapshots of the five behaviour, and 0 for completene a time 
series of thc changes in behaviours is shown in Figure 40, where the expectation of beha,riours6 i 
plotted against update number. In this case it is clear to see that the five pacecraft ettle down into 
a steady-state condition. Upon tl1e failure of spacecraft three at update 100 pacecraft four and five 
shift over to the more optimal configuration and ilie system again ettle down into teady-s tate. 
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Figure 40: Time series of the expectation of behaviour preference weightingof the five spacecraft 
howing the adjustment of the system to the failure of spacecraft three. The expectation represents 
the average amount of resource per task that each spacecraft is attempting to perform. 
56 i.e. low expectation values indicate greedy spacecraft 
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aturally, thi re ult could be extended to other situations where rather than a drastic failure a , , 
spacecraft lowly degrading in performance or even if an additional spacecraft were suddenly added 
to the cluster. In the ca ' e of a new pacecraft, it could simply lot in, to a position dictated by its 
behaviour, and the remaining pacecraft would automatically "make way for it". It would seem to 
be labouring the pomt to pre ent graph after graph demonstrating this self organising capability in a 
multitude of ituation ' - a the es ential me sage, that the spacecraft inherently self organise to 
accommodate each other, is im'ariant. 
5.6.2 Burst of new tasks 
In this situation, the ' pacecraft are once again in teady state operating on the shifting task map as 
above (section 5.3.3). IIoweyer, at certain points, there are now bursts of high priority tasks that 
arrive into the . )" tem, modelling tlle ituation where the ground station operator suddenly wish to 
respond to target· of mterest (e.g. volcanic actiyity, natural disaster or perhaps even some political 
or military objective). The eta k' are therefore a igned a high priority when they enter the system. 
Simulation run for 200 update ",ith three bursts of these high priority tasks (10% of the total 
number of ta ks) entermg the 'r tern at updates 100, 133 & 166. 
This scenario agrun uses the arne fiye linearly pread spacecraft that were ju t considered above, 
although in thJ ' ca e the 'hJftmg task map is used. The graph of Figure 41 illustrate the dynamic 
and reactive nature of behayiour . The top left graph hows a slice of tlle system status at update 99 
showing the pacecraft beha\-iours along ,,,ith a normalised representation of the tasks in the 
system. The greerue t of tlle fi,'e spacecraft (sel) i concentrating on the highest priority tasks 
currently in ilie )" tem. The re t of the spacecraft are "backed off' from these tasks in proportion 
to their behavioural goals that determine how con iderate they are. t this point the system is in 
steady state. Thi can be seen in the bottom graph which shows the behaviour evolution of 
spacecraft three a an example. In the fu t few updates the behaviour jumps around, before settling 
down to near constant, con. J tent behav:iour indicative of the steady-state condition. 
At update 100, a bur t of high priority tasks enter the system. This can be seen in the top right hand 
graph wiili the extra ta k. that app ar at the low values (i.e. high priorities, as this definition follows 
ilie frequently u ed computer science tandard of priority encoding). The response from the 
behaviours is dramatic - rapidly refocusing on the new tasks. All of the behaviours immediately 
shift over toward the higher priority region (more or less depending on tlleir characteristics). one 
of the spacecraft beha,-iour characteri tics ha\'e been changed, rather the goalposts have been 
moved. As the ta k map changes, the optimal arrangement of behaviour probabilities also changes. 
The characteri ncs of tlle beha\-iours remain tlle same, but tlle particular instance of the behaviour 
probabilitie i. dependent upon the underlying task map. The on-board genetic algorithm, that was 
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dis lIssed in hapter 4, is con tinually searching for the optimal instantaneou behaviour given the 
desired bchavi ur characteristics and the underlying task map (and environment information). s 
the search is being per~ rmed continually in the background, responding to the dynamic task map 
is aut malic and the spacecraft manages t track the changes in the underlying ta k map with ease . 
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Figure 41: Graphs illustrating the dynamic nature of behaviours. Five spacecraft behaviours ~vith 
different (linearly spaced) behaviour are shown, along with the task distribution at update 99 (top 
left) and update 100 (top right). The bottom graph shows the evolution of spacecraft three's 
behaviour through all updates. 
The l-ugh priority tasks are rapidly completed and the system setdes back down to a tate similar to 
that before the burst tasks arrived. Spacecraft three returns to it "natural place" as the self 
rganisation ensures d1at with heterogeneou spacecraft the arrangement of the spacecraft is highly 
stable. Two further bursts arrive with the system reacting as before, as can be seen in the bottom 
graph, with larg shifts in behaviour of spacecraft three at updates 100, 133 & 166. 
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5.6.3 Changing mission goals 
The bursts of high priority task entering the system discussed above poses a dilemma for 
spacecraft operator. hould pacecraft behaviour be selected so as to optimise for lhe response 
time of the burst ta ks, or for the optimal throughput of the background tasks? This trade off is 
demonstrated in Figure 42 ,,\'hich hows the throughput57 of the different task types. rive spacecraft 
are used all \vith identical behaviour. The trategy to maximise the throughput of background tasks 
(1000 0 con iderate) i hown, along \vith a strategy to maximise the response time of burst tasks 
(100% greedy), and e\'eral intermediate strategies. 
The considerate _ trategy, by conscientiously avoiding task duplication, maintains a high throughput 
of background ta k . \'(ben the bur t tasks enter the system, the percentage of background tasks 
drops naturally. i\ the considerate strategy ha no particular propensity to perform either type of 
task, the throughput of the background tasks falls proportionally. This can be seen in Figure 42 
(top), where the arri\'al of burst tasks, at updates 100 133 and 166, cau es the throughput of 
background tasks to fall off. Equally, for the burst tasks, Figure 42 (bottom), the throughput spikes 
up from zero (no tasks present) when they enter. For the most considerate strategy, the peaks ar 
widest and flattest indicating that they are being completed at a much slower rate and hence a low 
respon e time. Indeed, for the 100°'0 con iderate strategy, the burst ta ks are only just completed 
before the arrival of the ubsequent bur t. 
By contrast, the re ponse time strategy (100°0 greedy) achieves high sharp peaks for burst tasks 
(rapid response time), but suffers on the background tasks due to task duplication significantly 
reducing throughput. For this strategy, when the burst tasks enter the system there is only a 
minimal drop in the background ta k throughput as the cluster is already attempting to concentrate 
on the area that the burst tasks occupy, and duplicating its effort. Hence, when the burst tasks 
arrive the behaviours adju t dynamically (as outlined above in section 5.6.2) and the presence of 
these extra task in the "greedy region" reduces the amount of task duplication and wasted effort. 
The dilemma for the spacecraft operators can be partially solved by the realisation that there is no 
requirement for spacecraft behaviours to remain static for the entire mission life. Indeed, as 
missions normally include multiple pha e this would seem to be an essential requir ment. With 
the stigmergy sy tern, uch dynamic adjustments are simple and straightforward to achieve. 
57 number of ta$b completed per update 
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Figure 42: Number of background low priority tasks (above) and high priority bur t tasks (below) 
completed per update, by a cluster of 5 spacecraft with identical behaviours. Different fixed cluster 
goals and one variable goaJ are shown. 
dynamic cluster behaviour approach is shown in Figure 42 as the variable data ene. nlike the 
other fixed goals in this scenario, this goal is altered dynamically by the ground tation during the 
simulation run. The cluster begins by optimising for maximising throughput (1000 0 con iderate). At 
update 100, when the fIrst set of burst tasks enters the system, the ground station also alters the 
clu ter behaviours to switch to the maximisation of response time (100% greedy). In practical terms 
this adjustment can be achieved by transmitting only a couple of parameters to the spacecraft, 
which represents a negligible amount of system overhead. Figure 42 clearly show how by changing 
the goals, the cluster is able to optimise dynamically for the different demands of the user during 
the two distinct phases of this simulated mission. This is an attractive feature of the sy tern a allow 
the self organisation is controlling the instantaneous behaviours, the ground station retain control 
over the overall objectives. This is exactly what spacecraft operators are looking for control of the 
mission goals, without the need to micromanage individual spacecraft. 
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It is important to note how rapidly the clu ter i able to switch to the new se t of goals. No task 
rea ignment is required. 0 renegotiation between individual is needed. It is not necessary for 
individual spacecraft to finish their current queue of operations before switching (as the medium & 
long range operations chedule is dynamic anyway). s all spacecraft already know about all tasks in 
the sy tern, the on-board genetic algoritluns simply determines a more suitable ordering of the tasks 
based upon these ne\\," goals. There is no penalty for this, as the GAs are already running 
continuously (as a low priority background processes) to adjust the optimum behaviour/schedule 
based upon the current ta k and information em'ironments. Changing the goals is just another 
element of the dynamic sy tern which i ea ily handled. 
5.7 SCALABILITY 
5.7.1 Communications overheads 
One significant parameter of the ystem that impacts scalability is the required communication rate. 
Specifically the frequency with which ta k and environment updates from the ground station are 
broadca t. Rather than con ider communication rates in terms of bits per second, it is more 
appropriate in this simulation scenario to consider a relative measure as a proA1'~~' This measure is 
the number of new tasks received per update as a percentage of the total number of tasks in the 
system. low percentage means that tasks are received frequently (high communications 
bandwidth), and spacecraft do not have much time to perform tasks in between updates. Values 
approaching 0° 0 imply that only individual ta ks are performed in between updates. Such a system 
is effectively being micro-managed. A high percentage means that the spacecraft perform a lot of 
tasks in between update. The extreme of 100%, would mean that the system is performing in 
"batch mode", where all ta k are completed and cleared from the system before an entirely new set 
of tasks is received. alues around the 10-40% range seem to be a reasonable level to consider. 
Anything lower would mean that communications latency is not a significant issue for the cluster 
and hence the traditional remotely-controlled approach would remain a viable option. 
Figure 43 hO\' the tability of performance across a range of communication rates percentages 
Qogarithmic cale). enerally, in other simulations a communication rate of 15% has been used and 
it can be seen that this does not repre ent a particular special case. Tlus was chosen as in situation 
with lower percentage (high communication bandwidth) a more direct remote control approach 
5H Choo~ing ~pecJfic commUnication rnte~ would reguire making a number of arbitrary assumptions about communication 
protocols, tl:chnolo/.,) and mes,age formats etc. In this forward-looking simulation ~tudy such assumptions woulu be 
difficult to IU>CJf) and only add uncertainty. 
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10 
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woulJ begin to be possible limiting the appropriateness of the stigrnergy solution. Equally, at higher 
perc mag s (extremely low bandwidth), the task map changes dramatically and it is nearly 
impossible for the stigrnergy solution to respond in a meaningful way. In such a batch mode a 
neg tiati n strategy is likely to be far more appropriate as there is little opportunity for dynamic 
replanning. 
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Figure 43: Response time and % duplication for a number of different behaviour configurations of a 
5 spacecraft cluster (homogeneous - greedy, considerate & proactive and heterogeneous - g reedy to 
considerate and greedy to proactive) at variable communication rates. 
Figure 43 explicitly shows the trend tl1at as the communication rate slows (higher percentage 
change in the task map each update), the amount of task duplication increases. The rate of increase 
however is relatively small considering that the communications rate is a logarithmic scale. Overall, 
the relative performance of different behaviour characteristics is also con istent. This can be seen 
with the five homogeneous 100% greedy spacecraft consistently achieving the best re ponse tin1e 
although the wor t amount of duplication. Equally, for the heterogeneous spacecraft (either tl1e 
considerate or proactive spreads) these consistently perform somewhere in between the pure all 
homogeneous extremes, as would be expected. 
For tl1e weighted re ponse time, the axis units are in number of updates rather than ta k which 
would represent queue length. This is because with a variable number of task performed in 
between updates the throughput is affected which does not make for a fair comparison. What is 
in1portant in this case is the relative performance. A very slow bandwidths (900 '0 ta ks change per 
update) are approached the system starts operating in "batch mode", and behaviours make very 
little difference to the response tin1e. The conceptual response tin1e con idered here is from tl1e 
time of entry into the spacecraft cluster system to the tin1e the task is completed. There is also an 
a socia ted delay from the time a task is fIrst generated to the time it is uploaded to the spacecraft 
cluster. Such is ues of ground station buffering are not considered here however, it must be noted 
100" 
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that as communication bandwidth drop, the ground station has less of an opportunity to upload the 
new tasks to the cluster, and hence there i a longer ground station delay or slower response lime 
overall. Such issues of multiple queue on the ground and in space were considered in other related 
work [117]. 
The only data serie that doe. not follow the trend exactly is the homogeneous 1000 0 considerate 
configuration. In thi case the considerate behaviour is more sensitive to the changes in Lhe task 
map. As the percentage increase in number of tasks goes up, the historical feedback environment it 
relies upon become Ie s accurate and hence 0 0 duplication increases. The greedy behaviour is not 
affected as it is alway ' concentrating on the same region irrespective of the arrival pattern. The 
proactive beha,riour reiJe 10 tead on the feed forward information, and benc i able to self 
organise ba ed on their o\vn predicted intentions rather than the dramatic changes in the task map. 
As the communication rate lOcreases, there are a larger number of new tasks arriving in the system 
each update. Ta ks therefore remain in the ),stem for a shorter amount of time and so have less 
time to drift up to higher priority. Due to the skewed nature of tl1e arrival pattern (more lower 
priority tasks) duplication is concentrated at the lower priority end. Moreover there is more task 
duplication due to the fact that spacecraft are operating in isolation for longer. J Ience the 
considerate behaviour back away from this task duplication using the feedback environment and 
are pushed toward the higher priority tasks. Concentrating on higher priority tasks naturally 
reduce the re pon e time and so this effect can be seen in the \WT graph at roughly 15% where 
the proactive and con tderate response times cross over. 
The poor performance of the considerate behaviour is only in tl1e homogeneous case however. r\ 
configuration of greedy and con iderate spacecraft (Cnsdr spread) is able to outperform a 
consideration of greedy and proactive pacecraft (pro spread) in terms of ta k duplication with no 
discernible difference in response time, acro s all communication rates. This is because the greedy 
and considerate spread represents a more complimentary arrangement of behaviours with the 
reactive considerate behaviours deferring to the greedy ones. 
The above graphs only consider communication rates for complete updates, however, the s}' tern 
could easily be extended to the concept of partial updates. In such an architecture the spacecraft 
could share information with each other directly or the ground station could update more 
frequently but with 111complete information. This might be achieved by using a rumour protocol 
[119], or other mechanism, that efficiently synchronise the environment information between 
spacecraft. Of course, thi partial update model comes with tl1e requirement for spacecraft to be 
able to coordinate directly \"ith each other using intersatellite links. Such links are nontrivial, and 
hence the power of me stigmergy ystem is that it does not require intersatellite links (as other 
coordination approache ' do), however, it would be able to make use of them successfully if mey 
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were present. This synchronisation communications protocol would effectively translate into an 
ability to increas the rate at which environment updates are received at the spacecraft uch an 
appr ach is likely to be beneficial and improve performance, given that the graphs demonstrate that 
the more accurate and timely the information is, the better the sy tem performs in both of the 
measures. As updates occur more frcguendy (partial or otherwise) the system becomes closer and 
closer to the real time updating that is inherent in the natural world systems. If the updates were 
truly instantancou , coordination would in fact be perfect, as there would be no latency between the 
spacecraft perC rming a task and the ther spacecraft becoming aware of that fact. 
Although instantaneous updating is never likely to be feasible due to the communications overhead, 
the graphs demonstrate that performance drops off in a continuous manner. This is important 
because it indicates that there are no fundamental minimum threshold or requirements for the 
system to be operational. Although communications overhead i an important parameter in 
determining performance, the system can always be made to work whatever the rate. 
5.7.2 Larger numbers of spacecraft 
Up to this point, only simulations involving up to five spacecraft have been considered. It has been 
necessary to focus on smaller numbers of spacecraft so as to isolate particular effects and illustrate 
various properties of the system. Indeed five spacecraft in itself is a reasonable achievement a most 
of the previous work on spacecraft autonomy focuses on only two or three pacecraft. 1b.i section 
however goes on to illustrate how the system is inherently scalable to much larger numbers of 
spacecraft, even though the practicalities of simulation have restricted the numbers elsewhere. 
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Figure 44: WRT vs. % Duplication for a range of goals and numbers of spacecraft in the cluster at a 
task/information update rate of15% (left) and 36% (right). NaturaUy, more spacecraft perform more 
tasks per update affecting task throughput and WRT. These graphs therefore show WRT normalised 
by throughput for a fair comparison between different number of spacecraft. 
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The graphs of Figure +t how performance curve for various cluster configurations operating on 
the shifting task map (see section 5.3.3). Each of the series represents clusters with different 
numbers of spacecraft. \X'ithin each of the serie , the cluster behaviours are altered to give 
performance ranging from 100°'0 considerate to 100°'0 greedy such that all spacecraft within the 
cluster at each point han the arne beha\'iour characteristics. 
A significant observation i the extremely low levels of task duplication that is possible. With a 
reasonable low communications rate - the cluster performing 15°'0 of its assigned tasks per update -
it is possible to achieve a task duplication rate of just over 6% - with 18 spacecraft! learly this is an 
impressive degree of beha\'iour eparation (with uch simple on-board behaviours) which highlights 
the power of stigrnergy. Even when the task update rate is slowed to 36°'0 (a highly dynamic and 
challenging environment), a duplication rate of around 15% is still possible. It should be noted that 
these values are also highly dependent on the decay rate of the feed forward and feedback 
information (see ection 5.1). This rate detenrunes the relative weighting between recent and 
historical information. Tlu decay rate is directly analogous to the evaporation of pheromone trails 
in natural insect colonie . • \ moderate decay rate of 0.8 per update was used in this work59, but with 
careful tuning based on the characteristics of the task distribution, task duplication could be 
reduced to even lower levels. 
Another observation from the graphs is the characteristic arcs of the series. Fundamentally, the 
shapes of the arcs remain consistent a numbers of spacecraft are increased. Tlus is characteristic of 
a scalable system where performance patterns are invariant to numbers of spacecraft. In other 
words, the performance trade-offs observed in section 5.5 when investigating clusters of five 
spacecraft are directly applicable to clusters involving much larger numbers. 
The 36% update rate (the slower of the two) of Figure 44, backs up tlle results of communications 
rates discussed in section 5.7.1, giving an indication of the limits of the stigmergy solution. In this 
case concentrating on higher priority tasks results in duplication rates of 30-50%. Even though 
these duplications may be of higher priority tasks, such levels are likely to be unattractive to 
spacecraft operator. Again this is to be expected, as when the environment changes dramatically 
every update, it begins to render to insignificance all the feedback and feed forward information that 
has been "learnt" from previous updates. As the environment information starts to bare less of a 
relation to the actual task map, the behaviour choices made by the spacecraft becomes worse and 
the coordination ability of stigmergy (which relies on the information environment) begill to break 
down. Altl10ugh not shown here, it is worth noting that if the update rate moves the other way, to 
59 in other word~, 200:0 of the environment (or pheromones) evaporate each update. 
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much faster values, duplication drops rapidly. In this case it begins to resemble "perfect" 
coordination, or rather, the client/server approach. 
5.7.3 Hierarchy 
The previous section shows up to 18 spacecraft being able to perform collectively together. This 
was performed in a "flat" structure where each of the spacecraft was receiving updates directly from 
the ground station. The overall context and vision of this architecture is hierarchical in nature as 
was discussed in Chapter 3. A hierarchical approach would allow spacecraft to operate in teams 
receiving their updates from a supervisor and hence it is unlikely that teams will be divided into 
groups much larger than the 18 already considered. 
The "vertical" stigmergy has been left for future work and the demonstration of the system in 
multiple hierarchical levels is not outlined here. However, a hierarchical approach is considered in 
the following chapter as a particular case study - see section 6.2. 
5.8 CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has investigated the behavioural characteristics necessary to give nse to multiple 
spacecraft collaboration architecture. Collaboration is achieved by using the principles of stigmergy 
which allow spacecraft to coordinate indirectly through a common environment that is periodically 
broadcast from the ground station. Such a coordination approach is inherently scalable and suitable 
for implementation on small spacecraft. Large portions of the chapter were devoted to explaining 
the coordination of small numbers of spacecraft to aid understanding. However it was shown that 
these lessons are equally valid on much larger numbers of spacecraft with up to 18 spacecraft 
considered. 
In such a system there are a large number of parameters to configure, many of which can have 
significant impacts on the overall dynamics and performance of the system. However as this system 
displays emergent properties, general rules for being able to find methodically the optimal 
parameter sets are not possible to identify without simulation. Investigation of the behaviours has 
revealed that by making them more self-aware or "more intelligent", superior performance can be 
achieved. Fundamental trade-offs do exist, such as between maximising throughput and maximising 
the response time of high priority tasks. 
One of the key benefits to this proposed system is the minimal networking infrastructure required. 
This is crucial as swarm and cluster missions are primarily envisaged for small platforms with 
limited capabilities. Tightly constrained mass and power budgets mean that additional antenna (and 
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possibly pointing) hardware is difficult to incorporate, hence a coordination ~y~tetn that docs not 
require intersatellite links is a huge benefit. 
Stigmergy is also an intuitive and natural mechanism that copes with multiple forms of dynamics 
and uncertainty .. -\5 such it is highly suited to the problem of multiple spacecraft coordination. This 
chapter has shown how it is possible to cope with failing spacecraft, variable tasks and changing 
mission goals without any additional system overhead. 
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Chapter 6 
CASE STUDIES 
This chapter now extends some of the ideas developed in the previous chapters in order to come 
closer to matching the specific constraints of the spacecraft cluster problem, and extend the 
principles. Three case studies are presented covering a range of different scenarios. 
The first case study returns to the on-board genetic algorithm discussed in Chapter 4. That chapter 
investigated perfonnance in tenns of the algorithm and it is equally important to ensure that it is 
feasible to deploy in a real situation. To that end, some actual benchmarking experiments on 
realistic flight hardware are conducted. The hardware selected being the Leon 3 processor 
evaluation board, which is the same processor used as the core of the common CubeSat platfonn. 
The second case study looks at the perfonnance of the cluster when the task resource is considered 
as power. This adds an additional constraint to the spacecraft scheduling as there is now only a 
finite amount of power available. Hence behaviour task selection now affects the number of tasks 
that can be perfonned by the spacecraft. This is then extended to the concept of load balancing 
power usage across the cluster via a dynamic behaviour adjustment. This load balancing is also 
demonstrated in a hierarchical manner touching on the issues of supervisors and "vertical" 
stigmergy. 
The third case study extends the idea of task resource requirements into two dimensions so that 
each task now has an associated power and priority. This multidimensionality is likely to be a 
feature of future systems as nonnal tasks will require several different resources. In order to move 
to multidimensionality, the definitions of behaviours are extended and demonstrated. Results are 
shown for scenarios where spacecraft need to be load balanced in terms of power but must also 
respond to bursts of high priority tasks. 
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6.1 BENCHMARKING ON REAL CUBESAT HARDWARE 
Nanosatellite cluster missions are prohibitively expensive to deploy (for academic research 
purposes), hence in orbit verification has clearly not been possible. Ho\ve\'er it has been possible to 
benchmark the performance of the algorithms on realistic flight hardware to gain confidence in the 
feasibility of the proposed approach. With the limited capabilities of the target nanosatellite 
platforms it is essential that the algorithms presented up to this point are suitable for future 
implementation. 
6.1.1 Suitable benchmarking hardware 
The widely available LEON3 microprocessor has existing space heritage as part of the Venus 
Express imaging payload controller and has been adopted by ESA as the main CPL' for future on-
board computers [120]. It incorporates multiple processor usage, fast .\MB:\2 i\HB bus, 8/16/32-
bit memory controller, 16-bit I/O and many peripherals and can run at up to 200 ~[Hz, consuming 
around 250 milliwatts. This processor is entirely compatible for implementation on the familiar 
CubeSat nanosatellite platform [121]. A further advantage is that as this processor is commercially 
available technology, it is economically well suited for implementation on budget constrained future 
nanosatellite cluster missions. To this end algorithm benchmarking was performed on the LEON3 
running at 40MHz60 under the RTEMS real-time operating system (RTOS). 
6.1.2 Initialisation overhead 
In order to benchmark the algorithms, it is necessary to include some framework and initialisation 
code. Although this is required for the system, it is a small one-off cost occurring during the in-
orbit spacecraft commissioning phase, that need not be considered for a performance evaluation. In 
must be determined however in order to subtract its effects from the other benchmarking runs. 
This can be calculated from the population size vs. time graph (Figure 45, left) which shows an 
intercept at 3.826s which is roughly equivalent to the amount of time needed for initialisation of 
this benchmarking code (its value is later refined to 4.283s by considering additional data). There is 
a clear linear dependency when setting up a population and this is the cost of evaluating the fitness 
function, which from the gradient appears to be 1.594s. Care must be taken however, as this value 
also includes further memory allocation that is needed when initialising the genome population and. 
perhaps more significantly, the initial random draws that are needed. Once the population and 
60 Well below the maximum speed foc this processoc, but selected to be in line with likely power bud)..'l·t~ of the limited 
CubcSat platfocm. 
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operators have been initialised, the memory footprint of the algorithm remaIns constant(,1 with 
values simply being overwritten. 
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Figure 45: The processing overhead of the behaviour choice of fitness function. Showing the 
population initialisation (left), the effect of population size for a constant number of fitness 
evaluations (right). Raw data points are plotted along with the curve defined by eq31 below. 
Figure 45 (right) is a similar graph, but in this case the number of fitness function evaluations is 
kept constant at 101. So, for example, when the population size is one, the GA runs for 100 
generations (one child per generation), and for a population size of 100 only a single generation is 
run. The curve is formed by two competing factors, the first is the population initialisation 
overhead already mentioned, so increasing population size increases the run time. The second 
factor is that every generation loop requires a population sort. This is performed by the widely used 
quick sort algorithm and hence is O(nlog(n»), where n is population size. Larger populations take 
longer to sort, but in this fLxed evaluation run, the number of sorts (generations) is reduced. 
This gives rise to the following formula that is used to plot the curves (rather than raw data points) 
in Figure 45 (right). It is also used on the left, with the simplification that there are in fact zero 
generations (rather than 1 - to avoid circular arguments). 
61 and indepmdmt of the number of evaluation point~/Cheby~hcv polyn()mial~. 
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6.1.3 
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Figure 46: The effect of the number of Chebyshev polynomials (left) and evaluation points (right) on 
the evaluation time of the behaviour choice fitness function. 
Having determined the initialisation overheads associated with the code, it is now possible to, 
remove these effects and investigate the performance of the fitness function - Figure 46. The first 
thing to note is that the costs are precisely linear in the number of Chebyshev polynomials used, 
and the number of points at which they are evaluated at. This matches the double nested loop 
structure that is used for numerical integration in the fitness function. Adding extra polynomials or 
evaluation simply results in extra iterations around the loop as each Chebyshev polynomial must be 
evaluated at each of the evaluation points. It is worth noting that the number of polynomials (left-
hand graph) is actually one bigger than the Chebyshev "n" value, which starts at nil. The result is the 
following formula that gives the processing time in seconds for a single fitness function evaluation: 
Fitness Function time (s) = 1.52xlO·3 n.e 
Where: n = chebyshev n value (no. of polynomials - I) 
e = number of evaluation points 
(eq32) 
Evaluation of the fitness function represents a large proportion of the total execution time of the 
genetic algorithm. One of the reasons that the computation time for the fitness function is so large 
is that the calculation of the Chebyshev polynomials requires a cos and an acos operation (see eq2, 
page66). Cos is a notoriously expensive mathematical operation in terms of computational time. 
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Hence for a real flight software implementation, the fitness function evaluation time could be 
significantly reduced by reformulating the definition using some clever mathematics and possibly 
some approximations. 
6.1.4 Genetic algorithm operators 
Replacement operator Time per replacement (s) 
Random 0.00336 
Dejong Crowding 0.00410 
Parent 0.01192 
Beta (1,1) - harda)ded 0.02728 
Random (Keep Best) 0.02869 
Dejong (Keep Best) 0.02917 
Truncation 0.03527 
Beta(l,l) 0.07011 
CDRW 1.87842 
Table 2: The processing overhead of various genetic algorithm replacement operators 
The values in Table 2 show that the replacement operator requires roughly an order of magnitude 
less processing time than fitness function (as is generally the case in genetic algorithms). The table is 
presented in ascending order with Random replacement being the fastest, as it is simply one call to 
a random index. Dejong crowding is next, as this requires several random indexes. Parent 
replacement, introduces a little extra overhead as it always does replacement (unlike the others that 
can elect not to include a child rather than replace a parent). If several children derive from the 
same parent, a secondary call to Random replacement is required. 
Random (keep best) and Dejong (keep best), follow the patterns of their non-keep best partners. 
The population now needs to be sorted to determine the current best individual resulting in a 
slower replacement time. Similarly, Truncation also requires a sort and so has similar performance. 
The distribution replacement example of Beta(l,l) replacement requires a sort, and also a call to the 
rather computationally expensive beta CDP function. This can be optimised to be hardcoded, or at 
least not repeatedly calculated, so that its performance is comparable (in fact slightly better) to the 
other replacement operators that require sorting. This hard coding is shown in the table with the 
associated performance improvement. 
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CDRW is the worst of all (and over two orders of magnitude slower than all of the rest). This is due 
to the fact that it requires a "contribution to diversity calculation" which involves comparing every 
individual with every other individual in the population, even before any sorting is performed. 
/\part from CDRW, it seems that although the choice of replacement operator does have an impact 
on the overall speed of the algorithm, this is a secondary effect. Choice of operators should 
therefore be mainly determined by its effectiveness in the genetic algorithm's search for an optimal 
solution. 
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Figure 47: The processing overhead ofthree standard genetic algorithm selection operators for 
varying numbers of children per generation 
Figure 47 shows how the processing overhead of the selection operator is relatively similar in cost 
to the replacement operator. Unlike replacement, the amortised cost of the selection operator is 
dependent on the number of children per generation. There is a characteristic power law decay to 
these curves due to the fact that a sorting operation only needs to be performed once per 
generation. As selecting parents from the population does not affect it in any way, the more 
children (and hence selected parents) that are generated per generation, the less impact of this 
sorting overhead has. Both Random and Rank are highly similar. Roulette wheel entails a larger 
overhead due to the fact that a "weighted sort" needs to be performed, to allow selection to be 
proportional to relative fitness. 
6.1.5 Total Processing requirements 
It is now possible to construct a formula for the processing overhead required for the behaviour 
choice genetic algorithm on board a Leon3 processor, to a good approximation: 
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Run time in seconds = i +(p + g.r).j.(n + I).e + p.(n + 1).111 + (SI.rS, ).g.p.log(p) + r.R 
Where: i = initialisation (= 4.283) 
p = population size 
g = number of generations 
r = number of children per generation 
f = fitness function modifier (= 1.52x 10.3 ) 
n = Chebyshev n value 
e = number of evaluation points 
m = memory allocation overhead(=7.26xI0· 2) 
51 = Selection operator multiplier 
S2 = Selection operator power 
R = Cost of rep lacement operator 
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(eq33) 
The accuracy of this formula can be tested by setting up a more complete, longer run. The test 
chosen here is a run of 200 generations, 5 children per generation and a population of 50, evaluated 
with Chebyshev n=6 and too enluation points using a beta distribution replacement and roulette 
wheel selection. The model predicts a total evaluation time 1751s, while the actual run required 
1771s. This represents onl\' a 1°'0 error after nearly 30 minutes, which is considered to be a 
successful verification of the model. 
It is likely that a more usual run would be half that time (with a 100 generations) giving a total 
evaluation time of around 15 minutes. To put that into context, a standard LEO orbit is of the 
order of 100 minutes (i.e. -15°'0 of a single orbit time). Of course this would also require the lower 
level NEAT architecture genetic algorithm to run on board as well, adding to the processing time 
(and is likely to be of a similar additional processing cost). Additionally, the system would also 
require some communications processing overhead for receiving and transmitting task and 
environment information, which is a smaller subsystem not directly related to the genetic algorithm. 
Although this can start to add up, there is no requirement for this system to run in anything other 
than low priority background mode. The current "best" solution is always instantaneously available 
whenever needed, and the genetic algorithm will continue to run in the background trying to 
improve upon the best solution. 
The values obtained here are interesting, but it is important to note that there was no attempt to 
manually optimise this code to improve the performance during this benchmarking. A specific 
flight software implementation, rather than research simulation software, would certainly be able to 
improve upon this performance significantly, as was the case with the simple hard coding of the 
beta replacement function above. The actual tasks and dimensionality of the problem are also likely 
to change following additional research before actual deployment in a real system. The point of this 
analysis is not to provide specific performance measures, but rather to demonstrate empirically the 
feasibility of such a system. 
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The model presented above shows that the system is easily capable of running on the on-board 
hardware that is already used on existing nanosatellites. Even this unoptimised code is able to 
perform in reasonable time and without excessive demands to the on-board processing. This is 
even more remarkable when considering that CubeSats represents some of the smallest spacecraft 
in the nanosatellites class bordering on picosatellite (see Figure 2, page 23). Moreover, technological 
developments are undoubtedly likely to improve the processing power available on future missions 
when this technique might actually be deployed. Hence, the model derived here demonstrates a 
level of system overhead, on a nanospacecraft that is one of the smallest of its class, with hardware 
that is likely to be surpassed in future generations and using entirely unoptimised and inefficient 
simulation code. These three factors indicate that the system overhead for a real deployable 
implementation is easily within the performance capabilities of a realistic mission and hence is 
entirely feasible to research and develop further. 
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6.2 POWER MODELLING AND LOAD BALANCING 
Having considered the implementation of the algorithms on an individual spacecraft. this case study 
now returns to the performance of multiple spacecraft. In this case, the task map is adjusted to 
confonn to a more realistic spacecraft scenario in which the resource considered is the al110UIl t of 
power required for each of the tasks. 
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Figure 48: The arrival distribution of tasks with varying power requirements. For reference this pdf is 
defined as (~(6,3) + ~(3,12»/2. 
This "double hump" arrival distribution (Figure 48) is chosen to model a spacecraft with two types 
of instrument on board. Each instrument uses a different average amount of power, although there 
is still some specific variability such as the size of image, or for how long to measure. Equal 
numbers of tasks are assigned to each of the instruments. For the lower power case, thc standard 
deviation is set to be smaller resulting in a higher narrow distribution of task power requirements. 
In such a scenario, the power requirements of individual tasks remain fixed, irrespective of how 
long they remain in the system, and so the shifting model (that was previously used when 
considering priority in section 5.3.3) is not used. 
Another property of this scenario is that there is only a finite amount of power available on board 
spacecraft per update (due to the charging effects of the solar panels). To model this. rather than 
having a fixed task completion rate, as before, the number of tasks performed by the spacecraft is 
proportional to their associated power requirements. The spacecraft can do a larger number of low 
power tasks or a smaller number of high power tasks, up to some maximum power threshold. I;or 
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onsist ncy with pr vious simulations, this threshold is cho en to match the fixed completion rate 
n averag . '\ ith the p wer requircd per La -k dimen ion ranging between zero and one, the ftnite 
amount of p wer availabl each update is set to be 12.5 (so that on average 25 ta ks per update will 
be compl ted as was generally the case previously). 
Tasks still inher ntly have some time dependence and hence it i unlikely that a spacecraft will be 
able t d hundreds of very low power ta ks in a single update. This time dependence i not 
explicitly considered in this system as it is devolved to the lower level scheduling operation agent 
EAT architecture). For simulation purpo es the maximum number of ta ks that can be 
ompleted per update i a reasonable approximation and tlus is added as another constraint. 
pacecraft can now therefore complete a maximum of 25 tasks and use a maximum of 12.5 power 
per update. 
A simulation of ftve spacecraft all with heterogeneous behaviours in now considered. The 
behaviour characteri tic weightings are pread so that at one extreme th re i a 1000 ° greedy 
spacecraft. Three different cluster configurations are considered so tl1at the other extreme is 100° '0 
proactive in the ftrst case, 100% considerate in second, and in a tlUrd ca e it i 50° ° con iderate and 
50% proactive. pacecraft in between the two extremes are linearly spaced. 
• Proactive 
• Considerate • Proactive 
• Considerate 
• Pro & Con 
• Pro & Con 
100% 75% 50% 25% 
Greedy weighting of spacecraft 
0% 100% 75% 50"10 25% 
Greedy weighting of spacecraft 
Figure 49: A cluster of five spacecraft ranging from 100% greedy, in a linear pread, to 100% 
considerate/proactive/ or considerate & proactive 50-50. The graphs show how greedy spacecraft 
are throughput limited, whereas the spacecraft in the cluster at the other behaviour 
extreme is power limited. 
0% 
Figure 49 shows the results of the amount of power used per update for the ftve spacecraft (on thc 
I ft) and a number of tasks performed per update on the right. It is clear that tl1C greediest 
spacecraft aggressively try to perform tasks reguiring the lea t amount of power, and are 
c nstrained by the throughput limitation of the maximum number of ta ks per update. The 
edjest pacecraft therefore complete the maximum number of ta ks, but usc very little power. By 
c ntrast tl1C non-greedy spacecraft are pu hed into performing tasks that have much higher power 
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requirements and are constrained by the availability of power. The spacecraft therefore usc their 
maximum available requirement, but complete fewer tasks. The truee data series show simjlar 
performance patterns. This i because although they have different behaviour spreads, the fact thal 
they are all self-aware (with implicit proactivity) there is very little djfe ren e between the 
performance of the proactive and considerate beha\riours. 
Despite thj extra power constraint, the perforn1ance of the system remains in lin with previous 
results. This can be seen in Figure 50 which repeats the performance metrics used previously (for 
example Figure 33, page 109). In thj case, three pacecraft all have identical b haviours ranging 
across different characteristic yalue . As expected, when the spacecraft are all very greedy the 
amount of ta k duplication is highest. Of course, in thjs context where the resource rei resents 
power rather than priority, the re pon e time is meaningless. 
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Figure 50: Performance of three identical spacecraft on the power double hump problem 
In thjs etup, where power is really of interest, what is important is the amount of power each 
spacecraft is using. This was not problematic when the task resources were considered as priority, 
but when it is a physical property this introduces the potential for individual spacecraft to become 
overloaded whilst others are under loaded. In other words each spacecraft will have a high r 
propensity to perform different type of task, which, over tl1e long term, will lead to an imbalance 
of resource usage. It i therefore important to allow some kind of load balancing so that the overall 
lifetime of the cluster can be extended without burning out one of the spacecraft, by depleting all its 
resources. 
This load balancing can be achieved by dynamically varying the behaviours of the spacecraft ov r 
time to load balance the cluster, 0 tl1at all spacecraft can take turns in the most resource intensive 
regions. Thi behaviour adjustment takes place at a higher system level than th indi\rjdual 
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spacecraft. In effect t1Us is inlroducing the concept of a hierarchical control to the simulations. The 
supervisor or ground stati n is responsible for coordinating its ubordinates so as to load balance 
between them and ensure even re ource usage. For this example, three behaviour adjustment 
policies are considered (listed in order of increasing sophi tication): 
• 0 adjustment. 
• Round robin. The spacecraft behaviours are cyclically altered. 
• Feedback. The spacecraft are ordered based on the amount of re ource they ha,"e used and 
then behaviours as igned so as to reduce the imbalance. 
As before, the simulations have five spacecraft with linearly spaced beha,"iours from 1000 0 greedy 
100% considerate. The graphs of Figure 51 show the difference in amount of power used by 
each of the five spacecraft for the different adjustment strategies. Behaviour adjustment takes place 
every 20 updates (i.e. roughly once a month for a LEO consolation). 
The results are reasonably intuitive. 0 adju tment (top left) causes the amount of power usage to 
continually diverge. The round robin approach (top right) keeps the difference in resource usage 
within bounded ranges and displays a cyclic pattern. The problem with round-robin, is that if d1ere 
is a particular burst of tasks or other significant event, a particular spacecraft may well be "unluch.-y" 
and be forced to consume a lot of power. The round robin approach means that this offset can 
never be undone. Clearly the feedback responsive approach (bottom left) is the most uitable, 
almost negating the resource usage over time. This is becau e behaviours are matched to the 
current status of the system, so dlat if a spacecraft is particularly "unlucky" it will ubsequendy be 
compensated. \'<'hen examining the three graphs it is important to note the magnitude of difference 
in power difference Q.e. the scale of the y-axis). 
This feedback load balancing can also be extended to a hierarchical system. Figure 51 (bottom 
right) shows 9 spacecraft organised into three teams of dltee. In this case, one of the three 
spacecraft in a particular sub-team is designated as supervisor and adjust the behaviour of the 
memb rs of its sub team using the feedback adjustment strategy. The supervisor aggregates the 
tasks performed by the members of the sub team before passing them down to the ground station, 
so dlat from the ground station's perspective there are only three super-spacecraft to manage. TIle 
ground station now balances these three uper-spacecraft in the ame hierarchical manner, aldl0Ugh 
it does so at a lower frequency - every 50 updates. 
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Figure 51: The difference in amount of resource usage from the cluster average without supervisor 
adjustment (top left), with round-robin adjustment (top right) with feedback adjustment (bottom 
left) and with feedback hierarchical adjustment (bottom right) 
Unfortunately, load balancing the spacecraft does not come with zero cost. s the proactiye 
characteristic uses futur intentions, if the behaviours instantaneously change, tlus estimate 
becomes guite inaccurate a the system is forced to "relearn" the new state. This has the effect of 
increasing the amount of task duplication or increasing the response time. One imple olution is t 
reintroduce the concept of the obstinate behaviour, in order to alleviate this effect. The obstinate 
behaviour effectively introduces inertia into the system. By making each of the spacecraft slighLly 
obstinate, when the other characteristic are changed, the new behaviour will slowly evol e rather 
than instantaneou I)' switch. This can be seen in Figur 52 Qeft) where increasing the amount of 
obstinate characteristic in the behaviours reduces the amount of duplication. 
Once again, there i another trade-off to the obstinate behaviour. Although tile in rtia ffect is 
good at minimising duplication of the behaviour switch it does impact on the resp nsiv ness of lhe 
behavlOur to a dynamic task map. Hence for a task map that has a burst of high priority tasks, 
ob tinate behaviour are far Ie likely to instantaneously switch over to p rform the tasks, as can 
be seen in Figure 52 (right). more successful strategy nlight b to vary the degree of obstinanc 
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over time so that it is increased during the load balancing exerci e although can be dynamically 
dropped if a burst of high priority tasks enter the system 
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Figure 52: Effect of adding the obstinate characteristics to spacecraft behaviour to reduce 
duplication during load balancing (left) but this increa es the re ponse time for a bur t of high 
priority tasks (right) 
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6.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL BEHAVIOUR 
For a more sophi ticared ca e tudy the di tribution of tasks is extended to a two-dimensional case. 
In thi situation each ta k ha two different re ource as ociated with it which can b c nsidcrcd as 
priority and pO\ver. Both dimen ion follow the characteristics previously described '0 lhal lhe 
priority follow a , kewed hifting distribution (section 5.3.3) and the power is the d ubI, hump 
arrival pattern (ection 6.2). The combination of these two gives the two-dimensi nal arrival 
di tribution a hown in Figur 5 . In thi case task priorities gradually increase the longer they stay 
in the ystem, but the power requirements tay fixed as before. Figure 53 also shows a wire frame 
which is the arrival of high priority burst ta k that is discussed later. 
0.015 
~ 
~ 0.010 
.c 
o 
~ 
0.005 
o 
o o 
Figure 53: The task arrival probabili ty for standa1'd tasks (solid) and occasional burst task (wire 
frame) . 
In order to operate on a two-dimensional problem, the definition of behaviour also needs to b 
extended lightly. Pre\'iou Ir a spacecraft behaviour was defined using orthogonal h byshev 
polynomials as in eq4: 
N 
F(~.x) =~anfn(x) (r peat of eq4) 
n=() 
The two-dimen ional exten ion to this is therefore simply cho en to be the pr duct f the two on 
dimen ional behaviour: 
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N M 
Fm(~. Q.x. y) =~w(x)~w(y) L,L,Gnbmfn(x)gm(Y) (eq34) 
n=O m=O 
By multiplying these two distributions together at the component level, rather than calculating them 
independendy and then multiplying them, allows for greater flexibility of the re ulting two-
dimensional behaviour. As such, it is possible for the behaviour to target individual points rather 
than "ridges". 
In the one-dimen ional case four different behaviour characteristics \vere considered (greedy, 
considerate, proactive and obstinate). These characteristics are carried forward to the t\vo-
dimensional case but now an additional parameter is required. \'\bere as in the one-dimensional 
case d1e greedy characteristic had an obvious interpretation, in the t\vo-climensional ca e greedy 
now represents a multiple objective problem, where it can be greedy in terms of power, priority or 
some combination of both. Hence, there are now t\vo independent greedy characteristics, the first 
looking purely at the priority dimension and the second purely at the power dimension. Hybrid 
behaviours can be created by weighting both greedy characteristics together with other the 
characteristics in the obvious manner. Figure 54 shows example of how these t\vo characteristics 
can be combined together - wid1 three homogenous spacecraft. Top left hows how when the 
preference is set to 100% priority-greedy, the spacecraft concentrate on high pnority tasks. s the 
tasks shift into the high priority region over time they are performed. Equally, this figure shows the 
distribution in the power dimension similar to the arrival pattern (a there is no preference for 
choosing between tasks with different powers). \'(!hen the weighting are set for 100% power-
greedy (top right) all d1e "easy" (low-power) tasks are performed and there is an a sociated build-up 
of higher power tasks. As there is no preference between high and low priority, there is a huge 
backlog of tasks that have been in the system for a long time at very high priority. The bottom 
graph of the set allows the spacecraft to concentrate on both high priority tasks and easy (1ow-
power) tasks (wim weightings set to 50% each). Hence there is a build-up of high power, low 
priority tasks - the tasks that are most resource intensive and of least interest and so are least cost-
effective to perform. 
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Figure 54: The effect of the greedy preference weighting parameter on the steady-state 2D task map 
with five homogeneou pacecraft. A behaviour weighting of 100% priority-greedy (top left), 100% 
power-greedy (top right) and 50% of each (bottom) are shown. 
In the one-dimen ional ca e the resource pace was discreteised into 100 evaluation points for 
implementation. Thi two-dimensional case disgui es each dimen ion into 20 points (giving 400 in 
total). However, the nwnber of Chebyshev polynomials used to con truct each of th 1:\\10-
dimensional behaviours i now reduced from even to five and so the overall computation time of 
the G fitnes function i only slightly increased. 
The simulation for the I:\vo-dimen ional case bring together a lot of the features sh wn in earlier 
case studie and results. imulation run for 200 updates with a bur t of high priority tasks (20% of 
the total tasks in the system) at update 100. The resulting arrival pattern of tl1e tasks was shown in 
Figure 53. Once again five spacecraft are used and th y are given heterogeneous behaviours so that 
load balancing (in term of power) is po ible. All spacecraft behaviours ar made up of thre 
component , priority-greedin , power-greedine s and con ideration. All of th spacecraft in the 
clu t r are as igned the same priority-greediness and the remaining b haviour weighting ar pr ad 
acro the power-greedine s to considerate spectrum. The cluster is also varied in terms of h w 
homogeneou or heterogeneous it i . The representation of these behaviour configurations IS 
shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55: Six different five spacecraft cluster configurations are shown. Each of the configurations 
are linked by a line with the specific spacecraft indicated by marker . The graph shows the 
percentage of the spacecraft behaviour that is made up of priority-greedine and power-greediness. 
The amount of consideration is a dependent parameter and make up the remaining behaviour 
characteristic so that all three sum to 100%. The "0%" series shows five homogeneous spacecraft all 
with 100% priority-greediness. The "100%" series shows five spacecraft, one of which is 100% 
considerate, one of which is 100% power-greedy and the remaining three are linearly spaced in 
between. 
The resulting performance of this simulation is shown in Figure 56. The ftr t thing to observe is 
the low level of task duplication that is achieved, even with 5 homogeneou priority-greedy 
spacecraft (0% on x-axis). The primary reason for this is that although all the pacecraft are till 
attempting to perform the same tasks as each other, the region of contention has changed from a 
point (as in the previous lD case) to a line (in this 2D case). The spacecraft are now able to 
separate out along the minimal priority line, avoiding each other to some degree, due to their 
implicit proactivene s (section 5.4). The two-dimensional resource space ha allowed the spacecraft 
more opportunities to work in particular niche regions, or to "speciali e". It is therefore a 
reasonable hypothe is that as the dimen ionality and constraint complexitie of the problem 
increa es it becomes easier for the spacecraft to avoid duplicating effort. This hypothesi may be 
slightly counterintuitive but follows from the notion of self organisation. elf organising emergent 
ys tems tend to settle down into stable configurations. s the con traint increase, there are fewer 
stable configurations and so the system has a corresponding reduced hkelihood of jumping between 
such configurations. 
Response time and task duplication are still inversely proportional as before, but an additional 
trade-off is now also introduced due to the multi-dimensionality .• \ spacecraft become more 
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homogeneou , the ground, tation i unable ro adju t behaviours to achieve load balancing as was 
discussed above. Tht can be een in the middle graph where the standard deviation of power lIsage 
acros the five pacecraft increa e, significantly when they become homog neolls. The spacecraft 
need to be heterogeneou to , orne degree in order for the ground station to be abl to direct them 
to particular region to u, e more or Ie, power. If everything is homogeneous, there is n thing for 
the ground tatlOn to adJu:t. It 1, clear that the tandard deviation drops quite rapidly as s n as a 
small amount of di\'ersity i introduced. E\"en the smallest amount of diversity in the system 
provide enough le\Oerage to be able to load balance succes fully. Thi indicates that this issue is 
only likely to be problematlc in situations where the pacecraft are highly or completely 
homogeneou ", and not in the normal ca e with different behaviours. 
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Figure 56: Perfonnaoce of the five pace craft cluster 00 the 2D task map showing three key metrics. 
The x-rod how the m aximum considerate weighting of any spacecraft within the cluster (with 
va]ue corre ponding to the n ame of the series in Figure 55). This value is a]so identical to the 
m aximum power-greedine , with five pacecraft linearly spread between these values. 
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The graphs of I"igure 56 also include a variable data series as a point value. It is positioned at 100% 
on the x-axis, which represents its normal behaviour configuration62• Just as in section 5.6.3, as the 
burst tasks enter the system the behaviours of the spacecraft are altered to 100% greedy, before 
being switched back subsequently. The graphs show how the variable behaviours are able to sit near 
the optimal performance for all three of the metrics. The dynamic behaviours allow the ground 
station operators to retain sufficient control, to be able to achieve the best of all worlds. Adjusting 
the behaviours during the mission lifetime allows the performance trade-offs to be sidestepped and 
ensures that the cluster configurations can always be matched to mission objectives. In this 
example, the throughput of the tasks is maximised in the normal case, but the behaviours are 
adjusted to be able to respond rapidly to changing mission objectives and the response time of the 
high priority burst tasks is minimised. Equally, the background load balancing performed by the 
ground station ensures that all the spacecraft are using similar amounts of power so as to extend the 
operational lifetime of all the spacecraft. 
6.3.1 Scaleability of multidimensionality 
Although the stigmergy system is very well suited to scalability in terms of number of spacecraft, 
scalability in terms of number of resources has not been considered. This work concentrated on 
one-dimensional (and two-dimensional) cases, and so investigation of this aspect is left for future 
work. However a couple of comments can be made to help address this problem. 
First, in reality although with multiple spacecraft and payloads there may be (perhaps several) tens 
of resources, it can be observed that many of them are likely to be independent of each other. For 
example power, priority, memory usage and propellant usage are all independent resources in the 
classical Earth observation scenario. This means that it may well be possible to introduce a lot of 
mathematical simplifications to either 19nore particular dimensions, only consider 
derived/ combined dimensions, or decompose the problem so that it can be searched sequentially. 
Secondly, the behaviour representation chosen in this work was orthogonal Chebyshev 
polynomials. This was done to ensure generality of behaviours that could represent an arbitrary 
distribution. In practice however it seems likely that there are some fundamental63 behaviours 
distributions that are most of interest, and the more complex multimodal distributions are in reality, 
not particularly useful. Behaviour representation can therefore likely be simplified and compacted 
so as to reduce the search space. Generality in itself is not a benefit, and so by using knowledge of 
02 i.e. ranging from 100% power greedy to 100% considerate spacecraft, with no priority greedy component. 
63 I <:.g. exponential for greedy and uniform for considerate 
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the problem and the type of solutions that are desirable behaviour representation can be optimised 
to be more appropriate. 
In essence therefore, although multidimensional behaviour representation needs to be addressed in 
terms of scalability, it does not seem to be an insurmountable problem. Most likdy it can be 
achieved efficiently by a combination of mathematical simplifications and by utilising additional 
assumptions and constraints of the underlying problem. 
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Chapter 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
This research has covered a range of simulations and parameters so it is instructive in this final 
chapter to draw together some of the conclusions in the context of the themes and motivation 
outlined at the beginning (section 1.3). Overall, this research has made a significant contribution to 
the field by proposing and empirically evaluating a spacecraft cluster coordination system using the 
principles of stigmergy - something that has not previously been investigated. An overall system 
architecture was proposed taking inspiration from nature and other systems in non-space domains. 
The definitions of behaviours and evaluation criteria were mathematically defined and evaluated on 
a number of different scenarios. With such a complex dynamic system it was necessary to restrict 
these simulations to simplified problems so as to understand the underlying processes. however the 
lessons learnt were shown to be mirrored with larger numbers and marc realistic case studies. 
The development of the stigmergy system led to the implementation of a genetic algorithm on-
board each spacecraft to facilitate the search for local behaviours. The dynamics and ever chanhring 
nature of the problem meant that standard operators, that were designed for solving stationary 
problems were not appropriate. This therefore led to the development of a new family of stl'ady 
state genetic algorithm replacement operators called distribution replacement, which is the second 
significant contribution of this research outlined in this thesis. These new operators outperformed 
other existing operators for this particular problem but are also more widely applicable to deceptive 
problems (see Appendix A), and have the potential to be extended to become adaptable learning 
operators. Both the stigmergy and genetic algorithm aspects of this research have previously been 
reported in peer-reviewed conference and journal publications during the course of this rl'sl'arch 
(see section 1.6). 
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The remainder of this chapter now discusses some of the lessons learned within the context of the 
three main themes of this research: feasibility, scalability and underlying dynamics; before finishing 
with some proposals for continuing this work in the future. 
7.2 FEASIBILITY 
The application domain considered 10 this research was for a cluster or swarm of nano sized 
spacecraft (i.e. roughly between lkg and 10 kg). Such small spacecraft are feats of engineering 
minimisation, that have extremely tight mass, power, and communication link design budgets (to 
mention only a few). \Vhen commissioning such platforms, decisions must be made about how to 
maximise the value of components and subsystems, with hardware that can perform multiple 
functions being particularly desirable. It was therefore essential to design a coordination system that 
was appropriate for such highly constrained platforms. 
In the context of this research two particular constraints became immediately apparent. The first is 
the generally limited on-board computation power available. A nanospacecraft package is not likely 
to be able to accommodate a dedicated processing module so any coordination algorithm will have 
to operate on the general-purpose on-board computer, sharing its processing time with other 
software modules. The second constraint was the potential availability of intersatellite networking 
links. Clearly all spacecraft are going to have bidirectional communications links with the Earth 
based mission control as a minimum. The bandwidth available on these links however may well be 
quite low, especially in the context of deep space missions. For spacecraft to be able to go further 
and communicate with each other directly requires additional hardware and software especially if 
anything other than minimal ranges are to be achieved. A coordination architecture that requires 
intersatellite links therefore places additional overhead demands on the proposals for a new cluster 
or swarm mission. Both of these constraints are further tightened by the fact that the small size of 
nanospacecraft platforms means that the power available from the solar cells is also extremely 
limited. Hence even when suitably low mass and volume hardware are selected they also have to 
operate within the minimal power budget, limiting performance. 
The outlined stigmergy system addressed both of these issues head-on. With regard to on-board 
computation, stigmergy is based on the notion of using simple behaviours working together in an 
emergent fashion. Simple behaviours translate into simple algorithms that can be run on the low-
power processors. The function of this simple behaviour was the prioritisation of tasks. With such 
large numbers of ever-changing tasks and resource requirements, the problem was not solvable in a 
deterministic manner. For this reason an artificial intelligence search technique, a genetic algorithm, 
was deployed to address this problem by intelligently navigating the search space of possibilities. 
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This has an advantage in that how good the instantaneous behaviour selection is, depends 
significantly on how long the search progresses. Behaviour selection can therefore rUIl as a 
background process making use of any and all spare cpu cycles. The implication is that the 
behaviour choice will always the best that can be achieved in the available time. This is distinct from 
other less flexible algorithms that need a minimum time to run for example. The feasibility of 
deployment of the beha"iour choice algorithm was then successfully bench marked and 
demonstrated on a Leon 3 processor which is used on the current nanosatellite CubeSat platform. 
This platform was chosen as it represents the minimal capabilities that are likely to be present on 
future deployment platforms. This successful benchmarking proves that the simplicity of the 
behavioural approach ensures that there are no implementation barriers to deploying the system. 
Secondly, the proposed stigmergy system does not require the use of intersatellite links. Such a 
feature immediately makes the architecture attractive to cluster mission designers as the approach 
provides coordination that comes for free (in terms of hardware). Indeed, it would be entirdy 
feasible to retrofit the system to existing space assets as, being just software, there arc no 
requirements on hardware capabilities other than the presence of an on-board computer. The 
system outlined makes use of a small additional overhead (the environment information) 
piggybacked on top of the ground station to spacecraft communication link that is always likely to 
be present. This overhead was formulated to be an extremely compact representation so as to limit 
the impact of transmitting control overhead rather than payload data. Furthermore, the stigmergy 
system provides the best of both worlds. There is no requirement for intersatellite links, however if 
they are available, they can certainly be made use of. Such issues were not directly studied in this 
work. However, it is a natural extension to consider the improvements that could be achieved by a 
subset of the spacecraft sharing information to improve the accuracy of their environment 
informa tion. 
7.3 SCALABILITY 
Stigmergy is nature's solution to coordinating huge numbers of individuals in insect and animal 
colonies. The results outlined in this work demonstrated that these performance characteristics can 
also be realised in the spacecraft coordination system. This research has shown how it is entirely 
reasonable to coordinate up to 18 spacecraft together and that surprisingly low levels of task 
duplication are possible. This is significant as the majority of the work on autonomous multiagent 
collaboration in the space domain considers specific near-term scenarios. These scenarios invol\'e 
only a few spacecraft in a particular mission, rather than considering the problem from a more 
generalised, long-term trend perspective. The two-dimensional case study showed that the amount 
of task duplication was even lower than a comparable one-dimensional case. This demonstrates that 
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as the probkm becomes more complex and constrained and with heterogeneous capabilities, 
contention for individual tasks becomes less "symmetrical". In such situations conflicts are more 
easily resolved, improving the performance of the system. This is a powerful result as it indicates 
that performance on a real system is likely to be better than the simplified research scenarios 
considered here. Such a hypothesis is generally reversed in existing multiagent research (especially in 
the space sector) where proposed systems perform well with small numbers of agents, but are 
unscalable and unextendable breaking down as problems become more realistic. 
Another aspect of scalability investigated was the specific definition of spacecraft behaviours. This 
showed that significant performance improvements could be achieved by making the behaviours 
more sophisticated. Initially behaviours were enhanced to be more self-aware so that they were able 
to identify and subtract their own effects from the environment. This was then extended to the 
capability to be able to probabilistically predict the behaviours of others using the feedforward 
information. Such improved capabilities did not require significantly more processing capabilities 
only enhancements to the mathematical definitions of behaviours. As behaviours become more 
sophisticated, they are better able to coordinate with larger numbers of spacecraft to self-organise 
as a system. This is because more intelligent behaviours are better able to identify suitable niches in 
which to operate, and dynamically take account of more information. Clearly therefore when 
designing a stigmergy system particular attention must be paid to the definition of behaviours, and 
ensure that they make use of all possible information sources and their logical inferences. 
This work mainly concentrated on flat communication structures (which themselves can cope with 
large numbers of spacecraft as just mentioned), however the overall vision is for a hierarchical 
arrangement. Such an arrangement was demonstrated in the power case study and shows how the 
architecture is amenable to hierarchical decomposition. This is a crucial property as hierarchical 
control is the only pure mechanism for achieving true scalability. Such an approach will certainly be 
needed for concept missions of the future such as the NASA ANTS program where the vision is 
for thousands of nanospacecraft coordinating together. 
The stigmergy solution is also scalable and stable in terms of communication rates requirements. In 
principle however it performs optimally when communications are "quite limited". In essence the 
architecture is really a trade-off between micromanaged remotely-control (which would be the 
coordination architecture of choice for high communication rates) and a negotiation approach 
which would be suitable for extremely low and intermittent rates. Each of these systems is suitable 
for different mission scenarios, with stigmergy the most likely contender in missions with high 
numbers of simple spacecraft embodied by the factorisation paradigm and in remote deep space 
scenanos. 
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7.4 DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES 
Multiple spacecraft missions are naturally distributed systems and as such arc difficult to control 
deterministically. \Xben the number of spacecraft rises to tens or more, to all intents and purposes 
this becomes impossible due to the chaotic nature of the system. Chaotic systems are dynamic and 
so making predictions about their future state becomes both complex and inaccurate. I Ience any 
coordination architecture that is fundamentally based on planning (i.e. making predictions) is likely 
to suffer significantly. The solution to managing and coordinating such complexity lies in reactive 
behavioural control inspired by natural systems. Reactive systems work on "instincts" with 
decisions based on local information in the present, rather than higher level or more "cerebral" 
deliberations. Such a paradigm is the basis of swarm intelligence whereby insects, birds, fish and 
even herds coordinate to endow their collective group with emergent characteristics. A major 
subset of these groups coordinate using the principles of stigmergy which was the inspiration for 
this work. 
In order to make use of the power of stigmergy in the spacecraft cluster scenario it was essential to 
formulate the common environment information representation correctly. A crucial insight was 
that tasks could be partitioned based on their resource requirements rather than specific identifiers. 
In essence this is the significant departure from the planning or negotiation type of approach where 
the partitioning would be considered based on specific tasks. The stigmergy system relaxes the 
guarantees about specific tasks in order to be able to respond reactively to the dynamic problem. If 
tasks are partitioned based on an individual, named basis it is not obvious how to evolve the 
partitioning due to the dynamic changes without a complex renegotiation/reallocation. \X'hereas 
with stigmergy the tasks are partitioned based on a probabilistic basis and there are no assumptions 
(to be broken) about what tasks which spacecraft are likely to perform. Spacecraft can therefore 
choose their tasks and evolve their decisions without significantly affecting other spacecraft in the 
system. This isolation property of the architecture is a major benefit in dynamic and chaotic 
situations such as this one. 
1bis research has showed operations on dynamic problems throughout, as although this work has 
focused on behaviours and coordination, underneath this layer sits the NEl\ T architecture. The 
NEAT architecture was modelled as a stochastic process meaning that, selecting tasks was not 
deterministic but based on the underlying dynamic processes of reordered and rescheduled, as an 
approximation to real time resourcing scheduling constraints. This separation of responsibility into 
lower level real-time scheduling and higher level distributed coordination, gives rise to a highly 
reactive system, that is not only able to cope with uncertainty, but reconfigure itself at a moments 
notice. Such properties are not normally achievable with the current client/server approach or a 
more "human inspired" negotiation approach. 
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Coping with dynamic situations was explicitly demonstrated by showing the responsiveness to the 
failure of spacecraft, bursts of unexpected high priority tasks and changing mission goals from the 
ground station. The simulations showed that the system was highly reactive and easily able to cope 
with such disturbances without any problems. Moreover, it showed the benefits for ground station 
operators who do not have to specifically micromanage individual spacecraft. The operators do of 
course retain overall control however, by being able to adjust mission objectives or even swap 
behaviours in order to load balance spacecraft within the cluster. The stigmergy system allows 
ground station operators to control what they are really interested in rather than worrying about the 
minutiae of individual tasks and spacecraft. This is exactly the devolved autonomy that will be 
necessary for future cluster systems. High-level control is retained at the ground station whereas 
responsibility for lower levels of coordination is shifted up to autonomous space assets. 
7.5 FURTHER WORK 
The stigmergy approach for coordinating satellite clusters is a new and exciting field. Such a novel 
approach naturally provides a very wide scope for further investigation and extension. In principle 
there are a vast number of parameters and options available to the designer of such a system, and 
so a lot more fruitful work could be undertaken to vary parameters not adjusted here, for example 
environment evaporation rates and task error rates. What is clear though, is that for a given 
situation a set of parameters can always be found that achieves highly desirable performance, even 
though the emergent properties of the system make predicting those parameter sets difficult. 
Beyond extending this research in terms of greater sensitivity analysis and complexity, in the 
author's opinion there are a number of more tangential research directions that could be considered 
as an immediate follow-up to this work: 
• Combining this coordination system with the lower level NEAT architecture for real-time 
resource management and operations planning (see section 3.2). This research based its 
simulations on an underlying model as an abstraction of the NEAT architecture. As both 
layers are essential components in any future deployable system, integrating them for a 
more realistic evaluation would be valuable work. 
• A follow-up step to the above would be research with actual hardware-in-the-Ioop 
simulations or even real space assets. The Surrey Space Centre is already set to deploy two 
CubeSats in the near future for other related work. In orbit verification of the system, or at 
least of the algorithms that underpin it would be a realistic prospect in the near term. 
Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd are also soon to begin trials of the NEAT architecture in 
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• 
• 
parallel \\';th their ground station operations. As confidence in that ,ptem impro\'es, the 
next step would be to add in this high-level stigmergy system. 
The hierarchical supen'isor adjustment approach could be significantly extended (see 
sections 3A and 6.2). There is a lot of scope to increase the number of agl'l1ls ill the 
simulation - perhaps approaching the hundreds or thousands envisaged in the l\NTS 
frame\vork (see section 2.1.3). Such large numbers would naturally require propl'r 
management of the supen'isors and hierarchy. 
Equally, as supen'isors are entirely software entities, this approach could be combined with 
other recent Surrey Space Centre PhD work investigating mobile agents. In such an 
approach the supervisors could move between spacecraft platforms providing a lot of 
benefits of distributed processing and hot redundancy. 
• A hierarchical communications architecture was used 10 this work with environment 
update information being looped up and down in a cyclic manner. There is potential for 
this approach to be enhanced with a local peer-to-peer approach. Hence ground station 
updates would continue infrequently, although spacecraft could now share information 
with their immediate neighbours in between updates (if spare bandwidth was available). 
Such a mechanism would allow for the environment information to be more accurate and 
up-to-date, which would only improve the effectiveness of the solution. 
• It might be worth considering the possibility of dynamic role assignment instead of or in 
addition to supervisors. In the natural world, this normally takes the form of thresholding, 
where insects perform different functions depending on the roles of other insects. In other 
words, not only are they using stigmergy to coordinate their immediate actions, but they 
are also using it to coordinate higher-level roles and responsibilities. 
• The stigmergy system envisaged here could naturally be deployed and extended to other 
non-space autonomous unmanned platforms, of which there are an ever increasing number 
terrestrially. For example, swarmS of airborne or waterborne communications or 
monitoring platforms would be promising candidates along with the more disposable lower 
power distributed sensor node networks64• A more ambitious example might be a 
modification to work alongside manned systems, for example road traffic routing and 
64 Both of which arc rl'ceiving growing intl'rl'~t in military ~cenario~ (~uch as swarms of autonomou~ Vl'hicks perti lrming 
peace keeping "treaty monitoring" patrol~ by spreading out along borders, or co-ordinating to perform wide arl'a Sl'OlTch 
and reconnaissance). Such ~cenarios bt'l1efit~ for military command~ on the ground, as they arc thm able to devoln' rish 
information h'llthering activities to tl'chnolohtical devicc~ and hence reduce the ri~k~ to ~oldiers livl'~. 
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management with satnavs~5, l\pplications could also be envisaged for operators to 
coordinate fleets of taxis or perhaps delivery services with imagination the only limit! 
The intuitive simplicity of the inspiration, combined with the practical complexity of investigation 
proved to be both challenging and exciting to the author. It is hoped that having proposed the use 
of stigmcrgy for space systems, this might serve to both stimulate and encourage others to extend 
and champion these ideas. through further research and development that is desperately needed. 
M J.:.g. a sCl:nario whl:rl: largl: numbl:rs of indl:pl:ndl:nt autonomous satnavs/cars arc linkl:J togcthl:r via short-range WiFi 
and/or longn rangl: mobile tdcphone network. 'J'hc cars could then co-ordinate indirectly using a stigmergy system to 
sharc knowledgc about historical traffic flow conditions (and future dcstination intentions), resulting in automatic 
rcwuting around current (and predicted) congestion hot spots. 
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proved to be both challenging and exciting to the author. It is hoped that having proposed the use 
of stigmergy for space systems, this might serve to both stimulate and encourage others to extend 
and champion these ideas, through further research and development that is desperately needed. 
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share knowledge about historical traffic flow conditiom (and future destination intentions), resulting in automatic 
rerouting around current (and predicted) congestion hot spots. 
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Appendix A 
Distribution replacement on 
benchmark problems 
The Dejong fitness function test set [111] is a set of five different mathematical functions that give 
highly different search spaces. Evaluating the various replacement/selection strategies and 
parameters for each of the functions gives a good indication about the type of problems to which 
each is suited and allows for direct comparisons with other work: 
• Function 1 "Sphere" (DF1) - Smooth, unimodal, symmetric, a measure of general 
efficiency. 
• Function 2 "Rosenbrock" (DF2) - Has a narrow, sharp ridge running around a parabola, 
tests ability to discover good directions. 
• Function 3 "Step" (DF3) - Real numbers rounded to integers - representative of the 
problem of flat surfaces (with no direction information). 
• Function 4 "Quartic" (DF4) - Simple, unimodal function padded with Gaussian noise, 
tests ability on noisy data. 
• Function 5 "Shekel's Foxholes" (DFS) - Multiple (24) local optima which is difficult and 
deceptive. 
Figure 57 shows the two-dimensional representations of the five functions, however functions 1-4 
were actually implemented as lO-dimensional functions to make the problems more challenging. 
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Figure 57: 2D Representations of the five Dejong Fitnes Function [www.denizuret.com]) 
Threc dif~ rent selection operators were used: Roulette wheel Rank (i.e. Roulette \1 h el on ranking 
rather than fitnes value) and Random election. ight dtfferent ba ic replac ment operators \! ere 
used: Random, Truncation, Parent, D Jong Crowding ( actor 1,23 ... 9,10 & 2), DR\'\, Random 
K ep B st (RandKB) and (see section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4) RemO\'e econd Be t (2nJBe t) - where the 
2nd best individual is always removed. Two distribution replacement operator were u ed (which in 
some ituations tended towards each other and impler replacement trat gi . a can been 10 
igure 58): 
• Beta distribution. Controlled by two parameter ex and ~. Parameter t w re cho en to ske\1 
th distribution form uniform to extreme po itive kew negative kew and" - hap d" (see 
Figure 58). 
• Nonnal (Gaussian) distribution. Controlled by two parameter 11 (mean) and a (variance). 
large range of 1110 pairs was used, including "spikes", "gentle incline" and "flat" di tributions. 
The [-00, +00] range had to be normalised and truncated, a de crib d in -+.2.6, 0 it is worth 
noting that the actual mean and variance of the population no longer directly corre ponded to 
11 and a of the di tribution respectively. 
Nonnal Beta 
Other distribution 
parameters parameters 
11-+1 ex« ~ 2ndBe t (-ve kew) 
11-+ 0 ex» ~ Truncation (+ve ke\1) 
a» 1 ex=~=l niform 
Figure 58: The CDP of the Beta distribution as ex and ~ parameters are varied along with a table of 
the asymptotic tendencies of Normal and Beta di tribution replacement 
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A this was a teady state G , there was no benefit in a child individual being a dir ct In' of a 
parent. Each child wa therefore a (single point) crossover of two par nts, or a mutat dM v rsi n [ 
a single parent, with ero sovers and mutations being mutually exclusive on any individual child. Th 
overall fraction of cro sovers to mutations was varied so that crossovers ccurr d 0%, 5%, 20%, 
40%, 60%, 80°/0 95°/0 and 10 % of the time. A population size of 30 was us d with 3 (possibl ) 
replacement per generation for 1000 generation (10000 for DF5). Each individual simulation run 
was al 0 the averaged over a minimum of 50 separate trials. 
A.1 EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTION SHAPE 
For any particular configuration of fitness function, selection operator and mutation/cross ver 
fraction, the plot of performance against Normal's )..l and 0 or Beta's ex and ~ generate smo th 
continuous curves and urfaces. ~ ith the ormal distribution as 0 increase (tending towards 
uniform) the urface flatten. t low cr, )..l has a significant effect (for example see Figure 59). 
Crucially, the point giving the best performance on the surface (or a subset of all maximal points) 
can always be found on the minimal 0 line. Equally the worst point can also always be found on the 
minimal 0 line. Henc high 0, or uniform always gives a mid-range performance, or at best, a non-
JlniqJ(e/y optimal performance. 
Figure 59: Surface plot of Performance (% of theoretical max achieved after 250 generations) vs. 
Normal/! and (J parameters on DF3 with Roulette Wheel selection and a Crossover fraction of 5%. 
This flattening at high 0 and extreme ranges of performance at Iow a 0 was a fundam ntal 
characteristic of the ormal distribution across all fitness functions, selection operators and 
66 A random number «1 '2 total number of bit~) of bit flips. Each flip was performed 011 a random bit, so multiple flips 
per bit were possible, i.e. average of 11.4% bitl: changed per mutation. 
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rossover/mutation fractions. Whh optimal performance at Iowa and either low or high (never 
m dian) fl, it is ident that the clas ic normal bell-shape, (or even skewed-bell-shape) was not the 
m st effective distribution for replac ment. In other words, keeping mainly average individuals was 
never a efe ctiv as keeping mainly good or mainly bad individuals. s can be seen from Figure 58, 
su h distributi ns ar more asily modelled with the Beta distribution. Hence thi same effect can 
be seen in -igur 6 and Pigure 61, where moving away from the symmetrical uniform (ex = ~ = 1 
at th b tt m in all cases) towards more extreme skews improves perfonnance. From here on only 
the B ta distribution is discussed. 
Beta '+ve Skew' 
100 
H--H-+-+--+--l !50 
I-++-t-t-+-t-l 25 
. 95%·100% 
.90%·95% 
. 85%·90% 
. 80%-85% 
75%-80% 
o <75% 
Figure 60: Contour plot of relative performance of a (IX, ~, Crossover-fraction)-tuple expressed as a 
ranking (i.e. 100% is best, 0% the worst). Top row is DF5, Bottom row the average of DFs 1-4. 
Averaged over aU 3 selection functions. [Individual graphs referenced by row. column notation (e.g. 
Figure 60.2.3 for "Av DJ1-4, Beta +ve Skew"] 
onsid ring now igure 60.2.3, with its optimal performance at large ex (when ~ = 1). This is ~'{actly 
the w 11 known effect that the Truncation replacement operator already exploits. In other word , 
k eping only th best individuals with minimal diversity. High +ve skew mirrors the effect of 
run cation replacement very accurately, doing consistently well on the unimodal DFs 1, 2, 3 and 467 
and can i tently badly on the deceptive multimodal DF5 (Figure 60.1.3), across all selection 
p rator and crossover fractions. The explanations for the Beta - ve skew or U-shaped's 
p rf rmanc i not so familiar however. 
67 lienee the r('a~()n these functions arc averaged together 
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The Beta -ve skew tends towards keeping the single b st and all th worsl individuals ':Jch 
generation, and further as ~ increases (when ()( = 1) it asymptotically appr ach 's lh 2nuBcSl 
replacement strategy. For all selection schemes, performance improv s with m t' extreme - vc 
skew on the deceptive and multi-modal DFS. Truncation replacement (i.e. extr In +v skew) t ' 
inherently unsuited to this problem due to the massive loss of diversity. - v skew (or 2nJBest) on 
the other hand manage to maintain more diversity and hence avoids th premature cony rg nc ' 
problem (see section 7.5 .3). 
The Beta -shaped di tribution (Figure 60.1.1 & 6.2.1) whereby only th extr mcly good and bad 
individual are preserved, generally mirrors the performance of +ve sk w (Tntncation r placement). 
The -shaped distribution can take advantage of both the +ve and -vc skew ffects, alth ugh it is 
able to do neither optimally and wa therefore alway the median result out of th lhr distributi n 
skews. As ()( = ~, the distribution was symmetrical and so simply had the effect of halving the useful 
population which naturally impacted performance. It stands to reason tllat ther is a sp ctrum of 
possible non-symmetrical -shaped distributions with +ve and -ve skews being at oppo ite ends. 
A.1.1 Other Replacement strategies 
Random and Parent replacement bodl perform badly in every situation. D Jong r wding's 
performance, although better than Random and Parent was also poor, but improved with higher 
crowding factors. Random-Keep-Best performed surprisingly well, although never th b t, it 
should certainly always be used in place of Random replacement as it is a trivial xt n ion lo 
implement and results in a significant performance improvement. CDRW was impre sive and 
proved very effective indeed, out-performing, or in the top few strategies, in almost ev ry situation. 
The down side of course is the significant run time overhead to calculate and maintain the r al time 
diversity measures. When its performance is evaluated against actual CPU overheads or tim , it is 
likely to drop down the rankings significantly. Although the author acknowledges that this 
particular CDRW implementation was not coded for optimal CPU efficiency, imulation runs 
involving CDRW nevertheless took 2 or 3 orders of magnitude longer to run than th otl1 r 
replacement strategies. 
A.2 EFFECT OF SELECTION OPERATOR 
The principle of the selection operator is to identify the best possible parents. A this m a ur is 
relative to the population as a whole, controlling the diversity proftle using a replacement p rat r 
clearly has a significant effect. 
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Figure 61: Relative performance ranking a Figure 60 (same calc). However ranking i onI for the 
Beta '-ve Skew' not across the whole parameter range and is now broken down by election function. 
Again, there is a clear distinction between the performance on the urumodal and multimodal 
functions. As can be seen from Figure 61, for the multimodal DJS a -ve :kewed di -tnbution i the 
most effective replacem nt strategy irrespective of the selection operator. ! faxuni. mg diversity i 
fundamental to the D FS problem which is achieved by maxmu. ing the -\"e kew and hence 
relegating effects of the selection operator to the point where it only ha a 0 condar), effect on 
multimodal problems. 
The selection operator's influence is more evident in the unimodal problem. Roulette \'{bed take 
the relative fitness of individuals in the population into account when makm election, unlike 
Rank and Random which were only affected by the di tribution of the population in an indirect 
manner. Figure 61.2.2 and 7.2.3 show that on the unimodal problem incr a mg -ve kew i 
inversely proportional to performance and these operator performed far more effectiYely on th 
+ve skewed distributions. These operators are most effective when the mean fitne - of the 
population is as close to the maximum as po sible (for unimodal problem ). 
Consider Figure 61.2.1, as the -ve kew increases (tending toward 2n o.lBe ot) the relative fitn of 
the best individual becomes significandy higher than the re t the population. I lence \\~th Rouletre 
\'(!heel selection, the probability of the be t few individual being lee ted 1 prop ruonal to the -ve 
skew. It i therefore almost alway the best few individual that are mutated or cr ssed-oyer. In 
effect, all the "effort" or "selection pressure" of the G i being concentrated on the.e top 
individuals. nfortunately tlus concentration re ults in a reduction of the ef~ cDve populauon size, 
and in extreme case tends towards the classic (1 +1) GA (which ha a populau n 12C of 1 and 
simply replaces d'lis individual when a new better individual i found through random ' carch) [122]. 
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However, it never actually reaches pure random search a it i still based upon mutations/crossover 
of the be t individual and so suffers from the premature convergence problem. I Jencc, although 
Roulette wheel i relati,-e1y more effective on -ve skewed distributions c mparcd to the other 
hape . Both Rank and Random selection outperform Roulette wheel for the -v skewed case on 
DJ5 ( ee Figure 63). 
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Figure 62: Population Diver ity (average Hamming distance from a theoretical aU D's individual) vs. 
Generation u ing Roulette Wheel selection with a crossover fraction of95% averaged over aU 5 
Dejong benchmark functions change FUDS to Uniform 
Figure 62 how the population diver ity through the generations for various replacement 
operators. The initially high diver ity of the randomly initialised population falls off as selection and 
replacement operate over the generations, imposing structure on the population. High mutation 
rates allow for more "random jumping" than high crossover rates and so the drop-off in the high 
mutation rate ca e i much lower. cross all selection operators and mutation/crossover fractions 
the performance of the replacement operators was highly consistent and so the following 
generalisation can be made: 
• Parent replacement u ually ha the highe t diversity (although a socia ted poor 
performance), as removing the best individuals every time generates a lot of chum. 
• Truncation replacement always has the lowest diversity due to population convergence 
(possibly uboptimally) . CDRW is the next lowest after Truncation, as it is in fact a 
modtfied ,·er ion of Truncation. 
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• Dejong crowding does extremely well under high mutation rates. It has mid range 
performance at high crossover rates, as in this ca e the children are more likely to be 
similar to the best individuals causing the removal of \vorse individual and hence tending 
towards Truncation. 
• The Random, Distribution based and 2nJBe t replacement trategie all ha,-e mid range 
performance. Distribution and 2ndBest do much better than Random and RandKB at 
maintaining diversity at high cro sover rates, and all haye imilar performance at low 
crossover rates. 
• 2nJBest usually has lower diversity than the distribution replacements, but i always much 
better (around twice as good) as Truncation. Even though 2nJBe t i ef~ ctiyely the mirror 
image to Truncation, it maintains higher diver itT becau e there are va tly more 
combinations of solutions with equally bad fitness score than there are with equal good 
ones. In other words, although the deviation of fitne values is imilar in the two ca e , the 
diversity of the population (as measured by Hamming Di tance) is not. 
These graphs graphically demonstrate the succes of the distribution replacement:; at maintaining 
diversity. The fact that in many cases they are comparable u.ith random replacem nt i impre sivoe 
indeed. 
A.4 COMPARISON WITH CLASSICAL GAS 
Up to now only steady state GAs have been considered. This section compare the performance 
against the more common "Classical GA" that does not use a specific Replacement op rator. 
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Figure 63: Comparison between performance of negatively skewed di tributions and the clas ical 
GA (using the same selection function but without a replacement operator) on DJ5. Right graph i 
the same comparison but using the "Saw tooth" approach, 
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Figure 63 Oeft hand ide) shows a comparison between the three selection operators used on their 
own, in the classical cenario, and used with a -ve skewed distribution replacement, in a steady state 
scenario, on DJS. The population size was fixed at 30, however, a large range of mutation, 
crossover and kew parameters was simulated (each simulation is d1e average of 100 separate runs). 
For each of the different cases, the best performing combination of d1ese parameters is presented 
(which \vas different in each case). CDRW (the best performing non-distribution Replacement 
operator) is al 0 included (using its best set of parameters and best Selection operator). For the 
cla ical G.\, an eliti m of 1 was introduced 0 as to guarantee the best individual was always 
carried fonvard into sub eguent generations (without this elitism the classical GA results are 
significandy wor e). 
The nature of the deceptive and mulrimodal DJS problem means that improved performance is 
achieved by not concentrating on the best individuals. In other words, pure random search is highly 
effective and is represented by the (1 +1) GA.. l\ccordingly, this is most effectively mimicked by 
Random followed by Rank, and fmall)" Roulette wheel selection. For each selection operator, it can 
be seen that the introduction of the explicit -ve distribution replacement improves its performance 
(against number of fitness function evaluations) over its classical counterpart and other distribution 
operator ' . Moreover, -ye distribution replacement accounts for 3 out of 4 of the top results. 
Figure 63 (right hand ide) show the same comparison using the saw-tooth principle [123]. With a 
saw-tooth G .. -\ (either steady-state or classical) the population size is monotonically decreased each 
generation. \Xben it reaches a minimum population size, it is increased to the maximum size and 
the monatomic decreases tarts again ~ence the graph of population size vs. generation looks like a 
serrated awt-ooth). \Xben the population ize is expanded to maximum, it is filled with new 
randomly drawn indi\'iduals. aw-tooth therefore combines the benefits of both the variable 
population size and multi-restart principle. 
A population size of 55 decreasing to 5 (i.e. average 30) was used, however dle rate of the decrease 
was varied. Again the very be t perfonning set of parameters (now including rate of decrease) i 
presented. aw-tooth G .. -\s clearly outperform their standard counterparts. The performance 
improvement found by using -\'e skewed distributions is again evident and graphically 
demon trated by the fact that all three distribution replacements are now able to outperform the 
random search of (1 + 1) G .. \. \,\'ith saw-tooth, CDRW is also able to escape from its premature 
convergence and match the performance of - ve skew. Ilowever, as previously discussed, CDR\'(1 
entails a stgruficant and highly detrimental computation overhead that is hidden on these plots. 
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A.5 APPENDIX SUMMARY 
J t is clear that a simple Gaussian distribution, centred near the middle of population fitness (relative 
to the best individual), always yields sub optimal results no matter what the variance. Similarly, the 
uniform distribution also generated sub optimal results (on these static problems). 
The -ve skewed distributions proved to be highly successful (across a large range of crossover 
fractions) on the most taxing multimodal DFS. Not only did the "survival of the worst" strategy 
outperform other distribution shapes but it was more effective than standard classical GAs. 
Survival of the worst was also successful with Roulette Wheel on unimodal problems or when the 
fitness of the children was less dependent on the fitness of the parents (high mutation rates) which 
is a major characteristic of non-linear problems. 
The superior performance of the negatively skewed distributions (survival of the worst strategy) in 
these situations leads the author to hypothesis that this strategy of maintaining a large diversity in 
reserve will really start to out class survival of the fittest in highly complex, deceptive, non-linear 
and/ or dynamic problems. Applications into co-evolution (where agents inherently change each 
other's learning environments) and "simultaneous multiple learners" multiagent systems [78] seem 
to be the fields which might benefit most directly from this approach. Further work with more 
dynamic and difficult benchmarks would be beneficial along with an ongoing analysis of different 
distribution shapes (e.g. non-symmetrical V-shapes). 
CDRW certainly proved to be the best performer out of the non-distribution replacement 
strategies. However, its superior performance is coloured by the high overhead of continuously 
maintaining the contribution to diversity metrics that it relies upon (see section 0). By contrast, 
distribution replacement has a significantly lower overhead and is intuitive and straightforward to 
implement. 
Clearly different distribution shapes are suited to different types of problem, and in the real world, 
with scant knowledge about the actual problem, the choice of distribution shapes maybe not be 
obvious. With a better understanding of the effect of distribution shape the possibility of a dynamic 
distribution could be realised (most likely on based upon a non-symmetrical U-shape). As the 
search progresses it effectively samples the fitness landscape and this knowledge about the 
characteristics of the problem can be used to continually modify the distribution to a more effective 
shape. 
Another major area for research is into tailored selection strategies. Roulette wheel, Rank and 
Random selection were chosen in this paper due to their widespread usage, however they are 
inherently designed for a generational GA architecture, rather than the steady-state GA with explicit 
distribution based replacement. In this paper there was no attempt to design an optimal selection 
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operator. Some simple reworking of the Rank and Roulette \'\'heel operators to truly take advantage 
of the explicitly controlled (and guaranteed) distribution of parents provided by Distribution 
Replacement is likely to produce some sizeable performance improvements. 
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